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Growth brings_ progress, woes
•
•

Phase one of
-CEBA opens its
doors /to UCF

Growth
troUbles
parking

by Joanna Reed

by Tim Ball

CENTRAL r-LORIDA FUTURE

NEWS EDITOR

If you have classes in the new engineering
building, don't be frustrated by the barricades that keep you from exploring the
whole place. It should only be another two
weeks before all of it belongs to VCF:
"The university accepted the classrooms,
but the rest of the building needed a little too
much work for us to accept it yet," said Acting Campus -Planner Richard Lavender.
The problems with the rest of the building
are small enough that they should be cleared
up quickly. Craig Dixon, project manager for
the contractors (the P.J. Goodwin Corporation), said that two subcontractors providing
glass and -cabinetwork were responsible for
the delay.
.
A tour of the building showed completed
rooms empty of the cabinets and equipment
needed to turn them into laboratories. The
rest of the building appeared complete except
for minor detail work and cleaning up.
''The building should be ready soon,'' said
Dixon. ,;We're shooting for Sept. 2.
The building, which holds 2500 to 3000
students, is ''designed to be high tech in both
appearance and function," said George
Schrader, Associate Dean of the College of
Engineering. "Ifs to traditional college
buildings what l~te model Hondas are to the
big fin-tailed cars of the sixties.''
Some of the high tech functions Schrader
and Dixon described are:
-Smoke detectors directly connected to the
police station in every room
-infra-red detectors in certain offices that
will alert security to intruders
-a computer specially for graduate and
faculty research .
Though it is not completed yet, there will
be a "clean room" that will provide a controllSEE CEBA, PAGE 4

Returning students will
notice a number of changes
have taken place on campus
since leaving last spring-significant changes in
roadways, traffic patterns,
oigns and parking areas. If
you are a new student, the circular design of the UCF cam·
pus may already have you
confused. Here's what to look
out for:
The construction of the new
athletic facility on the south
end of campus has eliminat.ed
one of the larger parking lots.
"To compensate for the loss,"
says Marsha Katte of the
Parking and Traffic division,
"350 parking spaces have
been created adjacent to park·ng lot lE. " She says the tern-

D SEE MAPA6
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SG president: student union ahead? ·
by Tim Ball
NEWS EDITOR

.
•

Although the current student government administration of President John
Gill and Vice-President Andrea Darner
was installed this past summer, things
are really starting to gear up with the
start of the 1985-'86 academic year.
Gill's recently confirmed cabinet includes Executive Advisor Tim Puthof,
Legislative Advisor Jackie Goigel, Lobby Annex Director Vince Moony and At-

torncy General Ira Smith.
_
Additional aides are Judicial Advisor
Scott Walker and Minority Advocate
Tony Pelt. Also working with Gill is a
public relations staff consisting of Mike
Tierney and Tracy Ingardia.
Gill -says his main emphasis for the
coming year will be communication with
the student body. "Communication is
the key," Gill said. "We want to open
student gov.ernment to as many
students as possible."
Gill hinted at the possibility of a student union at UCF within the next few
years. He explained that student govern-

ment is in the process of trying to sell the
Student Services Building, in hopes of
using revenues from such a sale to fund
the construction of a student union.
The new Kiosk, which is slated from
completion on Sept. 15, Gill said would
likely be again delayed, adding that a
new contractor may have to hired to
complete the project. The project was set
back last month when it was discovered
the contractor had not followed
specifications in building the Kiosk and,
as a result, the half-finished structure
was demolished so construction could
begin again .

•

porary · lot is unpaved, but
says it should be "convenient
for those of you attending
class on the east side of campus."
Another significant '_ang8
is the closing of Aquarius
Drive. Traffic may no longer
enter or exit the campus
where that road meets
Alafaya Trail. According to
Mike Spinnato, campus ciV:il
engineer with the physical
plant, the state Department
of Transportation ordered
Aquarius Drive closed in
order to facilitate the installation of a traffic signal at the
nearby intersection of
Alafaya Trail and Centaurus
Drive. Katte says the light
was installed with the
cooperation of Westinghouse
Corp.
"I was out there early Monday morning and everyone
seems to be satisfied with it
(the light)," said Spinnato.
··with the left turn lanes,
everything seems to be working well."
Bikers at UCF will also
SEE PARK·ING, PAGE 6
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Prices Include:
Washer, Dryer,
Refridgerator
Dishwasher.
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Come and experience the woodsy charm . .
Sales and Model Center Located One Mile North on
Alfaya Trail From Highway 50 then left on Lokanotsa Trail.
OPEN 7 DAYS I BRO~ERS WELCOME
within walking distance from UCF

Affordable prices start in the low SO's
2 & 3 Bedroo-ms
CALL 275-9100
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Chemistry instructor,
students settle test feud

•

Jeff Glick{The Central Florida Future

Ala-faya Trail gets
needed signals
by Wanda Schulman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

Problems with auto ac·
cidents and heavy traffic have
prompted improvements of.
Alfaya Trail. .
One recent example of such
· an accident involved a car and
a motorcycle. The accident OC·
curred at the entrance to UCF
in front of University Apartments at appoximately 12:30
a.m. Saturdav. A fire truck,
ambulance, filtd ·police car
wete called to the scene. The
cyclist was conscious, sitting
up, and had a splint on his
right leg. The owner of the
car, a Nissan, sustained
damage only to the front left
side of his car.
According to . Carl Rod, a
witness, the cyclist was try·
ing to speed past three cars
consecutively, and struck the
Nissan as it was making a left
turn. ''I was certain the guy
on the motorcycle was
dead.. .I was certain of it,"
Rod said .
An accident occurs approx·
imately every fifty-two days
at the University Blvd. en·
trance to the school according
to Orange County Traffic
Control. No other accident
data is available on other en·

trances to the University.
Additionally, Average Dai·
ly Traffic Counts done by the
Florida Department of
Transportation during )984
indicate that different sec·
tions of Alafaya Trail carry
between ten to eighteen thou·
sand cars per day. Carl Fisher
of the department of
transportation said that most
of the traffic on Alafaya is
coming in from the south.
These indicators have prompted the placement of two
new traffic lights sclieduled
to be operational this week.
Also planned is the widening
of Alafaya Trail. A third traffic light will be improved, but
no date has been set for com·
pletion of the project. .
The new lights will be
located · in
front
of
Westinghouse and at ·
Research Parkway. The light
at Alafaya Trail and
Universtiy Boulevard will be
improved to in~lude left turning arrows from each side of
the intersection.
However, the lights may in- .
crease certain types of ac·
cidents according to Don
Lepic of Orange County Traffic Control. He emphasized
that traffic lights tend to in-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- blame to any party. ·it proposed two solutions. The recommended course of action sugby Krys Fluker
gested that the later, contested exam scores
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
be dropp.e d in favor of earlier more favorable
A meeting to investigate student com· test grades. The alternative proposal gave
plaints about an adjunct chemistry teacher students the right to re-take the course, free
of charge.
was held July 28.
The instructor, Dr. Sidhana Debnath, was
in India at the time of the meeting and could
not be present. Dr. Guy Mattson, chairman
Dr. Leslie Ellis, vice-president of ,a~_ademic
·of the cliemistry department, represented affairs, made the final decision to allow the
her.
students to repeat the course instead of reBefore the hearing, several students had calculating grades. "I felt that there was a
complained that Debnath had giyen unfairly disruption in the education proces·s .'' he exdifficult tests in response to an unflattering .plained, and added that this decision did not
student evaluation. They charged that tests in any way reflect condemnation of Debnath.
were given on material barely covered in He felt that the reports of disciplanary action
class, and that Debnath refused to answer were "greatly exaggerated", and that the
their quest.ions in class or meet with them overall grades of the class were not substanafter class to discuss the problems. However, tially lower than the grades of sections
both sides agreed that disruptive student taught by different instructors.
behavior was a contributing factor.
It is not known whether Debnath will
The panel, composed of two faculty return as an adjunct professor. Mattson
members, two administrative staffers and would not comment but stated that the rul·
one student, found that
DP.bnath commit- ing was "unfortunate" and that "the charges
ted procedural error8 1J:Jt .:ieclined to affix (of the students) were completely unfair".

What do you think?
What would you like- to see
in your campus newspaper?
CIRCLE ONE

More campus news
Local news coverage
More features
Comic strips
More sports coverage
High-tech coverage
More opinions/columns·

NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY

Comments or suggestions.

Bring your replies to our office located next to the Health
Center, or mail them to -The Central Florida Future/PO
BOX 25000/0rlando, 32816.

SEE TRAFFIC, PAGE 4

I : BLOOD DRIVE
The UCF Fall Blood Drive,
. in cooperation with the Central Florida Blood Bank, will
be held on September 3 from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Kiosk.
' All students, faculty and
staff are heartily encouraged
to give the gift of life.

Cash copies are ten cents,
but copier access cards offer
quantity discounts. The cost
of copies with a card ranges ·
from 5-7.5 cents each.
Any inquiries concerning
the copier access cards rriay
be directed to Business Services, 275·2624.

I I COPYING CREDIT
Rather than carrying rolls
of coins to the Library, or
looking for change for a copy
machine, students now have
the option of purchasing a
copier access card at the
cashier's window in the
University Bookstore. The
photocopying equipment on
c:ampus has been enhanced
with a card access device.
Now students may either us~
a copy access card or coins.

! : HITACHI GRANT
Hi tac hi Denchi America
recently agreed to donate a
$50,000 matching grant in
equipment for UCF's broadcasting studio and training
center.
The equipment will assist
the Workshop in Community
Televsion. an outgrowth of
the Collt'ge of Extended
Studie . in producing Orlando's first-ever game show,
among other projects.

The workshop's productions can be seen on Evan's
Cablevision channel 35.

UGF.
Introductory Hebrew
cou:rses also will be taught for
the first time, said Dr. Moshe
Pelli, director of UCF' s new
· Judaic Studies program.
Interested stl1.dents should
contact Pelli at 27-5-2466 as
soon as possible for further information.

LOST AND FOUND
On June 22, a large amount
of money was found by a
dorm resident in the dorm
area. Anyone who believes
the rec vered money may be
their own, please notify the
box hol er of P.O. Box 28055,
PARKING DECALS
Orlando, FL, 32867-8055. ·
The UCF Police Dept.
Please tell exactly where,
when. how much money and reminds everyon& that a parkwhat denominations of bills ing decal must be on your car
by Sept. 3. According to Marcomprised your lost cash.
cia Katte, traffic and parking
JUDAIC STUDIES
manager, the best time to buy
Thei history and culture of your decal is before 8 a.m. or
the Jewish p~ople and a study after 5 p.m. Students are
of the Jewish national move- reminded that vehicle
ment in the 19th century are registration
must
be
two n w courses this fall ·at presented to obtain a decal.

WUCF·FM GOES BIG
Be!-,rinning Sept. 1, WUCFFM will be switching to a
~4-hour format. At present,
the campus radio station is
broadcasting 19 hours a day,
Monday through Friday, and
I H hours on weekends.
The popular "Nite Rock" is
sc:hcduled 1 a.m. to 6 a.m.

Deadline for News Briefs is
Thursday prior to publication. All material submitted
must be typed and doublespaced Any public service announcements should be submitted to Confetti
c;_ompiled by Tim Ball

/
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Authority cracking down on riders
The East-West Expressway will be
the scene later this yuear of a pilot
program to crack down on toll
evaders who are costing the OrlandoOrange County Expressway Authority $500,000 a year in revenues and $5
million in bonding capability.
The first step in the crackdown will
be installation of 8 automatic gates at
the unmanned exact-change toll
booths at the East toll plaza.
Four of the gates have been
delivered to Orlando and the remainder are expected shortly. Installation will begin when it is determined what modifications are needed
· in the present booths. They are expected to be operational before the
seasonal traffic increases around the
holidays.
Bill Gwynn, newly-appointed executive direct or of the Expressway
Authority, suggested to the Florida
Department of .Transportation that
Orlando be used as a test site for the
automatic gates. The DOT has
reported that the toll evaders are a
growing problem at toll roads
throughout Florida and the statewide
annu_al loss is estimated at $4.8

The world
is waiting.
Bean
exchange
student.

million.
Under an agreement between the
''The $5 million in bonding capab.iliExpressway Authority and the DOT,
ty we lose because of the $500,000 in
tlw state agency is paid by the
missing tolls would pay for construcAuthority from toll revenues for
tion of a half mile of Beltway, for exoperation and maintenance of the toll
ample, and help us solve some of the road. Cost of the gates and the inroad problems much earlier," Gwynn
stallation will come from the tolls.
said.
John S. Berry, chief of the Bureau
Coupled with the installation of the of Toll Facilities for the DOT, last
automatic gates, law enforcement week reviewed the unmanned booths
agencies will be alerted to crack down in East toll plaza near SR 436 to
on toll evaders at the 10 unmanned c!Ptt>rmine what modifications were
toll ramps along the 13.8 miles of Ex- 1weded for gates. Engineers for the
pressway.
DOT are to decide how much of the
Legislation passed last year made concrete barrier must be removed
toll cheating a traffic offense for before the gates are installed.
which an officer can write a ticket
The Orlando application is the first
that calls for a $25 fine and is payable largt' scale use of automatic gates at a
just like a speeding ticket. This toll plaza in Florida. Earlier this year,
simplifies enforcement since it was
previously listed as a second-degree onP gat.e was installed on the ramp of
a Jacksonville expressway. Berry
misdemeanor.
A study by Post, Buckley, Schuh ~aid that because the ramp was not
manned the gate was unprotected and
and Jernigan, authority consultants,
pstimated that 5 P.ercent of the daily put out of service.
Expressway us~rs failed to pay to
J f t.he Orlando East plaza experitolls at the unmanned locations. The .
survey indicated the worst areas were m1:>nt is successful, the program could
at the East and West toll plazas and ht• t>xpanded to include rr:ampa and
Miami. according to the DOT.
at the Conway Road off ramps.

•

'

International Youth
Exchange, a Presidential
Initiative for peace, sends
teenagers like you to live
abroad with host families.
Go to new schools. Make
new friends.
If you're between 15
and 19 and want to help
bring our world together,
send for infonnation.

•

Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE

Pueblo, Colorado 81009

!J The International Youth Excha nge.
•

TRAFFIC
FROM PAGE 3

•

crease rear end accidents and
decrease right angle accidents.
In order for a new traffic
light to be installed a study is
done to evaluate the traffic
volume, amount of delay , and
frequency of accidents at the
intersection in question. This
information is t hen used in
conjuction with a series of
"eleven warrants," a nationally used document,
~eveloped from the input of
each state.
Further planned for
Alafaya Trail will be the
widening from S.R. 50 two
and a half miles north in the
fall of 1987. HeI]n'" Fuller of
the D~~~( of Transportation said the project is
slated to cost six million and
will be completed by Boyle
Engineering, Inc. The new
Ala fa ya Trail will have street
lights , bike paths, side walks,
and a forty-foot median. The
wide median is to allow for
possible six-laning of Alafaya
Trail during the 1990's. A
public hearing will be held in
November concerning t he
Alafaya Trail project.

Get our new $49* software module
when you buy an HP-41.

CEBA
FROM PAGE 1
ed
environment
for I
students building microchips.
" It will keep particles at a
level of 1,000 per cubic foot
and also control humidity. j
Students will be hooded, I
gowned, and wearing stockings over their shoes when
they use it," said Schrader.
Completion of the clean room
was delayed by a budget too
small to meet the original
specifications of 100 particles
per cubic foot.
The classrooms being used
in t he engineering building,
which is known as CEBA 1
(Ce~ter for Engineering · and
Business Administration), are
temporary. They will be used
as classrooms once CEBA 2,
which is still in the designing
PG !25 11
stage, is built.
•u.s su gizest~d list r nc:e

It's a deal that has no equal, for a calculator that has
no equal.
Our new HP-41 Advantage software module packs
12K of ROM. One and a half times the capacity of any
other HP-41 module. Large enough to hold the most
popular engineering, mathematical and financial programs ever written for the HP-41.
You get comprehensive advanced matrix math functions, roots of equations and polynomials, integrations,
base conversion and logic functions, and time value of
money functions.
Our new module is also sub-programmable. So you
can quickly access just a portion of a program, or transfer that section to your own program.
And it's even menu-driven. That eliminates overlays
and reduces the number of prompts.
In short, you get everything it's going to take to help
you make the grade in everything from Linear Algebra
to Physics to Electronics to Statics and Dynamics.
The HP-41 is a ·deal all its own. Its operating
system is so advanced, it doesn't need an "equals"
key. Littl~ wonder it's preferred by more engineers
than any other calculator.
This is a limited time offer. Call (800) FORHPPC. Ask for Dept. 658B. We'll instantly give
you the name of a dealer who has no equal.
Do it now. The phone call is free.
But our new module won't be for long.

F//89

I

•
•

•

•

HEWLETT

~~PACKARD

-

my - -

rm-; s.tudent;,hc;"° has no equtl Here~
proof-of ·purchase to pro'1e it. Please
send me my free software module.
Name
Ad d ress
C it y

•
Stat e

Zip

Pho ne Number
HP-4 1 Seri a l N um be r

Mail coupon with proof-of-purchase to :
Hewlett-Packard Co., c/o Direct Mail
Projects/M-M, P. 0 . Box 10598,
Portland, Oregon 97209
O ff er nol rod ccm nb lo el HP deale r. HP-41 m ust be p u rc hestd
bttwce n 8/ 15/85 end 11/15/ 85. E n velopes must be poslm or ked
by 12/3 1/85. Good onl y in U.S.A. Void wh ere prohi bi1 cd. taxed
or res tricted b y le w . HP employee purchases nol eligib le. Allo w
6·11 week s for d elive r y.

•
•

•
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UNITED CAMPUS
MINISTRY

•

•
•

COUN·SELING

BIBLE STUDIES
FUN ACTIVITIES

RELIGIOUS WORSHIP

•

RETREATS

SERVICE PROJECTS

•

BAPTIST

,,

Baptist Campus Ministry Newman Club
Rev. Hal Burke
Rev. Sean Cooney

EPISCOPAL

JEWISH

Canterbury Club
Rev. John Leiber

Chabad House
Rabbi Sholom

LUTHERAN
Rev. Fred Schramm
•

v

~e~

CATHOLIC

«.:._,cYJ
o~

CONGRETIONAL
Rev. Lloyd Larson

also KARDIA· Interdenominational
(International Students)
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Sullivan

.UNITED METHODIST
· Wesley Foundation
Rev. Hardy Sandlin

Now Only $8.95!

WHIPLASH

Need Help Passing
The CLAST?

CAN BE DANGEROUS!

Getting Ready For The CLAST
Reading, Writing, Mathematics

,

Don't wait 'til the night before the exam! This book
includes instruction and sample test questions to
help you prepare. Ask for it today at your college
bookstore.

•

FOR .MORE INFO:
Contact the UCM Center
In the Student Center
Rooms 207 and ·2 01.
Phone: 275·2468
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COLLISION
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H & H Publishing Co., Inc.

I
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2165 Sunnydale, Suite N, Clearwater, Florida 33575 (813) 442-7760

REAR-ENP
COLLISION

•

•

ALL INSURANCE COMPANIES PAY
CHIROPRACTIC CLAIMS FOR WHIPLASH INJURIES

$50,000

PLUS

LONGWOOD CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE

lST YEAR INCOME POTENTIAL

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

Blind:~~G:::i~~=~ID~

500 E. HWY. 434 • LONGWOOD
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DENNIS J. D'ERAMO D.C., P.A.

i

500 E. Hwy. 434, Longwood
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IMPORTANT! offer expires Sept. 25, 1985

jHE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT, OR TO BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND
WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SE~CE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.
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Langdon: emphasis on ·prevention
John G. Langdon, M.D., Director of
Student Health Services writes on
matters concerning UCF students.

For as long as I can remember, in
the health field we have dealt primarily with disease. Similarly, the Student Health Center has focused to a
great extent on the treatment of illness. Increasingly, college health
programs have been trying to respond to the educational needs of their
student population.
Here at UCF we have been polling
students for the past six months in an
effort to find out the types of problem
areas they would like us to deal with
in health education. A number of programs are being implemented to respond to these ends.
Individual encounters with health
education events do not make a well
rounded program. Any effort at improving a person's health have to be
oriented toward a coordinated evolution in lifestyle toward healthier
behaviors and habits. Change can on-

PARKING
F-ROM PAGE l
note some changes. Katte
says more bike racks have
been installed on campus.
Because of the increased
number of legitimate bicycle
parking spaces, she warns "if
you 're one of those who
chains ·their bike to any convenient traffic sign, handrail
or tree, you'll begin receiving
polite warnings to secure your

ly occur when a person understands
what his problems are and is given
the tools or skills to begin the change
process.
In an effort to meet this more basic
and broad need that has tremendous
long term implications, a new program is being offered from the Health
Center.
You will see this program appearing in various ways under the title of
the CHAMP. CHAMP stands for
Comprehensive Health Assessment
and Maintenance Program. Most of
the freshman class has already had an
initial encounter with the program by
completing a health hazard or .health
risk appraisal at the time of their
orientation in July.

This, of course, is only the first step
in a comprehensive health promotion
program. These appraisals will give
the Health Center staff the individual
educational needs of the students participating. You the students wil be
asked increasingly to participate in
the development of this program. We
here on the professional staff will be
continuing to develop the educational
responses you need. Yet, only if you
help us build this program into
somethin meaningful will it really
have a long term effect.
We are, in fact, considering undertaking a long term study of the impact of early health risk appraisal and
behaivor modification as it pertains
to improving your health potential
and reducing your risk of disease.
Again, only you acting on the information you will be receiving in the
coming months and years can make
this program work.
There is a possibility- if adequate
support is forthcoming-that the program will provide for long term folowup of you, the participating student,

over the next 20 to 40 years so we can
more accurately assess the impact of
health education during these important developmental years. In upcoming months you will find access to
this program in The Central Florida
Future. Further information will be
available to you so you can participate in physiologic profiling and
hlood testing. Upon completion of
these profiles, appropriate education
about diet, fitness, negative
b.ehaivors, stress and other important
risk factors contributing to early
disease onset can be made available
CHAMP is a joint effort of the Student Health Center and the Physical
Education Department. The physical 1
measurements and fitness testing will'
be accomplished by Dr. Frank Rohter
and Gerald Gergley, M.S. A
cooperative effort will help to link
these two important divisions of the _
university in a way that has not been
accomplished before. We look forward
with excitement to this cooperative
effort and hope to involve other
Plements of UCF in this program.

bike elsewhere.''
Katte says the warnings are
an effort ' 'to eliminate the
obstacles facing handicapped
individuals as they travel on
campus.
By mid-semester, Katte
says that illegally parked
bicycles will be immobilized.

Aquarius Drive is closed here.

A new temporary 1
lot has been opened next to lot 1E.

Editor's Note: The UCF
Police Dept.
reminds
everyone that parking regulations will be enforced beginning Sept. 2.

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
NATIONAL SERVICE
FRATERNITY

STUDENT

@
GOVERNMENT
PRESENTS

..
•
•

BOOK
-EXCHANGE

•

•

•

Last Week of Summer

10A.M

First Week of Fall

4P.M.

ACROSS FROM THE BOOKSTORE
Sell for more'"'"' Buy for less

•

•

•

•
•
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45
75 45

55

NEW FREEDOM

•

MINI PADS

'(

BONUS PACK!

•

36COUNT

NEW FREEDOM

•

ANYDAY

PANTIUNERS
BONUS PACK!

~~~·
-.
~~:·
-

6BOXES

6BOXES

32COUNT

NEW FREEDOM

MAXI PADS
BONUS PACKS!

•

6BOXES

9·5

KLEENEX

DINNER NAPKINS
50CT.

KLEENEX

POCKET PACK

FACIALS

8PACKPKG.

12BOXES

75

12PACKS
OF8

50
95

KLEENEX
LITTLE TRAVELERS

FACIAL TISSUES

24BOXES

KLEENEX

FACIAL TISSUES
WHITE & ASSORTED

18 BOXES

Hl·DRI

PAPER TOWELS
WHITE & EARTHTONE COLORS

..------

15 ROLLS

___ ...._.. ____ _._

REGISTER TO WIN $25.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE FOR SHOPPING AT
ALBERTSONS. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO WIN. CUT OUT ENTRY AND
PLACE IN CONTEST BOX AT STORE. TWENTY WINNERS PER STORE.

---ri- -----

-------------~

_..

$25 GIFT
CERTIFICATE!

20 WINNERS PER STORE!
DRAWINGS WILL BE ELD AT NOON ON
SEPTEMBER 6,. 1985 AT OUR ORLANDO,
WINTER PARK, ALTAMONTE SPRINGS,
LONGWOOD, TAMPA, GAINESVILLE AND
TALLAHASSEE STORES. PRICES GOOD IN
THESE STORES ONLY THRU SEPTEMBER 5,
1985. LIMIT RIGHTS RESERVED.
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DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP.

Prints and
Slides from the same roll

CHRISTIAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP

Kodak MP film ... Eastman Kodak's professional color motion picture (MP) film adapted for still
use in your 35mm camera by Seattle FilmWorks. With micro,fine grain and rich color saturation, its
quality meets the exacting standards of Hollywood filmmakers. An.cl with wide exposure latitude, you
don't have to be a pro to get great everyday shots or capture special effects.
Experience remarkable versatility. Shoot in low light or bright light from ASA 200 up to ASA
1200. If you 're shooting in rungs ten lighting, we'll color correct for this at no charge. And enjoy the
option of prints or slides, or both, from the same roll.
It's economical, too. For example, we'll process your film, send you mounted slides, negatives and a
new roll of film-all for the incredibly low price of $4.60 per roll plus postage and handling. Quick,
convenient mail order service ... plus substantial savings.
Try our introductory offer. Of course it costs us more than $2 to send this to you. But we're
confident that once you've tried the film, you'll become a regular customer. Why not see what this
quality film can do for your photography. Send in today!

3676 ALAFAYA TR.
ORLANDO, FL 32826

HERE FOR ONE REASON ...

YOU!
THE FACTS ABOUT C.S.F.
CAMPu·s House:
FRIENDSHIP

ACTIVITIES
COUNSELING
TEACHING
SHARING

"there has long been the dream ofone film that could produce everything. ...
.Such a film is here now in theform of5247 . .. "-MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY

-----------------------------------------INTRODUCTORY OFFER
2181
e1954 ~ctle FilmWorks

D Rush me two 20,exposure rolls of your
leading KODAK MP film- Kodak .
5247® (200 ASA). Enclosed is$2.00.
I'd like to be able to get color prints or
· slides (or both) from the same roll and

Jesus Christ is our focal point.
An Alternative to the usual.
Give us a Tryl
CALL PAM AT 275·6474

NAME~~~~~~~~~~~~
ADDRESS~~~~~~~~~~~-

CITY

experience the remarkable versatility of
this professional quality filf!l·

SfATE

ZIP _ __

Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks
500 Third Avenue West, P.O. Box C-34056

Kodak 5247 is a registered trademark of the Easnnan Kodak Company.

Seattle, WA 98124

A Ministry of UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Worshipping at 9191 University BLVD.

Llmit ofZ rolls per cusromer.

.

I

I

THE BEST PRICES IN ORLANDO ON
ALL BEDDING
*FEATURING*
#SEALY # THER-A-PEOIC #
*INTERNATIONAL BEDDING#
SAVE THE FACTORY OUTLET
WAY

210 W. MICHIGAN ST.
(JUST· EAST OF 1·4
AN'D WEST .OF ORANGE
AVENUE)"

.

Discoveries~,
: ~~~~~~~~

Hurricanes: the ·destructive heal engine
by Morgan Phillips
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

!

•

•

•
•

•

The hurricane, or tropical
cyclone, is one of the largest
and most powerful types of
storms on earth, but with sufficien~ knowledge of how
these storms behave we can
eliminate almost all loss of
life from them.
Hurricanes are simply large
revolving heat engines. The
heat from warm waters is
taken in by the storm which
disipates the heat in the form
of mechanical work, (gusting
hurricane winds), another side
after of this reaction is the
drop in vapor temperature
causing condensation (heavy.
rains).
To start ~ hurricane you
first need warm tropical
waters and then · you must
add a group of conflicting
winds to start the mechanical
process. (Like the starter in
your car has to turn the
engine over a few times for it
to start.)
The most traditional group
of winds which cause this
starter effect are · the
westerlies near 15 degrees
latitude and the intertropical
convergence zone, which is a
trough of countering air
masses which vary in latitude
by season. This means most
hurricanes originate between
10 and 20 north latitude.
There are rare occurances
thougq when the tropical
cyclones are born at much
higher levels of latitude.
According to Gil Clark, a
hurricane specialist from the
National We~ther Service
Hurricane Bureau in Miami,
said that all of the storms
which have occured sihce late
1981 have been of this rare
type. "Hurricane Allen which
hit south Texas in 1980 was
the last major storm we have
had which originated in the 10
to 20 degree area,'' said Clark.
''The Westerly winds seem to
he preventing storms fr~m
forming their by cooling the
water-. ''
·"Every once in a while the
storms will form near 25
degrees for a few year~ and
Lhen revert back to its normal
pattern. We don't know
why."
Clark also pointed out that
the Western Atlantic region
which wear<' part of has fewer

and less powerful storms than
places in the South Pacific,
Indian Ocean, and East
Pacific.
Hurricanes are refered to
by many names through out
the world, in the Northern
Pacific they are typhoons, off
of the coast of A ustrallia they
are Willv· Willies, in the China
Sea they are baguio, and on
the west Mexican coast they
are called El Cordonazo de
San Francisco, the last of St.
Francis.
The ~ost dangerous part of
the hurricane, accoring both
to Clark, and Bob Osborne of
the Orlando office of the
N.W.S., is the storm surge.
"90 percent of all deaths caused by hurricanes are caused
by storm surge,'' stated
Clark. "For each inch the
pressure drops the water rises
one -foot."
Osborne indicated, "the
biggest problems inland away
from the surge are wind
damage to mohile homes and
low area flooding.·· He continued saying, "the hurricane
force just doesn't reach to the
center of the state. You just
get hea,·y rains and winds
near 50 miles per hour."
Clark also mentioned that ·
the hurricane had no movement forcl' of its own and just
follows the local air currents.
"The hurricane simply
follows the wind flow from
one placP on. Usually westerlv until it nears land and then
it would probably go north,
unless their was some other
.... 1range occurance.
Though we think of hurrira nPs <1s thP largest. most
pDwerful storms. remember a
~Lorm in l hl' Lemperte zone
,·an .-.n111Ptimes be several
1i11ws lc1rgw than any hurricarn· 1•\'t·t")' could 'he. Also
: 11tnadrn•s con Lain winds
which rnus1• the hurricane to
pall' in comparison.
Tlw lu•sL Lh1 ng l (,do in casP
.1 hurican1• approachs is ·to
!1~l.Pll to t ht' weather ad·. i~ori11<.; ;111d lollow tht-'ir in1 ru.-t illll~ .

For more information about
Hurricanes, their causes, effects, and what measures you
can take to protect yourself
you can call the Orlando office
of the National Weather Service at 857-3180. The number
for the Miami bureau is
305-666-0413. '

The birth of a Hurricane:

D Tropical Depression fJ Tropical Storm-·

~Hurricane

The tropical depression is the
first step in creating a hurricane. Wind starts rotating in
a pattern. As pressure begins
to drop near the center,
wind speed increases. to 31
miles an hour. Narrow bands
of rainfall form, some are
heavy downpours.

An enormous pressure drop
occurs in the center of the
system. Monsoon type rainfall occurs and the wind
speed reaches a force of
greater than 72 miles an
hour.. This causes gale-force
winds that extend for hundreds of miles.

9

A definite circular wind pattern develops. Warm, moist
air is pumped in to the
weather system by· wind
speeds of 72 miles an hour.
This causes heavy rainfall
and a pattern of squall lines
develop._ -

Hurricane formation .

. Hurricanes begin as an area of low pressure in a belt of easterly wind flow. As the system
moves over warmer ocean, the air takes up tremendous amounts of water vapor. Since
the air is unstable, the vapor is lifted up until it cools and condenses •. releasing vast
amounts of energy that feeds the ~torm system. (A)The storm intesifies by a chimney
. mechanism where air converges to the center near th~ surface, spirals upward, and
diverges at higher levels. (B)Warm, dry air flow down the center of the storm. The winds
speej and form a tight ring, (C)or eye of the storm. (D)The eye is calm while outside it
wind and rain blow violently.
Source: Earth in Crisis

Jeff Glick/The Central Florida Future

.'Discoveries' is what is happening in and to UCF
As Acting-Editor of the new
"Discoveries" secLion of The Central
Florida Future, I would like to take
this opportunity to explain to you
our reason for adding this section
and our hopes for it in the future.
The University of Central Florida,
as most of you know, is presently .
following a course that is drawing
the university and the surrounding
scientific community closer together,
to benifit both the students of the
university, with additional job opportunities and work experience
through Co-op and Intern programs,
and the corporations with fresh new

approaches to many of their problems.
Since the university and the
neighboring corporations are so
closely linked and they play such a
large part in the university community we felt that your newspaper,
The Central Florida Future, should
provide you with information about
projects and scientific study that are

taking place in or affect the Central
Florida area.
Today's story on hurricanes was
an example, most of the research on
hurricanes is done at the National
Weather Service Hurricane Branch
in Mia'mi, Florida. Hurricanes also
have a large effect on all of Florida
from the Keys to Pensacola.
In upcoming issues you will be
discovering many more interesting
stories on the "Discoveries" page
and we hope to feature some columns written by area scientific experts, and even some columns by
students here at UCF that are working on projects that might be of
general interest.

The "Discoveries" section will
hopefully expand so that one day it
will be as large a part of The Central
Florida Future, as the scientific community is of UCF.
Jf you have any story ideas for the
"Discoveries" page or if you would
like to try writing stories dealing
with topics in scientific fields feel
free to contact The Central Florida
Future here at UCF, we would
welcome your input.
You ~hould also look for our upcoming stories on "Central Florida:
the lightning capital of the world"
and "Can a Space Station be a new
home in space?".
·

~
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Blind acceptance of enigma
keePing UCF down
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· Yet the people tearing this university and all its parts down the most are
the people who will suffer the most

Famous American statesman
Patrick Henry once said, "I know no
way of judging the future but by the
past." If there is any truth to that
assumption, then UCF's future cannot look bright.
There is little sense in avoiding the
fact that UCF has had a miserable
time these past few years. Despite the
best efforts of media personalities
throughout the area (including here at
the Future), it is impossible to pin the
blame for UCF' ~ troubles on any one
person. In fact, few people appreciate
the effort that most of UCF's envoys
put forth to make this university a
better place.
Perhaps the blame. rests with all of
us for accepting the enigma placed on
this school. But that still does little to
take the peat off those who represent
UCF in our communl ty and in the
state. President Colbourn still has to
weather every rampage by the Board
of Regents over deficits and quotas.
Student Body President' John Gill
still m~st fight to gain respect for student government. And even the paper
struggles to maintain its credibility
through constant haranguing by
department heads and students.

for it. The Regents will lose control of
a blossoming bud of academia. The
students will lose their voice and their
forum. The university will destroy its
voice on· campus and throughout the
community. All for what?
Criticism is always a valuable tool
when used constructively. Unfortunately, criticism has destroyed the
pride we never had a chance to gain.
With the beginning of this new
academic year, it is easy to take
Patrick Henry's assumption to heart,
and give- up trying to make things
better here. People will try to make
thi°ngs better despite you, however,
and we will likely have another year
of small successes and monumental
failures. But Patrick Henry used the
past as a gauge rather than an excuse.
The past is a gauge by which we
might learn and grow and measure
our progress, and set our goals. Never
as an excuse for not trying to make at
least our part of the world a better
place.
Best of luck for a successful year.
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t\~Ge.t( OUR r~ POl.\O', ~~M-YoU GROW SOtlt~ 'W.\
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New year brings hope for good ·y ear with help
.

.

Welcome to the University of Central Florida! You are special people
who have come to a special university! What makes you special? Well,
you showed the good judgment to request to come here; and we showed
the good judgment to .comply with
. your request: To be more specific, you
have already demonstrated your
academic potential-in your SAT or
ACT scores, in your grade point
average. And UCF has already
der.:nonstrated its ability to provide a
high quality educational experience
to more than 30,000 graduates who
are already confirming their quality
m the outside wor1C1 they have

entered.
UCF is a young university, among
the youngest in the State University
System of Florida. But we are already
the fourth largest, and we have
known a period of rapid growth. The
rapidity of ·that growth has been
troubling: it has outstripped

resources and threatened our commitment to our students as indiViduals.
We hope we can reduce that threat,
just as we hope you know we are glad
you are here. We care about our
students; you are our reason for existence.
We want you to succeed. We will do
our best to help if you will do yours.
Yes there is more to college than
classes and books. Such things as
career planning, social life, student
government, athletics, all deserve
your time and attention. A vital part
of going to college involves meeting
new .people from different
bacl.{grounds. I cannot exaggerate the

importance and value oi .::>Luuent
Government-which spends a large
amount of your money-and can and
does contribute to the quality of life
·
on this campus.
Finally, I want to offer a personal
note. I urge yoq to let us hear from
you when you have problems. Let me
also urge you to let us hear from you
when you don't. Perhaps you see or
notice things w-e may take for granted
and should not. You might have suggestions for change ,,. which would
make a "Yery good university still better. Let us. know what they are.
-Write!
Good luck.

What was that cluttering the .campus .Monday?
Yes, the first issue of - Knight
Times, Student Government's and
the Programming and Activities
Council's (PAC to those of you not
familiar with the group's many
wonderful programs for children of all
ages and pant sizes) answer to
newspaper advertising, has recently
hit the stands.
My only problem with this occurance is that many issues of the
Times have ended up on stands
belonging to The Central Florida
Futu.,.e. As the top story is titled
"Welcome back-Survival Guide'', (A
little too close to-The Central Florida
Future's "Student Survival Guide",
included in this issue) some might
mistake the Times as a publication of

The Central Florida Future.
Let me be the first to tell you that
Knight Times has absolutely no ties
to our publication.
Just think, you and I put over
·s100,000 into PAC to print this kind
of crap. Makes you feel kinda good i·nside just to be a part of it, eh?
Let's do SG and PAC an editorial
favor (as we kinda feel like the Times

"Big Bro") and critique the historic
Volume 1, Number 1. So go out and
grab you an issue of the Times and
let's get on with things.
PAGE 1: Okay, the masthead (that
thing at the top) is cute and defines
both groups involved (or should.I say
r0sponsihle?) and even manages to
<'mploy everybody's favorite word,
"Knight".
Now notice that every story on the
page is in a different type. Now at
first I though!. this was odd, but after
n•considering I have come to the conclusion that thP TimC's may just be
setting a new mood for contemporary
tH'wspapcr design. l know we're planning to throw out our stvle hook and
.id·lib it as ?<>On as possihle.

Now my ta'vonLe part ot page l is
th<.' picture of Jennifer Waldron, Miss
UCF, in the bottom left. Doesn't she
l"nk absolutely marvelous? Now you
hu w to wade all the way to the middle of the paper (that's page 2) to find
this, hut Waldron is also the Times
Coordinator (I guess that means
Pdi tor. as someone managed to put
two .. editors notes" on one story).
Now h()w would you like us to put a
.big pie tun' of Mike Rhodes on the
front page of the F11f11 re? Yeah, I rest
lllV (.'(]S(.

l Jp"n <>xnmining Llw rps! ·or the
publication, all I c-0uld find was ads.
lh1t l1t>y, 1 11Ke noLnmg l>eLtcr Llian an
;1d. How about you?
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FOOTBALL

_DANCING!

DANCING!

. WELL

WELL

BRANDS

BRANDS

3FoRl
9·11PM

2FoR1
11·?

ACROS.S FROM FASHION S-QUARE

ATTENTION ALL UCF STUDENTS.
- IN,TERNATIONAL CALCULATOR Ir COMPUTER
IS NOW BEATING ANY DISCOUNT PRICE OF
HEWLETT· PACKARD CALCULATORS ·BRING IN A
COPY OF THEIR AD. WE'LL GIVE YOU .LOCAL
DELIVERY. WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS!
Students! Work Smart.
.

.

Work Simply...With Hewlett-Packard!

Whether you .re in Science, Engineering, Business, or Finance, your classes are
. challenging and loaded \\ilh tough problems.
Cut those problems down to size \'.ith an HP calculator. Built-in functions and timesaving ieatures like dedicated keys are as close as a single keystroke.
Get your HP calculator today.
_ Fn;ti HEWLETT
~~PACKARD

OUR REGULARLY DISCOUNTED PRJCES .
HPllC
569.00
· HP41CV . 5199.00
HP12C
104.80
HP41CX
264.00
HP15C
104.80HP71B
425.00

INTERNATIONAL

Calculator & Computer
2914 Corrine Dr. Orlando 898-0081

(l
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UCF

tTo Or'8ndo

Do you llve In Brevard County?

Are you faking upper level or graduate courses in:
DEGREE PROGRAM

PROGRAM LEVEL
UNDERGRAD

Accounting
Allled Legal
Business Administration
Computer Science
Computer Technology
Crlmlnal Justice
Education
Electronics Technology
Elementary Education
Engineering
Information Systems Technology
liberal Studies
Nursing
Op'eratlons Technology
Public Administration
Radiologic Sciences

GRAD

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

DAY

NIGHT

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

Ol-Ol-1!180 AT 00110
DEPT
AS
AS

AS
AS

AS
AS

x
x
x

x
X

x
x

CONSIDER the advantages of registering for UCF
Brevard Classes this FALL. We're centrally located
in the new Lifelong Learning Center on Brevard
Community College's Cocoa Campus and only
1O minutes from Cocoa Beach, 20 minutes from
Titusville and 40 minutes from Melbourne.

I

x
x
x
Xx
x
x

x
x

COL/DJU>T

ltBY CODE

CRS PRP

C'i':S llBR

2004·
2007
1165
1296
1313
1315
1317
1326
1655
1656
2049
2017
2021
2026
1796

CCJ
CCJ
.COit
COP
COP
COP
COP
CO'l'
BllC

llAC

32§0
3300
3110
3'02C
3530
412•
4550
3000
3210
3210
3002
3001
3011
3201
3233

1797

MAC

3233

17951

llAC

3253

1839
2032
2035
2040
2042
1956

llAS
PAD
PAD
PAD
PAD
PPB
PSY
STA

3113
3003
4040
6037
6053
3003
320•
3023

STA
SYO
MAC
PSY
STA
LBA

3023
3000
3254
2023
36U

UH

3130

----- ..1128
----------- 1246
--------- -------- 3&0\
CAP

SBCT

I,

AS

UCF Brevard
1519 Clearlake Road
Cocoa, Fl 32922
(305) 632-4127
or in Orlando
(305) 275-2102

AS
AB

AB
AS
AS
AB
AS

AB

AB
AS
AS
AS

AS
AB
AS
AS
AS
AB
AS

AS

1128
1176
1176
112'
1128
1128
1128
1128
1128
11'8
11'8
1180
1176
1176
l.176
1160
1160
1160
1160
1160
1160
1160
1176
1176
1176
1176

AS

1172

AB

1172
1192
1192
1192
1184
1160
1172
1192
117'
ll

AS

AS
AS
AS
&B

AB
AS
AB
&B

BNC

IllR
LEA
LEA

LBA

1971
2142
2143
2107
2158
1967
2159
2161
2163

Hll

toML
----------~-------

hintet l8 ~

*.

lU ~-.

FALL SEMESTER REGISTRATION SCHEDULE 1985
01-01-1980 AT 00:08
DEPT

COL/DEPT

I<EY CODE

ENT
l!:NT
ENT
ENT
ENT
ENT
ENT
ENT
ENT
ENT
ENT
ENT
ENT
ENT
ENT
ENT

1627
1627
1627
1627
1627
1627
1627
1627
1627
1627
1627
1627
1627
1627

5417
5379
5383
5388
5389
5390
5392
5398
5402
5404
0108
5406
5409
5413
5420
5418

----- ----------- --------- -------- __ .... _______ ....

August 26, Monday
15:00·17 :00

August 28, Wednesday
09:00·09:15 DROP ONLY
09:00·11:30
ADD DROP
13:00-13:15
DROP ONLY
ADD DROP
13:15·16:00
I

i.ATE REGISTRATION ONLY
($25.00 Late Fee)

All
6,5,4
ALL
3 and all above who missed scheduled time

MAP
ETC
ETE
ETE
ETE
ETE
ETE
ETE
ETE
ETG
ETG
ETI
ETI
ETM
ETE
CET
TOTAL

--- ---------- --- ----- ------ -

Printed 16 of the 148 records.
COLLEGE OP HEALU
01-01-1980 AT 00:10
COL/DEPT

J(EY CODE

CRS PRP

CRS NBR

1880
1880
1840
1840
1840
1840
1840
1840
1850
1850
1840
1850
1840
18
18

6212
6219
61J B
6144
6145
6157
6156
0112
6176
6177
6149
6101
6161
6249
6248

HSC
HUN
NUR
NUR
NUR
NUR
NUR
RTE
RTE
NUR
RTE
NUU
RTE
RTE

4511
3011
4411L
UllC
4660L
4660C
4905
4207
4569
4412
3566
3111
3156
4362

H

All
2 and all above who missed scheduled time
All
3 and all above who missed scheduled time

H
H
H
H

H
H

H
H

TOTAL

---------------------------Printed 15 of the 148 records.
August 30, Friday
13:30-14:00
DROP ONLY
14:00·18:00
ADD DROP

fEC

----------------- --·
3081
RSC

DEPT
H
If

----- ----------- ---------

August 29, Thursday
09:00·09:15 DROP ONLY
09: 15· 11 :30
ADD DROP
13:00-13:15
DROP ONLY
13:15-16:00
ADD DROP

3401
44lOC
3lllC
3663C
3666C
4122C
4326
•650C
4735C
3520
3520C
3421C
3671
4310
4667C
3323

TI

•
UNDERG.RADUATB ~IE!!

Ol-Ol-1980 AT 00 :f3

All
ALL CLASSIDICATIONS ADMITTED ON A
FIRST COME FIRST SERVE BAS•S.

NOTI: SenlCW Clttnnl who quallty for Speclol Waiver ot ffft must apply ~ Relstrar's Ofllc• on August 24 and 26 and until noon on the 27th.

us
us

1034
10)4

1020
1021

MIS
MIS
TOTAL

Printed 2 of the 148 record a.

3301
U21

0011
0071 1111
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L FLORIDA ·BREVARD
COLLEGE OP BUSINESS

FALL 1985

Ol-Ol-1980 AT 00: 04

Page 1

DEPT

COL/DEPT

KEY CODE

CRS PRP

CRS NBR

SECT

TITLE

TERM !IRS

ROOM

llOURS

DAYS

INSTRUCTOR

CAP

BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS
BUS

1320
1320
1324
1322
1322
1324
1324
1323
1323
1323
1323
1323
1321
1321
1324
1322

3137
314 5
3323
3247
3255
3339
3346
3265
3274
327 5
3290
3310
3190
3191
335 7
3362

ACG
ACG
BUL
ECO
ECP
PIN
PIN
GEB

3103
3361
3111
3930
4703
3403
3502
4351
3025
3025
3504
4722
3023
3023
3040
3411

0071
0071
0071
0071
0071
0071
0071
0071
0071
0072
0071
0071
0071
0072
0071
0071

FIN ACCTG l
COST ACCOUNTING I
LEGAL ENV OF BUS
ST:ECON I ' II
MANAGERIAL ECON
FINANCE
INVESTMENTS
BUS INTERNA1'L ENV
MANAGEMENT OP ORG
MANAGEMENT OP ORG
PROD/OPER MGMT
INFO SYSTEMS ANAL
MARICETING
MARJI: ET ING
PUN REAL ESTATE
QUAllTITATIVE KBTllODS

0030
0030
0030
0060
0030
0030 •
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030

BC309
BC309
BC325
BC310
BC234
BC310
BC310
BC309
BC325

18 30-2130
1830-2130
1830-2130
1830-2130
0900-1030
18 30-2130
1830-2130
1830-2130
1230-1400
1830-2130
1830-2130
1830-2130
1230-1400
1830-2130
1830-2130
1830-2130

M

AVERY
STAFF
STAPP
JOSEPH
JOSEPH
NEUSTEL
NEUSTEL
STAPP
FERNALD
ABRAMOWITZ
RAGUS SA
SHAFFER
PE.RNALD
MCALEER
ltlLBRIDE
STAPP

050
050
050
040
040
050
050
050
040
050
040
040
035
050
050
045

KAN
MJ.N
MAN
MAN
MAR
MAR
REE
BCO

sens

BC325
BC309
BC234
BC325
BC308
BC260

R
R
TR
MW
M

w

T
T R

w
"

w

M W
T
R
R

TOTAL
Printed 16 of the 146 record&'.
GRADUATE COURSBS IN BUSINESS

PALL 1985

Ol-Ol-1980 AT 00;07

Page l
0

DEPT

COL/DEPT

KEY CODE

CRS PRP

CRS NBR

SECT

TITLE

BUX

13

3371

MAN

6206

0071

ORC BBllAVIOR '

DEVELOP

TERM HRS

ROOM

HOURS

0030

BC260

1830-2130

DAYS

T

INSTRUCTOR

CAP

P&RNALD

030

TOTAL
Printed l

TENTATIVE
FALL
SCHEDULE
BREVARD
CAMPUS

of the 146 record a.
PALL 1985

t:llllCBS

COLLEGE OP BDUCATION

l'age 1
ITLI

l;;ti;;-;~;~i;~-------

aosBC

UD Al>JUD
DRRJCT ' PKllOLOGY
OS AllD PROP COMM
SSlllBLY LANGUAGE
ATA •STRUCTUUS
pBOL BNVIROMMBNT
llOG LMIGUAGIS I
l'TJIO DISCR SD
OS R!PORT Wlllf
llPOJIT llRJ't
IU!LATIOllS
l TSE LBG IYS
~ RBS AND WRXT
OP i RB ES Liii

&

S CALCULUS

TERM BltS

ROOM

0030

BC326
BC326
BC234
BC234
BC235
BC336
BC235
BC260
BC234
BC234
BC235
BC234
BC326
BC255
BC368
BC368
BC260
BC260
BC235
BC235
BC308
BC308
BC235
BC255
BC255
BC215
BC2l5
BC308
BC234
BC308
BC308
BC260
BC282
BC360
BC274
BC234
BC336
BC282

0040
0040
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0040
0040
0040
0040
0030
0030
0030
0040
0040
0040
0040
0040
0030
0040
0030
0030
0030
0030
0010
0030
0040
0030

BOORS
1930-2130
2030-2130
1830-2230
1830-2230
1830-2130
1830-2000
0930-1100
0800-0930
1100-1230
0930-1100
1830-2130
.1100-1230
1800-2200
1830-2230
1830-2230
1830-2230
1830-2000
1830-2030
0930-1100
0930-1100
l!il30-2l30
2030-2130
1100-1300
1830-2230
1830-2230
1830-2230
1830-2230
1830-2130
1830-2230
l830-l!il30
1830-2030
1100-1230
1830-2130
1830-2000
'l'BA
1830-2130
1830-2230
1810-2130

DAYS
T

"

R
TR
H W
TR
T R.
TR

T
11 W
M

T

a

"

M

"

T

a

II

"

H If

"

R

T

w
w

T
II

w
TR

II

TR
TBA
R
M

R

Page l

IllS'l'ROCTOR

CAP

DEPT

COL/DEPT

KEY CODE

CRS PRF

CRS NBR

SECT

TITLE

TERM HRS

ROOM

HOURS

PIO

060

BBCkBR
DUPPBY
STAPP
SBGAMI
STAPP
STAPF
SBGAMI
SULTON
STAPP
STAPP
BLBDSOB
PYLB
COOK
PYLE

050
050
030
040
050
050
050
050
030
030
050
050
050
060

EDU
EDU
EDU
EDU
EDU

1423
1426
1426
1424
1423
1423
1423
1423
1423
1424
1423
1423
1423
1423
1423
1423

4102
4340
4367
4228
4123
4126
4130
4136
4137
4262
4156
4157
4167
4176
4182
4193

ARE
EDP
EOG
EEX
EVT
BVT
EVT
EVT
EVT
HLP
LAE
LAI!
HAE
HUE
RED
SCE

4313
4214
4321
3010
3062
3367
3371
4368
4368
4460
4314
4314
3112
3210
3012
3310

0071
0071
0071
0071
0093
0093
0093
0095
0096
0071
0071
0072
0071
0071
0071
0071

ART IN ELEM SCH
CLASSRM LRNG PRIN
TEICH STRATEGIES
ORIENT SPECIAL ED
PRP RLE VOED TCH
BVAL VOED INSTRTN
ESS TCll Sl<IL VOED
ADV TCH TECH VOED
ADV TCH TECH VOED
TCH ELEM SCH H•PE
LAHG ARTS ELEK SC
LANG ARTS ELEM SC
INSTR HATH EL SCH
MUSIC ELEM SCH
FOUND OP READING
TCHG SCl ELEM SCI!

0030
0030
0040
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0040 .
0030
0030
0030
0040
0030
0030
0040

BC366
BC360
BC366
BC308
BC347
BC347
BC347
BC347
BC347
BC360
BC366
BC360
BC366
BC360
BC360
BC366

1800-2100
1300-1600
0900-1100
0900-1200
1700-2000
1700-2000
1700-2000
1700-2000
l 700-2000
1300-1600
0900-1200
0900-1200
1100-1300
0900-1200
0900-1200
0900-1300

STAPP

OlO

STAPP

040

R
T

01-01-1980 AT 00 ;02

EDU

EDU
EDU
EDU
EDU
EDU

EDU
EDU
EDU
EDU
BOU

DAYS

INSTRUCTOR

CAP

M

STAFF
MILLE.II
BEADLE
STAPP
HUDSON
HUDSON
HUDSON
HUDSON
llUDSON
ROHTER
HILLER
MCCAIN
HOPKINS
PALMER
McCAIN
STA.F F

030
025
030
030
030
030
030
030
030
034
035
034
034
030
034
034

DAYS

INSTRUCTOR

CAP

BOZEMAN
STAPP
ROTllBBRG
SORG
SORG
HUDSON
BEADLE
POWELL
STAPP
STAFF
STAFF
PLATT

030
030
030
030
030
030
050
030
025
030
050
050

R
M
T R
M
M

w
w
w

w

T

w
M
TR

'I'

w

TOTAL
Printed 16 of the 148 recorda.
VAJllvm.D

050

VllJRAVBLO
COLBY
Jl:IHMIT
COLBY
LAWTHER
STAPP
STAPP
POPOVICH

050
050
040
020
020
050
040
050

STAPP
COOK
STAPF
TCJRNAGB
PBS I GAN
BRENNAN
PIWWIDIZ

050
050
040
020
030
030
035

GRADUATE COURSES IN EDUCATION

PALL 1985

01-01-1980 AT 00:07

Page l

DEPT

COL/DEPT

KEY CODE

CRS PRP

CRS NBR

SECT

TITLE

TERM HRS

ROOM

HOURS

EDX
EDX
EOX
BOX
EDX
EDX
BOX
EDX
EDX
BOX
EDX
El>X

1424
1423
1424
1423
1423
1423
1426
1424
1423
1423

4212
4116
4224
4146
4147
4151
4390
4299
4197
4188
4399
4322

EDA
EDE
EDS
BVT
EVT
EVT
EDS
PET
SCE
RED
EEC

6240
6918
6123
5685
5685
6264
5356
6238C
5238
5514
5205
5051

0093
0092
0091
0095
0096
0093
0092
0091
0091
0091
0092
0091

BO FINAN AFFAIRS
RESEARCH
BO SUPERVIS PUNCT
COHPTCY BASED VOED
COHPTCY BASED VOED
ADMINSTRATN VOED
SUP OP PRO LAB EX
PERCEP MOTOR DEV
INQUIRY IN SCIENC
DIA-TRE ROG DIPP
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUC
E.XCE CllILD IN SCI!

0030
0030
0030
0030
0040
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030

BC336
BC366
BC336
BC347
BC347
BC347
TBA
BC366
BC282
BC360
BC366
BC35l

1800-2100
1800-2100
TBA
1800-2100
1800-2100
1800-2100
TBA
1800-2100
1800-2100
1800-2100
1800-2050
l 700-:1000

1424

BEX

w
w
M

w
w

T
TBA
T
T

w
M
T

TOTAL
Printed 12 of the 148 records.
LOGY

COLLEGE OP. ENGINEERING

FALL 1985
Page l

TITLE

TERM !IRS

ROOM

HOURS

PROBLEM ANALYSIS
APPL STRUCT DES I
ELECT o ELECTRON
MIC~ PROCESS ELE
APP }11 CAOPROC TEC
LINf:AA INTl!C CIR
FEEDBACK CONTROL
MlCROCMPTR ELECT
EL.BC MECH DES
APP STAT ' S'l'G ML
AP
TAT o STG HL
MATLS ' PROCESSES
TBCll ECON ANAL
APP THERMO i PLUI
APPLIED COMPUTER SYS II
COMPUTER ORGAliIZ TECH

0030
0030
0040
0030
0040
0030
0040
0040
0030
0040
0040
0030
0020
0040
0040•
0040

BC235
BC271
BC255
BC255
8C235
BC351
BC260
MELB
BC27l
BC260
8C234
BC255
BC255
8C27l
8C351
TBA

1200-1400
1800-2000
0900-1200
1200-1400
1400-1700
2000-2200
1000-1200
1800-2100
1800-2000
HOO-.l600
1400-1600
1200-1400
l 700-1800
2000-2200
1800-2100
2000-2200

· DAYS
TR
TR
TR
MW
TR
TR
MW

II W
MW

"w

MW
TR
TR
MW

"w

TR

CAP

DEPT

COL/DEPT

KEY CODE

CRS PRF

CRS NBR

SECT

TITL2

TERM HRS

ROOM

HOURS

DAYS

INSTRUCTOR

CAP

USPENSJ<l
HUBLER
SHAYXHIAN
USPENSKI
OSBORNE
BYERS
BYERS
WILLIAMS
SHAYkHIAN
GREGG
GREGG
GREGG
SHAYKHIAN
GREGG
OSBORNE
USPENSKI

050
050
050
050
050
050
050
050
050
050
050
050
050
050
050
050

ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG
ENG

1622
1610
1610
1624
1610
1610
16

5250
5131
5171
5326
5195
5200
5429

EEL
EGN
EGN
EIN
GBO
STA
EEL

3342C
3343
3613
5383
3370
3032
5443

0071
0071
0071
OV71
0071
0071
OV7l

INTRO DIG CIRC
THERMODYNAMICS
BNGR ECON ANAL
NETWORK ANALYSIS
RESOURCES GEOG
PfOB/STAT/ENGNR
EL3CTRO-OPTIC6

0040
0030
0020
0030
0030
0030
0030

BC235
BC368
BC368
8C231
BC360
BC326
BC231

1800-2100
1800-2100
1800-2000
TBA
1830-2130
1800-2100
TBA

MW
M
T
TBA
M
TBA

STAFF
STAFF
STJ',FP
WHITEHOUSE
STAFF
STAPP
WALTERS

030
030
040
030
030
050
030

Page l

------------------------

MED SELF ASSMT
PATHO MECHANISMS
llUMAN NUTRITION
SC THER II I LAB
SC
ER NURS 11 I
SPC NURS TOP LAB
COMPLEX NSG PROBS
SEL NSG PRACTICUM
HET!i RAD MGMT
QUALITY ASSURANCE
NUR ING SEH III
ADV' MACING MOD
INTRO BACC NURSING
PATHOPHYSlOLOGY
RADIOBIOLOGY

TERM HRS

ROOM

HOURS

0030
0030
0030

BC337
BC333
BC337
BC337
BC337
BC333
BC337
8C333
BC336
BC336
BC337
BC337
337
BC333
8C333

1400-1700
TBA
1800-2100
0800-1400
1600-1900
TEiio
1600-1700
TEiio
1000-1400
1400-1700
1900-2000
TBA
0900-1100
TBA
TBA

0110
0000
0030
0040
0030
0020
0010
0030
0020
0030
0010

DAYS
M
TBA

Page l

INSTRUCTOR

PALL 1985
TIT&

PALL 1985

Ol-01-1980 AT 00:16

INSTRUCTOR

DOUGLAS
MAYNARD
GROSS
RP ROWE
ROWE
TR
DOUGLAS
TBA
DOUGLAS
w
DOUGLAS
TBA
MAYNARD
6
MAYNARD
s
ROWE
T
BOSHENY
TBA
S DOUGLAS
STAPP
TBA •
STAFF
TBA

CAP
045
040
075
012
024
012
024
020
035
035
025
TEiio
036
040
040

M

w

TOTAL
Printed 7 of the l4 7 records.

GRADUATE COURSES· IN BHGINEERING

PALL 1985

Ol-Ol-1980 AT 00 :18

Page l

DEPT

COL/DEPT

kEY CODE

CRS PRP

CRS NBR

SECT

TITLE

TERM HRS

ROOM

HOURS

DAYS

INSTRUC'l'OR

CAP

ENl<
BNX
ENX
ENX
ENX
ENX
ENX
ENX
ENX
ENX
ENX
ENX
ENX
ENX
ENX
ENX
ENX
ENX
ENX
ENX
ENX
ENX
BNX

1620
1620
1620
1620
1620
1623
1623
1623
1622
1622
1622
1622
1622
1622
1626
1624
1626
1626
1626
1626
1626
1626
1610

5204
5208
5218
5222
52:24
5296
5299
5303
5270
5317
5274
5278
5284
5288
5341
5332
5345
5360
5365
5369
537 3
5377
5337

CES
CBS
ECI
ECI
ECI
ECM
BCJ4

6218
6606
6148
6617
6617
5505C
5806
6426
5173
5365
5441
5630
6371
6530
6611
6357
5126
5237
6154
6531
6710
67l5C
5156

OV7l

STRUCT STABILITY
STEEL DESIGN
CONSTGR NE'l'Wlt TEC
GROUNDWATER HYDRO
GROUNDWATER HYDRO
HICROCOHP PRillC
SOPTWR ENGR I
CONTIN SYS SIH
SIGNAL ' SYS ANAL
INTRO DIGITAL SYS
COHERENT OPTICS
DIG CONTROL SYS I
AMPLIFIER DESIGN
COMM THEORY
CONTINUUM MECH
ADV BGN ECON AHAL
PHYSICAL METALLUR
ADV MECH OP MATLS
CONDUCTION llBAT
NECH BEHAVIOR MAT
ADV GAS DYNAMICS
COMPUT PLUID HBCll
PROB STAT-ENGll

0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0030
0040

BC23l
BC231
BC2ll
8C231
BC231
BC23l
BC231
BC2ll
BC23l
BC23l
BC231
BC23l
BC23l
BC23l
BC23l
BC231
BC23l
BC23l
BC23l
BC23l
BC'lll
llC23l
llC231

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TB.A
TBA
TB.A
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TB.A
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
'tBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

TBA

SEAMAN
SEAMAN
STAPP
HARTMAN

030
030
030
030
030
020
020
020
010
010
010
010
010
010
010
010
010
010
010
010
010
010
010

ECM
EEL
EEL
EEL
EEL
EEL

EEL
l!!GM
EIN
EMA
EHL
EML
E.ML
BML
EML

STA

OV71

OV7l
OV71
OV7l
OV71

ovn
OV71
ovn

OV7l
OV71
OV7l

OV7l
OV7l

OV7l
OV71
OV7l

OV71

ovn
ovn
OV7l
ovn
OV7l

-

TBA

TBA
TBA

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

TBA
TB.A
TBA
TBA
TBA

TBA

TBA
TBA

TB.A
TBA

TBA
TBA

HARTMAN

BAUE.R
LINTOll
PATZ
HARDEN
PETRAS KO
PllILLIPS
SIMONS
MARTIN
BELIU!!RDID
HOSLEHY
DOERING
DESAI
STAPP
BISllOP
HAGE DOORN

TBA

Bl!Clt

TBA

ANDBRSON
STAFP

TBA

TOTAL
Printed 23 of the 147 record a.

DIES
TITLI

PALL 1985

TBIUI HJIS

ROOM
TBA
TBA

Page l
BOORS

DAYS

lllSTRUCTOJI

CAP

DANIELS
DALY

025
025

13

•
UCF area lg new 2 Brm 2 bath
duplex. Garage, blinds, fan,
skylights, appliances, lake
privileges only $425 plus security.
365-5651 days or 365-6394 after
7pm

Pl KAPPA ALPHA

Pl KAPPA ALPHA would like to
welcome everyone back to
school. Please stop by our RUSH
table to pick up information and
maps for all of our parties. Just look
for the RED FIRE ENGINE! Rush kickoff is August 27th, at 7:30 in the
GYM.

John and Clark. I didn"t want you to
Ii ::nk I forgot about you, best of luck
in your new place.
Goodluck laura Y. have a great
year! I'm ·alredy looking forward to
a few scenic baseball games!

Roommate W.P. female to share 3
Bdrm home with same 250 per
mo call 9-5 660-1984 ask for Marth a

Total Secretarial Services. Term
papers, resumes, reports. etc.
Nothing to big or .too small. Fast
accurate service at affordable
fees. 657-0705.
· Typing QUALITY; term papers,
Thesis, Doct., Medical, Legal,
Resumes. Ltrs. Notary Service.
Good rates, UCF Empl. 1 Mi. from
·
campus. Marti 365-68 74.

Child care for one 3 yr old
references and transportation required hours salary, times, flexible
12 to 15 hrs a wk contact Patti
Raetz
671-1868

WORDMASTERS
"The overnight cure for the
term paper blues."

Female Rm-Mate-FoxHunt
Lanes l c:nile from UCF- new condo
165 per mo. and 4 - way on utillty-f u 1ly furnished call 351-5656

Guigartarist bassist looking for
drummer must have own set experience not necessary 699-97 62

· FREE TITLE PAGE
and ~PQ.RT COVER.

Roommate non smoker to share
duplex 2 bdrm 2 bath 250 per mo
inc utls ' call Barry 281-8039

Room and board for childcare
flexible hours nonsmoker details
365-4625

Share a home 1 female student
seeks non-smoker, responsible
female student to share 2-bdrm
house in Ori. 13 mi fr UCF must furnish own bedroom refrences
(305)
898-4220

Home cleaners-parttime - job hrs
to fit your school schedule-car
and ph needed call 699-1636

Females to share house with same
5180 plus utilities great location
695-3929

. THE BEST OF RATES·
Quality Work

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
On~

Rush parties-Wed Multi-PurposeRo omGym
7:00-9:00,
10:00-12:00 Thur TEKE Quad
Mendel
Dr,
7:00-9:00,
10:00-12:00, Fri and Sat 94th
Aero Squadron 8:00-3:00 am
Sun UCF pool 12noon-7:00

ALPHA

PHI ALPHA

Greetings from the brothers of
Alpha Phi Alpha we invite you to
our welcome back party friday
night in the education bldg seek
the light of the world; it will
ultimately change your life!!!

PRE PROFESSIONAL
SOCIETY

MEDICAL

Female roommate wanted to
share a 3 bedroom, 2 bath fully
furnished
condo
185.00
mo.-share utilities 282-7689 (Brenda)
after
5:30
pm

Pre-Professional Medical Society
would like to announce its upcoming events: September 6th blood
drive September 20th party for all
interested
members

ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING
MACHINERY

Assoc. tor Computing Machinery beginning of the year party. All the
food and beer you want, canoe
racing, games, and outdoor
sports all for only Sl (S2for non,,,,:::,,,, be rs) .

Room for rent 175/mon. plus 1/3 utl.
Foxmore informati'on call
628-3223
Female
Only .

Duplex for rent. Washer, dryer. vert.
blinds. Free lawn maintainance.
5425.00 mo. $150.00 Security
deposit. Call Barry 281-8039.

Child care help. 1 child, my home
at Red Bug and 436. 20 hrs. per
week, flexible. $2 hr. -or- Rm. and
bd. in exchange for part-time
child care & light housework.
Refrences 339-3695.

International pen friends your own
intelligence Ag~ncy free details
PO box 8312 Maitland, FL 32751

EXPERT TYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term papers, theses, reports,
resumes, etc. Correction of spelling, grammar, punc., and editing
Included. Reasonable. Call Bea,
678-1386.
•
QWERTY INK, LTD
A word processing service for fast,
accurate, professional typing of
term papers, reports, thesis,
resumes. Multi-print sizes, styles.
Spelling checker. Pick-up and
delivery.

Crisis Pregnancy Center
Free pregnancy test. Confidential,
individual counseling. In W.P. 1405
W. Fairbanks: one block west of
17-92. Mon.-Sat. Coll 647-1477. We
can help you.
BULIMIA, ANOREXIA,
OVERWEIGHT Send for the new self-help tape! It
may change your life forever. Use
this tape in private. No fear of
detection or exposure. Send
510.00 for postage to DONECO,
INC. 470 Burnt Tree Lane Apopka,
Fl. 32703 money back if not
satisfied, no damaged tapes!

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
counceling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
?
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
1700 W. Colonial Drive, Orlando
898-0921

788·9097
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING

A .~13LE TYPING SERVICE
Guaranteed 100,, Accuracy.
Computer Corrected Spelltng.
Term Papers, Theses, Dissertations,
Research Papers, Resumes, and
Cover Letters. All work prepared
on Word Processors for error free
neatness.
We
use
IBM
Dlsplaywrlters and A B Dick Magna
SL word processors. We have 14
employees for fast service. All
work done on quality printers, not
- dot-matrix. Over night and same
day service available.
CALL 657-0079 or 671-3007.

· ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
. control. Morning After Treatment.
Confidential, private. Woman
owned-a special approach to
health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hiiicrest, 1 blk. south of Colonial off Miiis: 422-0606 or toll
free 1-800-432-8517.
SS off with this ad

•

..

- ,

Typing in my Orange county home
1o yrs experience Sherry
656-5455

Quali-Type
Term papers, thesis, Doc., resumes
1 mi from campus. Good rates. IBM
sel. IT. UCF Empl. 365-68 74 after
6 pm
Word processing and editing. Professional writer and former English /
B.usiness teacher, Reasonable ·
rates. ("all Jan 85 7-668 7.

Female roommate wanted to
share with same 3 Bdrm 2 Bath
townhouse 3 mi from UCF CALL
277-8226

Employed responsible female to
share with ·same 2 Brm 1 bath
house 5200 per mo plus 1/2
utilities Winter Park 647-2520

Distributers wanted for Colonial
Travel Books. 50%
Discounts in major motels
.t hroughout South, no investment.
Huge profits. Free details.
Bestsellers.PO Box 6991, Birmingham
AL
35210

3 B·rm house to share with Christain
lady 5125 per mo Oviedo area
365-9367
2 story 2 lg brm 21 /2 bath garage·
patio liv-dining area w firepalce
lg kitchen $575 perm ref w/d avail
across from UCF 859-0294 JERRY

Female. So1,.1th 15 A area 11 mi to
UCF share 3 Bdrm 11 /2 bath home
w/2 females non-smoker and no
pets 130 per mo. plus 1/3 utl. 5100
deposit call Laurie 646-4320 M-F
8:30-5:00

Home cleaners; good starting
pay. Flexable hours. Must have
car. Call 699-1636.

678·7037.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U
repair). Also delinquent tax property. Call 805-687-6000 ext
GH-4628 for Information.

We're your type! Our typing is professional, pccurate, and the price
is right. 10% student discount, free
report cover, pick-up and
delivery. Creative Communications,
339-6613

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS. ..
BIRTH CONTROL

Rattan 7pc living room set fair
condition
call
evenings
678-0788
GREAT DEAL matching sofa and
loveseat good condition S200;
Cocktail table 5100 Call
365-9175
after
9pm

Frienze 27" 15-speed bicycle,
Precision Dr, brand new 5100 call
Beth
273 - 7000

Ji(8
. r ~oc

'fur . .
C::: /one

•
•

Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405
TOLL FREE 800-432·5249

Is it true you can buy surplus jeeps
for 544? Get ·t he facts todayl Hurry!
Call (312) 742-1142 ext. 689.

..

GET AJOB!
The Central Florida Future, your campus newspaper is now n1r .
ing advertising representatives. An ad rep is someone wt-1·J se11 ··
advertising space in the newspaper. The hours vary ono orE
FLEXIBLE. Current reps work 15-20 hours a week. This 1~ ~ ~1,· , _..
·opportunity for you to make ~oney and contacts iri tne Ork,
do area. Stop by The Central Florida Future ·business off1c..=·~ _,
day and talk to Kelly or Rick or call 275-2865

~he Central Florida Future

•

•

•

•

Knights ready f.o r '85 seaso.n
Will McDowell bring football
back from disasterous '84?
by Scott Gunnerson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

Out of the ashes of last year 's
disasterous 2-9 football season 'is
coming a new. era in UCF football.
. The fighting Knights have .a new
coach, a new offense and more impor~
tantly, a new outlook.
Former UCF head coach Lou Saban
announced at the outset of last season
Lha t . over 40 players would not be
returning to the gridiron for the 1984
campaign. The majority of the
players were declared academically
ineligible to compete.
With the · loss of so many upperclassman with game experience,
Saban 'was forced to throw mostly
freshman and sophmores in to the
heat of the battle against some of the
best teams in Division I-AA. As the
2-9 record indicates, the yQung
Knights were burned more often than
not.
Saban quit during last season, and
during the off-season UCF named
former Florida State University
assistant coach Gene McDowell to
the Knights football helm.
At age 45, McDowell is ready to put
forth 110 percent to make this program succesful. He has the dedication
to stick to a project and make it a winner. More importantly, McDowell is a
Florida product.
When he first arrived at UCF,
MrDowell did not know what to ex-

pect from the Knights football team.
Fur all he knew, from a 2-9 record, a
toLal restocking of the team might
have been in order. But when spring
practice started, McDowell found
found that Saban had left him a surprise.
Those freshman and sophomores
that Saban was forced to use in the
fall were now very · experienced
underclassmen. McDowell found that
personel would not be his problem,
local support would be.
UCF is a Division II football school
playing a Division I-AA schedule. In
the morning newspaper, the only difference between Division II and I-AA
is that a team in Division I-AA is a
better unknown than a team in Division II. But remember, an unknown is
an unknown and that is why
McDowell dropped Central Michigan
and Murray State from the J985
schedule.
.
Both games were on the road and
UCF stood little chance of winning.
Even though the contract stated that
it could be broken if either team had
not reached division I-AA status,
Central Michigan threatens court action against UCF if the Knights do
not show up for the slaughter. The
courtroom is about the only way UCF
would defeat Central Michigan this
year·
.
Tim Barto/The Central Florida Future
McDowell added Division II The UCF offense has been steadily preparing for the upcoming season
SEE KNIGHTS, PAGE ·2 0 under the supervision of new head coach ·and athletic director Gene
McDowell.

Solid performers in the UCF.backfiel~
have the power to bring victory
.
.

by Scott Gunnerson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF football team's strength lies in the solid
performers in tbe Knights' offensive backfield. The
Knights are in great shape with speedsters like running backs Elgin Davis, Robert Ector and Aaron
Sam.
UCF will have two quarterbacks that can run the
Knight offensive machine, Tony Latham, junior
transfer from Louisville, Ky., and Darrin Slack,
sophomore from Fern Park, Fla. are still battling
for the number one spot. Lanham holds the edge at
the moment but Slack is hot on his trail.
Elgin Davis will try to regain his former form
.
when he gained 786 yards in 1983, as a freshman.
·
·
.
Davis a junior fullback, was hampered in 1984 by a
Being .able to -hold onto the ball w1~I now refer tor na ·~ ankle in"l.ir that slowed him to a 449
1 Y
catching ~ pass as opposed to trying to run out a~fs :ace.
the clock m the old Saban offense.
Y
I'm mad.
Now I know you were expecting me to start the
year by pounding our athletic program into t?e
ground, bu·t to be quite frank, that's not what I m
mad about.
Please note the absence of one of my moons
which traditionally rested on the far right side of
my sig (the box wi.th my name in it). Now this ... this
crime has come about because of the style changes
!win~ employed by our so-called art director, Jeff
(ilick. How can l explain my feelings? I mean, my
confidence is shattered, my ego blown to shreds.
I am asking you, nay, begging you, if you have
<'\'Pr Pxpressed an opinion, express it now. Help me
~'l'l mv moon back!
·' You: hruys in alhletics, if just a few of you writ~ in
1 11
n.'s tor:e mv trademark , I might even find
...,<1111.-t.hing good to say. Think of picking up the
111 ·wsp a pt'r wit hou L wonderin g wha L lha t
" ~1111 -!if- a . . .. ·· !\fanny has written about you.

\\/ouldn"t it be worth it eve'n if only for a week?
Stu<l('nt.s. whether you love, like or hate me, can
you really stand there and watch nie stripped by
l hi s Glick fellow? If there be any real men among
~· ou (or Pven a nice girl or two), then write to the
following address:.
(;i ve Manny a Moon
d o The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25.000
Orlando, FL :12816
A lt.: that Glick Fellow
Tell him that you want Manny's logo restored . lt'll

Davis missed UCF football drills last spring
of a subsequent and is now r.eady to try an
reclaim the fullback position.
Robert Ector led UCF, as a -freshman, in rushing
last fall with 514 yards. He is looking to prove that
his ten yards in the spring game are not indicative
of what the Miami product is capable of.
. Aaron Sam only played seven games last fall,
gaining 177 on. 30 carries. He averaged 5.9 yards
per carry, but injuries kept Sam out of much of the
action. Sam gained 36 yards in the spring game.
· UCF head coach Gene McDowell feels that his
team will have a strong offensive backfield. "We
will be strong there,'' McDowell said. Even though
they did not rack up big numbers in the spring
game, "Aaron Sam and Robert Ector both did a
great job in the spring," commented McDowell.
"Then we have Elgin Davis, he's supposed to be ·
the best one of all oan run our offense well, plus we
have a freshman (Kevin Helms) coming in who is
pretty go.od," McDowell said.
becau~e

make me a nicer person.
Now, enough of my problems. What a.bout UCF
athletics? Probably our biggest problem m the past
has been football. Hopefully, though, under the
guidance of Gene McDowell our boys in black will
find phying a little more profitable. ?r at least a
lit.tie less expensive.
.
Now I don't mean to put a lot of weight on
\tlcDowell's shoulders, but let's face it, the future
of UCF football is in your hands, Gene. You know,
if vou could really get us a winning season, I might
f'\;l'n consider switching to news reporting and ·
bothering Student Government. In fact, I promis~,
if Ll1P Knights lJring in a winning ~ecor~ this
i.;pason. Manny Moon will never agam soil the
pagPs of Th<' Central Florida Future's sports ·sect j (It l.

Th at is my challenge. Come on Neil and Bob, this
\'!lt1r c:ha ~ce to be rid of me forever. The task is
1111"v.· in vnur hands ...

1..,

~·
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l I Friday Scrimage
Head
Coach
Gene
McDowell's University of
Central Florida football team
will scrimmage Friday night
in Orlando Stadium beginning at 7 p.m.
.
Tickets for the scrimmage
are priced at $2, while
students may buy tickets for
$1. Proceeds from the event
will benefit the Knights'
women's athletic programs as
well as the UCF Marching
Band.

Getting
Tangled Up In
The Rehabilitation

Process?

'

. The Client Assistance
Program Can Help!
~ Your rehabilitation needs are as indiv~ual
:!-d as you are. Ii you are having aproblem. first
try to work it out with your counselor.

Ii that doesn't solve it...
-WRITEThe Governor's Commission on Advocacy
for Persons with Disabilities
Office oi the Governor - The Capitol
Tallahassee. FL 32301-8047

•

1

I Faculty Children Free
Bi 11 Arno 1d, at h 1et i c
business manager at UCF,
has announced that escorted
children of UCF Faculty and
Staff members will be admitted free to Knight football
games.
1

The Client Assistance Program
Toll Free at...
1-800-342-0823
~

public

II'~ 'Ce

Ext. 2983 or leave a message
in the team mailbox at the
athletic office.
The first organizational
meeting is planned for thesecond week of the semester at
a time and location to be
Children, high school age posted outside the rifle team
and under, will be seated in office(RS 203E).
the General admission sections, 128-134. A staff iden- 11 Baseball Tryouts
tification card must be Tryouts for baseball walkpresented at the admissions ons will be held Saturday,
gate.
Sept. 14 at the UCF basebal1
complex. The session is
Shooters Needed
scheduled to begin at 10 a.m.
The UCF Knights Rifle Participants in the tryout
team is now looking for new must be enrolled at UCF as
athletes for the coming full-time students. Addisemester. If you are in- tionally, appointments for
terested in being a member of physical exams must be arthe only co-ed NCAA sport ranged through Lisa Kelleher,
that UCF has to offer, contact U CF' s athletic trainer.
the coach, Bob Hughes, at Physicals have been schedul-

ed for Sept. 12 and 13.
For further information,
contact Knight baseball
coach Jay Bergman in the
athletic department or by
calling 275-2261.
I J Road Rally
On Oct. 11, 50-60 vehicles
from Fords to Ferraris will be
leaving Orlando on the area's
most exciting and unique
motor sports event "The
Heart of Dixie ... Dash to the
Smokies." This road rally is a
long distance run from Orlando to Gatlinburg, Tn.
.
For more information contact Paul Novak at 628-8474,
or write "The Heart of
Dixie", 5471 Lake Howell
Rd., Suite 177, Winter Park,
FL 32792.

OI th11 pubi(ahon

Only 1.3 miles south from campus
on Alafaya ,Trail.
Model open 7 days from 10 to 6.

A Townhome Condominium

•

-

..

l, l 00 Square feet of living area .
Fully equipped with washer, dryer and refrigerator.
2 Large Master bedrooms, two one half bath.

-

•

Cable T.V.

Only 32 Units
From the very low 50's
with all kinds of mortgages to fit your budget

llEOROOll 2
U·l•H.J

CALL TODAY 282·5673

2nd floor _

DELIVERY
($5.00 MINIMUM)

PIZZA
12"

SUBS

HOT·TOASTED OR .COLD

14"

16"

CHEESE ONLY _ _ _ 5.25

6.50

7.50

HAM and CHEESE

2.50 TURKEY

TOPPINGS (EACH) _ _ .75

1.00

1.00

SALAMI and CHEESE

2.50 ROAST BEEF 3.00

SPECIAL (10 TOPPINGS)_ 9.50

11.75

13.00

PEPPERONI and CHEESE

2.·50 STEAK

SICILIAN (THICK CRUST) _ _ _ __ 10.00

COMBINATION
(HAM, CHEESE, SALAMI)

2.75 MEATBALL 2.50
(CHEESE 25¢ EXTRA)

1.25

TOPPINGS (EACH)
SPECIAL SICILIAN _ _ _ _ _ __

--------------$1.00 OFF

Not valid w/any other coupon

--------------...

..

... ..

•

c.

2.75

16.50

r--------------

HOURS:
1 lC SIX PACK lC
Mon.·Thurs.: 11am·10am
BEER OR COKE
Fri.·Sat.: llam.· lam
I BUY A LARGE PIZZA
10520 E. COLONIAL DR. Sunday:
12 noon·9pm WITH TWO OR MORE_ITEMS

282-4145

ANY PIZZA
WITH ONE ITEM
OR MORE

2.50

(ACROSS FROM McDONALDS)

••

I
I

I AND GET A 6 PACK FOR A
I PENNY
I
I Not valid w/any other coupon
•

--------------(1
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Rec Services ge~r.s
up for new year
- vices is to start video taping a
game of the week of a team
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
sport and show it in the new
student center that is presentLoren Knutson, Director of ly under construction on camRecreational Services at pus.
A game between fraterUCF, has · announced the
schedule of team and in- nities as well as independants
dividual sports and exercise will be selected and replayed
classes for the fall semester. which Knutson believes will
The team sports include arouse much interest.
Knutson is currently seekflag football, volleyball, 3
man basketball, wiffleball, ing a person interested in
and ultimate frisbee, while commentating the games.
Recreational Servives also
the individual sports involve
tournaments for golf, tennis, makes available to UCF
racquet.ball and disc golf in students, staff and faculty
addition to a 5 kilometer run. members full usage of basketThere are also doubles com~ ball courts, exercise and
petitions throughout the fitness trail, multipurpose
semester for some of these fields, softball fields, swimming pool, track, volleyball
sports as well.
courts, badmiton courts,
Knutson would like to weightlifting dome, dance
familiarize UCF with its very and exercise studio and a
own 6 hole golf course by sauna.
Exercise, aerobics, and
holding an Open house on
Sept. 6th. A three hole com- aquadynamics classes are
petition will be held and taught thoughout the week
prizes will be awarded to the by specialists. Times may
winners. There is no charge vary on the classes and the
and refreshments will be serv- facilities and for best results
the user should call ahead for
ed.
One plan Knutson has for further information at
the future of recreational ser- 275-2408.

ll

by Scott Wallin

WE ARE ·A FULL·LINE
AGENCY
•PERSONAL
• BUS.INESS
•HEALTH and LIFE
•Easy Monthly Payments
•PIP
•Liability
• SR-22 (Immediate Filings)
•Suspended License (Special Rates for Suspended
Drivers)
•Any Driver, Any Vehicle
z
• Motorcycles
<
<
.......
>Q
<
•Vans and Pickups
-~
•DWI
<
I.I.

•

FREE QUOTES BY PHONE

fSO

273·2222

A-FAMILY
INSURANCE CORP . .
~

Cross Country led
by new coach
by Todd Lutz
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Here it is fall again and we
all know what that means.
That's right. It's Cross Country season again.
This will be the second year
UCF has competed in NCAA
Division I Cross Country.
Now that they have a year experience under their belts, the
teams should be abl'e to compete with anyone.
According to first year
coach, Dana Martin, who
coaches both the men and the
women, this year's team will
very likely surprise many people. Coach Martin also pulls
double-duty as the football
strength coach. Assisting
Martin in his coaching duties
is former UCF runner David
Smith.
The womens team, which
finished fourth in the state
and 23rd in Division I
regional competition last
year, returns six eligible runners from the previous
season's squad.
Last year's times seem to
indicate that this year's team
should feature a fairly balanced attack. Obviously, though,

whoever worked the hardest
in the offseason should have
the advantage over the rest of ,
the ladies. We'll have to wait
and .see.
The men's team, which
finished sixth in the state and
27th in Division I regional
competition, return nine runners from last year plus have
added two blue chip
freshmen, Herold Pitts and
Matt Palumbo. Experience is
on the men· s side and may
prove to be their key to success.
For those of you who are interested, Cross Country is
scored in a unique way. The
team with the least amount of
points wins the meet, not vice
\'ersa. First place gets one
point, second gets two and so
on.
Meets are held on Saturdays and the season begins
with UCF competing in Run
for the Stars held in Jacksonville on September 7.
Thl'
Cross
Country
sclwdule can be found on page
~..t of Lh(l Survival Guide.
If anvone is interested in
trying ;)U t for the tearh, call
!\.1 arti n at X2928 or come by
his office, Room 111, in the
A Lhletic Facility.

A telephone number, that is. 'Cause if you're at work when
the children come home from school, they
should know how to reach you.
Have 'em check in with a neighbor,
too. They'll feel better.
And so will you.
For more information
write me, McGruff the·
Crime Dog. (That's my mug :wcorutr. ~
on the right. Handsome;
the cr1me Dog
huh?) Crime Prevention
=1981 'The Advert.ising Councu. Inc.
Coalition, Dept. A,
A. message from t.he
Box 6600, Rockville, Md.
20850.

.

Crune Prevention Coalition,
t.hts publlca.tlo:i a.nd The Ad Co11ncU .

9709 E. COLONIAL DR.
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AUG. 28 - SEPT. 4 all sales final.

TWIN SIZE SETS
FIRM
only
FIRMER
only
EXTRA FIRM
only
PILLOW QUILT SUP_only

$39.95
$59.95
$69.95
$79.95

"
~

FULL SIZE SETS
EA: Pc.

EA. Pc.
EA Pc.
EA Pc.

QUEEN SIZE SETS

FIRM
only
FIRMER
only
EXTRA FIRM
only
PILLOW QUILT SUP _ _ only

552.95
$72.95 ·
$82.95
5102.95

EA. PC.
EA. PC.
EA Pc.
EA Pc

KING SIZE SETS

FIRM
only 5139.95
FIRMER
only Sl 79.95
EXTRA FIRM
only Sl 89.95
PILLOW QUILT SUP _only $259.95

PER sET
PER sET
PER sET
PER

sEr

FIRM
only 5179.95
FIRMER
only 5239.95
EXTRA FIRM
only 5289.95
PILLOW QUILT SUP _ _ only 5369.95

PER

sET

PER

sET

PER sEr

PER sET

KISSIMMEE

S. ORLANDO

CASSELBERRY

E. ORLANDO

1150 E. VINE ST.

2254 CURRY FORD RD.

WINWARD VILLAGE PLAZA

TOWER PLACE PLAZA

Mill CREEK PLAZA

933·2988
HOURS:
MON-FRI: 10-6
9-6
SAT:
SUNDAY: 12-5

ACROSS FROM

IJULLA~

GEN. ST.

894·1839

' 2167 SEM0RAN BLVD.

657·2558

BEDDING DEPOT
WE NOT BE UNDER SOW

2 Ml.

~ (II=

EW EXPY.

281·8779
ORLANDO'S NUMBER 1
DISCOUNT BEDDING
BEDDING
CHAIN

.
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College Night
9pm-2am 2 for 1 's
Free Daquiries for the Ladies
Dancing and Large Screen Video
No Cover
Live D.J. 5 Nights a Week
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Men hope for
more teamwork
greatly improved their game
over the summer and add
strengh to the team as
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
leaders.
The 1985 UCF Men's soccer
The Knights will have
team has just finished their twelve players returning from
first week of training and the last season. Rudy believes,
22 players are ready to begin "If they maintain a good attheir second season in NCAA titude and continue working
hard for each other, these
Division I competition.
The Knights, under thir- guys can do it."
Rudy also sees the six
teen year coaching veteran
.Jim Rudy, are ready to face freshmen that have been addeleven Division I teams and ed to this year's team as an
three Division II teams over advantage. "I have faith that
the course of the season. they will add to the Knights'
(Along with a couple of exibi- depth, speed, and fighting
tion games near the beginn- power.''
All 22 players display ining of the schedule).
The Knights are loo~ing at tense commitment to the
a rough schedule, but Coach game and to the team. FinRudy feels they are com- ding 11 starters before the
mited, dedicated and ready to end of the week is going to be
work as a team. ''I believe difficult for Rudy as all of the
that if we're going to be good, players have demonstrated
a 'team' concept is what will. high levels of skill and deterpull us through," says Rudy. mination.
The
Knights
open
He is especially pleased preseason play against a team
with the commitment that representing the Alumni on
forward Mark Lamb and Sept. 7 at 7 p.m. They kick-off
defender Craig Nickerson regular season action at home
have demonstrated. He against Jacksonville on Sept .
stated that they have both 8 at 2pm.
by Kathy Johnson

A RESTAURANT

94 RICKENBACKER DRIVE
ORLANDO,.FLORIDA 32803

Volleyball spends
time in Florida

(305) 898-4251

by Scott Gunnerson

Open 24 hours

CENTRAL FLORiDA FUTURE

DONUT MAKER

With only five returning
players from last year ' s
squad, the UCF women's
volleyball team has a new
outlook. Last season's 10-25
record has lead UCF head
coach Lyn King to do what
many other coaches have
done, cut back the schedule to
allow the athletes to catch
their breath between games.
UCF will play around 20
matches this season.
King gives two reasons why
she thinks this will be her
best team yet at UCF, "Attitude and ability wise, this
will be one of the strongest
teams I have had since l came
here,'' King pointed out.
from last years squad will
return Robbin Nelson, Kim
Porter, Candi Cairns, Kandi
Porter and Sue Ritz.
Cairns and Naelson are the
only seniors on the team.
After playing at Astronaut
High Shcool in Titusville and
Brevard Community College,
Cairns made the '84 squad as
a walk-on. She adds depth in
the middle and on defense.
Nelson transfered to UCF
as a junior from Hillsborough
Community College and
pl a.ved a major role on last

9809 E. Colonial, Union Pk.
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DONUT MAKER
Invites
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year 's ball club. With a 29
inch verticle jump, the 5 foot
7 senjor is an outstanding
quick hitter and blocker.
The other three returning
players are sophmores. Of the
newcomers, there are three
juniors abd four freshmen.
"They are a little il)experienced, · · King said, ''One of my
freshmen coming in (Sonya
Leszcznski) that could be a
starter.··
The new players are
Melanie Clark, Tracy Hart,
Karyn McFarlane, Kelly
McFarlane, Kelly Bratmeir,
Jill Savage and Leszcznski.
Clark, Hart and Savage are
all juniors.
Lady Knights only scheduled three home matches this
season, but that number can
be misleading. The number
does include two tournaments
at UCF; and a match and a
tournament at nearby Rollins
College.
The lady Knights are hoping to catch a few sleeping .
qiants in the first tournament
of the season on Sept. 6-7.
UCF will host Georgia, South
Carolina, Florida, Mississippi
State, South Florida and
Southern Illinois. "Our first
home tournament will be our
toughest
competition all
year," King commented.

UCF
Students and Personnel
to a Coffee and Donut Break
There's no better place than
the

Donut Maker
to
enjoy fresh donuts and coffee

While you study or just relax

s
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s
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--------- COUPON --------THE

BUCK·A·BAG
Six Donuts for a Dollar, with this coupon
(Reg. $1.79)
Limit 2 Bags Per Co.upon
Drive thru Window

When the bear's loose on Wall Street, large investors may
worry. The bear is mean. But he can be outsmarted. Just
join the Payroll Saving.s Plan and buy U.S. Saving.s Bonds.
Bonds have a variable interest rate combined .~ s~
withaguaranteedminimum. T-l- ~\..._ ~
That means you get higher
~- ~~·
returns in a bull market and
1-7~
protection in a bear market • S
CK ~
And that's a smart move.

.la.Ke

to
m Amenca.

·********************************
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1985 Knights will feature a
new winning offense
McDowell explained.
"It doesn't take a genius to know you don't
score fast running dive plays. We are going to
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
go for the throat every game we play, from
the opening whistle. We're going for the
Forget all you know about University of throat, that will be our style this year and for
Central Florida football. UCF head coach as long as I'm the coach."
Gene McDowell wants to change a few things
at UCF. Mainly, he wants to change the
As the depth chart stands right now, Tony
Knight's attitude towards footl;>all.
Lanham will be the Knight's number one
Remember how UCF would play a schedule quarterback. Running a photo finish second
with the best division I-AA ~earns in the na- to Lanham is Darrin Slack, who saw action as
tion, with the Knights serving as the sacred a Knight last season. Lanham is a junior and
homecoming lamb on the main course? Slack is a sophomore, both give McDowell
Forget it! McDowell is ready to take progress the comfort to run a wide ·open offense, knowone step at a time. UCF is in Division II in ing that the number two quarterback can
football but was sporting a schedule that a come in and get the job done.
Backfields will be the Knight's strongpoint
Division I-A team would twitch at.
Instead, McDowell picked up two home and the trenches will become their biggest
games with unknowns Samford and Savan- concern. With Aaron Sam, Robert Ector and
nah State, opting to cancel road games to Elgin Davis healthy, the Knight's running
other unknowns such as Central Michigan. game is strong. UCF is also strong in the
The switch to the extra two home games will defensive backfield. Greg Attererry, who sat
do two good things. First, the home games out last season, returns to UCF as a senior.
will generate money that the program needs,
and two games will give Central Florida more
Attererry is a cornerback. It is difficult to
imaging Carris Ervin or Darius Fore giving
chance~ to see the Knights in action.
With the Renegades returning in '86, the up a starting position. The battle for the conKnights need to es.tablish a following this erback position could become more heated
than the contest for quarterback.
season.
Remember at the end of the football games
McDowell will not be happy_with anything
last season when UCF was down by three or
more touchdowns in the third quarter and the less than a record of 6-5. That is not bad conKnights would be playing ball control? Not sidering that UCF has only won seven games
this season! "If we were three touchdowns in the last three years. If the Knights win six
down when the fourth quarter starts, we'll games this season, a lot of people will be hap·
strick~y run a two minute offense," PY·
by Scott Gunnerson

KNIGHTS

Pain is a large port of football, as indicated by this players
extra equipment. Cooch McDowell would like on injury
free season.

.~

U.S. MARINE CORPS

FROM PAGE 15
Savanah State and Samford
to give UCF eight home
games.
McDowell has a positive
outlook on the upcoming
season. ''I think we are going
to have a fairly good football
team this year," McDowell
commented. "It's going to be
a fun team, a hungry team,
it's going to be a team that
has some good skilled
players. We should have an
exciting offense. Our players
a re really motivated to do a
good job."

• Pennanent Centers open days,
eveninQs, wenends.
• Complete TEST-N-TAPE..
facilities.
.
• Skilled instructors and
dedicated, full·time staff.
• Homestudy materials constantly
updated by Resean:h Experts.
• Low Hourly Cost.
•Transfer privileges lo over
120 locations.

Platoon Leaders Class
Guaranteed Pilot Contracts
Guaranteed L~wyer Contracts
~

-~
Ce:::::F:~

-=--

11

~+-..~nA•

CLASSES FORMING.
•-HCALLDAYS,EVENING
NOW!
,~ , &WEEKENDS:

GMAT 8·28 .
DSAT 9·3
GRE 9 4

·

ICllPUIN

678·8400

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER LTD.

2238 Wlnter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park. Fl. 32792

•

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

.~~) J) /I: cfllemi1!"8

/C~eaJn&I

2001 flavors available ...
\:
• /0 and still more to be concocted!
\ • /
We feature deliciously crisp
\ I
handmade cones
Central Florida's Complete
V
Ice Cream Store!

~If you never

Create your own flavor
Have an Ice Dream
.Tonight
6 _5 7-8700

eard of VISTA,
t's becaus~ you
ever needed
JSTA~~James Earl]ones

The only 99 Percent
Fat-Free Yogurt in
Florida

4084 N. Goldenrod - next t·)
University Cinema 8

.-c~

">''"'"'"'6

0- ....

~~

STUDENTS ELIGIBLE: College Freshmen, Sophmores. Juniors.
1st and 2nd year law students (also college seniors applying to
law school)
PRE-COMMISSIONING TRAINING: Two six weeks training sessions during two summer vacations ( 1O weeks, once for
Iawe rs)
TRAINING LOCATION: Marine Corps Base, Quantico, Va.
ON CAMPUS TRAINING: None
EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS: Must be enrolled in college as a
, full -time student
·
DATE OF COMMISSIONING: Undergrads commissioned upon
attaining bachelors degree/Law School students commissioned upon completion of training (2nd Lieutenant)
STARTING PAY: 518~ 300 and up annually upon reporting tor
active duty
·

..

Other specialties available:
Intelligence Officer
Logistics Officer
Engineer Officer
Tank Officer
Communications Officer
Supply Officer
Aviation Supply Officer
Military Police Officer
Aircraft Maintenance Officer
Air Traffic Control Officer
Disbursing Officer
Financial Management Officer
Data Systems Automation Officer
Public Affairs Officer

CONTACT:

The

Officer

Selection

Office

1·800·432-2061

.-~~~JO~B~S~!~~9fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~~~~~~~ .
WORKdAND STl~L GO TOk SdCHOOL!
ays, evenings, wee en s
Kelly Services has openings in
the following skills: SECRETARIES
RECEPTIONISTS, WORD PROCESSORS,
AN D LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

IELL~-~~~irl"

SERVICES

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

M/FIH

NOT AN AGENCY, NEYER A FEE

1.

Winter Park 678-9909
Maitland
660·2339
S. Orlando 855·5476
Kissimmee 933-0288

EYE CARE
Adults & Children

~
~·i· ·t l 1 1t[,"'l i..T, . . . .\
·.'r-~l-

Dr. A.R. Copely, Jr., P.A.

20% discount to students,
faculty & staff

· ;;

~~'

: o"'"'A
~-· ·

.

~ '··

.,.' • ".
i.

EYE EXAMS
Medical treatment
All Contact Lenses (soft, hard, ext. wear, etc.)
Fashion Eyewear

855-3100

II

Serving··- south Orlando for 11 yt~ars

®

Hours begin at 8:00 a. m.

0

•
•
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women~s . soccer

.Determination is the key for

without official supervision.
Coach Jim Rudy is excited about this year's club.
•CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
He said, "We have one of the best teams in the
country. Our goal is to win the Nationar ChampionThe Lady Knights are gearing up for a run at the ship."
1 NCAA soccer championship and one word
Rudy has a talented squad of twelve returning
describes their effort. That word is players along with nine newcomers. According to
·•determination''.
Rudy, "If three (of the newcomers) become imThe UCF Women's soccer team's first official mediate factors this year, I'll be pleased."
•practice started Monday, since NCAA regulations
The Knights, though, have a tough road to travel
state that soccer teams cannot start official prac- to the championship. The Lady Knights open their
tices until 19 days before their first game. season on the road September 14, against North
, However, the Lady Knights were out practicing by Carolina State, followed by a September 15 matthemselves long before then. The dedicated chup against the University of North Carolina.
Knights ran in the morning, lifted weights in the
The two schools combined for a 45-1-5 record
afternoon, and scrimmaged in the evening, all against opponents last year. In fact, three of the
by Chris Richcreek

•

Lady Knights four losses came at the hands of
North Carolina last year, including one in the
NCAA soccer playoffs. North Carolina has been the
national champion in Women's soccer for the past
four years. As Rudy says, ''All of our big games are
on the road this year.''
Some of the returning Lady Knights have been
very busy over the summer. All- American forward
Michelle Akers and goalkeeper Kim Wyant, whom
Rudy felt should have won All-American last year,
played in Italy with the U.S. women's national soccer team.
'Aker, Wyant, midfielder Jean Varas, defender
Mary Schultz, and midfielder Jo Ellen Murchland
all played soccer in the National Sports Festival
this past summer .

Sports should take an interesting direction
On behalf of the 1985 Fall Central
Florida Future sports staff, welcome
" back.
As you see over the summer last
year's sports editor, Don Wittekind,
, was promoted to Managing editor
and I was selected to take over the
infamous position of reporting the
goings-ons of the UCF athletic
• department.

I
I

Hopefully, I will be able to enjoy
an "Era of Good Feeling" about
UCF athletics and provide you of all
the latest news of our deficit reductions, our national championships
" (or strives there toward), and our
wonderful relations between coaches.
I can say now though one thing you

will find in The Central Florida
Future Sports section this year is
the closest thing to the truth that I
can find about what is happening in
Athletics at UCF, Central Florida,
the U.S., or where ever else I feel
like writing about. ·
I think you will enjoy the things
that we have planned for the upcoming year to give you the most interesting section in the newspaper.

Don't worry I'm not going to
write millions of stories on the great
Miami polphins, (personally they
make me feel nauseous), or why
baseball is a great game. I just want
to provide a little variety for you
besides just flipping through the
section to find out how badly we
lost in the last NCAA Snooker tournament.
Yes, Manny is back, but I've told
him to control himself and not
slander the Football coaches, at
least until they start calling off·
tackles on third down and twentyfour yards to go. l hope you noticed
his biggest problem this week was
the new style that our graphic arts

director has implimented.
.
I like to think that every one out
there is open minded and will give
the new program half the chance
that was given to the previous one
was given. Just think it's like the
national government's economy, if
every one believes things are getting
better they usually do:
I would enjoy hearing from you so
if you have something to say or if
your just bored drop me a line, a
note, a telegraph, a lead on the next
coach to get the axe ...
So until we're punting on second
downs and moving the home basketball games to the O'Connell Center
in Gainesville I:ll be seeing you.

PATIO

20x10

,

KITCHEN
DINING
~ 9x9

\..O---- ~
UVING
15x12

18x20

: ·.

13x13

:

:

.·· :
:.....··

FLOOR PLAN

1575 Sq. Ft.
Living Area

$74,900

C!rfilIB

RED
BUG
RD.

BEDROOM

WILLOW

Diil. GARAGE

- - - - - - . SWEETWATER
CREEK

MASTER

II ·

426

MODELS OPEN 10:30-6:00
SUNDAY 12:00-6:00
CLOSED FRIDAY

.......

CHERYL6
WH/\TNOT

/.

Learn t.o Skydive
at Sunny Z-Hills

* AcceleratedInstruction
Free Fall

* Static Line Program

* Tandem Jumping

* Best Facilities in Florida
All Skydives are made on Square Parachutes.
Worlds Best Known Parachute Center
Parachute Sales on the field
For More Info:
- - Call or Write for our Brochure

Tired of living with a chair, typewriter
and three glasses that don't match Fill
your apt. with all the luxuries of a
GRADUATE!! I've stocked a store full of
household items on consignment! ANYTHING
you could want or need at a fraction of
the new cost! Srop by and see me!!
THANKS!
Cheryl Swain

851 E.S.R. 434 • Suite 144
PARK SQU~RE • Longwood, Fl
434

For more information, call

834·9639

436

Consignments now
being taken.
.,

Zephyrhills Parachute Center. P.O. Box 1101, Zephyrhills. Florida 34283. Phone (813)788-5591

..

c~

/, '~ .

•
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SHARE THE

COS~I OF LIVING
Give to the American Cancer Society.

®

AT
THE FIRST
-<=~ :::=::::::t- BA PT IST
CHURCH
OF
OVIEDO

Metro Orlando's Oldest Baptist Church
Fresti! Alive! Exciti_
ng! Bible-Centered!
Evangelistic! A Church on the Grow!
A Full House?

Anchored.to the rock,

This cheerleader is displaying the new UCF football
schedule· cards which list the dates of the UCF games
. throughol!t the season.

The
UCF
Women's
\'Olleyball team is set to begin
its fourth year under Coach
Lyn King.

College & Career Bible Study 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:30 & 11:00 a.m .
Church Training 6:00 p.m.

Get hot
tips on
crime
prevention!

Call for times of:
Wed~esday

Instrumental

/

·'

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

planning for the future!

Warm Evening Worship Service 7:00 p.m.

Volleyball
desires .to ·
up record
by John Borrisove

~nd

"

Prayer Meeting & Choirs

E~semble

Wednesday 6:00 p.m ..

Co-Sponsor of UCF Baptist Campus Ministry

. /@~

Write to:
McGruff"
Crime Prevention Coalition
Box 6600
Rockville,1'.1d. 20850

UCF STUDENTS ARE WELCOME AT ALL TIMES
Call for free transportation ·

Office: 365-3484

24-Hour Message Service

Just 5 miles north of UCF on Alafaya Trail

TAKE A BITE OUT OF

CRI E

Optimism is high for impro\'i ng on last year's 10-25
n•cord, as tlw team began t w o ; - : - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - r - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and three-a-day practices on
August o. · Five players
returned from last year's
squad.

UNIVERSITY CAR WASH

Pressure wash with soap
6 bays avail. for cars & trucks

King ht>li<'\'es. "a major attitude problem in the past few
,\·l'ars .. has caused some of the
ll'am 's problems. "This years
rt'lTuits were selected on attit.udP as well as ahilitv", savs
King.
.
.

~

8

~

l

~

Ct'.

~

0
0

~

E. COLONIAL
•

c{

TOCOCOA

(iS

l

I

\ll\l\1\11\1111 ' " - - - - - - - ·

This ~· l' a r · s incoming
frl'shman an' t.11l' anchors for

11470 E. COLONIAL DR.
u strong program tht> next
ft>w years. Freshmen Sonya
(next to the Univ. Drive·in)
I ,pszr~·nski. from Tonawonda.
~<'W York. comes from a i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '~l rong high school program
and could pro\'ide somp good
dc.•fpnsiw lwlp this year.
King sa~· s, "Slw lov<.•s working with tlw team. They have
all nwslwd togt>t.her well and I
all ha\·1· winning attitudes
and arl' willing to work hard ... I

KPllY

and

!\ll'FarianP

are

~i1fon•d

Karvn I
also c~>n

excPllent additions to ·

tlw ll'<trn.

Coach King bt>liews this
.\ ·par·s team has an excellt'nl
rhancl' of winning Llw confprpncP t.i LIP.

Tlw Lad~· KnighLs get their
!irst look at this y~ars lou~h
rnmpE>Lition Septt>mhtir () and
. I in th1• lJCF Fall Prl'\'il'W
('lassie .

· . ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sat. Vi'gil Mass 6:00 PM

Sun. Masses
8:00, 10:30 and 12 noon
Masters Choir Rehersal
Wednesday 7:30
1501 South Alafaya Trail
275-0841

WELCOME

----1

PERSONAL

•

Friendly roommate.
Quiet-and smart. Able to
sort t.h rough complicated
issues. Capable of
functioning intelligently.
Supportive and dependable. Flexible. Clever. Fun~
Good looki_ng.

COMPUTER STORE
University of Central Florida
PC Software and Supplies
IBM PC Sales and Service
Compute.r Center II, RM 101
281-5603
Store Hours: Monday . Frida'y
9:oo·am ·Noon and 1:00 pm. 3:00 pm

•
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1985 ·Football Schedule

1.985 UCF Women's Soccer
Schedule

1

SITE

DATE

OPPONENT

TIME

Sept. 14
Sept. 15
Sept. 15
Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Oct. 5
Oct. 5
Oct. 6
Oct. 12-14
Oct. 19·20
Oct. 29

N. C. State
Univ. of N. C.
N. C. Wesleyan
Barry
Rollins
Fla. International
St. Thomas
Barry
W.A.G.S. Tournament
UCF Invitational
Rollins

TBA
Raleigh, N.C.
TBA
Chapel Hill, N.C.
TBA
Chapel Hill, N.C.
12:00 n. Orlando, Fla.
2:00 p.m. Orlando, Fla.
12:00 n. Miami, Fla.
7:00 p.m. Miami, Fla.
12:00 n. Miami, Fla.
TBA
Washington D.C.
TBA
Orlando, Fla.
7:00 p.m. Winter Park, Fla.

23

DATE

OPPONENT

TIME

Aug. 30
Sept. 7
Sept. 13 ~
Sept . .21
Sept. 28
Oct. 5
Oct. 12
Oct. 19
Oct. 26
Nov. 2
Nov. 9
Nov. 16
Nov. 23
Nov. 30

UCF Scrimage
Bethune-Cookman
SE louisianna
Open
Illinois St.
SW Texas State
Western Kentucky
Eastern Kentucky
Stephen Austin (HC)
Louisville
Georgia Southern
Open
Savannah State
Samford

7:00 p.m. Orlando, Fla.
7:00 p.m. Orlando, Fla. .
Orlando, Fla.
7:00

SITE

1:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

Normal, Ill.
Orlando, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Louisville, Ky.
Statesville, Ga.

7:00p.m. Orlando, Fla.
7:00 p.m. Orlando, Fla.

1985 UCF Cross Country Schedule

'
i

...

DATE

MEET

DISTANCE (M/W)

LOCATION

TIME

Sept. 7
Sept. 14
Sept. 21
Sept. 28
Oct. 5Oct. 19
Oct. 26
Nov. 16

Run for the Stars
Jacksonville Inv.
South Fla. Inv.
Rollins duel
Fla. State Inv.
U. of Fla. Inv.
Stetson Inv.
Regionals

5 mile/5 K
5 mile/3 mile
5 mile/3 mile
5 mile/3 mlle
5 mile/ 5 K
5 mile/5 K
5 mile/3 mile
10 K/5 K

Jacksonville, Fla.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Tallahassee, Fla.
Gainesville, Fla.
Deland, Fla.
Furman, S.C.

9:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
TBA
9:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.

•

'85 ·Me.n 's Soccer Schedule

·~

DATE

OPPONENT

TIME

Sept. 8
Sept. 11
Sept. 22
Oct. 1
Oct. 7
Oct. 10
Oct. 15
Oct. 18
Oct. 20
Oct. 25
Oct. 26
Oct. 30
Nov. 3
Nov. 8
Nov. 10

Jacksonville
Boca Raton
Chapman
N.E. louisianna
Florida Atlantic
Stetson
South Florida
Pennsylvannia
Notre Dame
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
West Virginia
Rollins
Wisconsin-Green Bay
South Carolina
Maryland

2:00 p.m. Orlando, Fla.
3:30 p.m. Orlando, Fla.
2:00 p.m. Orlando, Fla.
3:30 p.m. Orlando, Fla.
3:30 p.m. Orlando, Fla.
3:30 p.m. Orlando, Fla.
3:30 p.m. Tampa, Fla.
TBA .
Orlando, Fla.
7:00 p.m. Orlando, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.
TBA
Tampa, Fla.
TBA
7:00 p.m. Orlando, Fla.
2:00 p.m. Orlando, Fla.
6:00 p.m. Tampa, Fla.
1:00 p.m. Tampa, Fla.

1985 Volleyball Schedule

SITE

BECAUSE WE TRY -HARDER...
DON'T JUST TALK ABOUT US,

TRY US!

·

OPPONENT

TIME

Sept. 6·7
Sept. 17
Sept. 21-22
Sept. 27-28
Oc t. 4-5
Oct. 9
Oct. 11-12
Oct. 15
Oct. 15
Oct. 17
Oct. 19
Oct. 23
Oct. 29
Nov. 13
Nov. 15·17

UCF Fall Preview
Rollins
USF Fla. Tournament
Rollins Tournament
Stetson Tournament
Univ. of Fla.
UCF Invitational
Fla. A&M
Florida State
Rollins
Univ. of South Fla.
Univ. of Tampa
Univ. of South Fla.
Univ. of Florida
NSWAC Tournament

Orlando, Fla.
TBA
7:00 p.m. Winter Park, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.
TBA
Winter Park, Fla.
TBA
Deland, Fla.
TBA
7:30 p.m. Gainesville, Fla.
Orlando, Fla:
TBA
4:00 p.m. Tallahassee, Fla.
7:00 p.m. Tallahassee, Fla.
7:00 p.m. Orlando, Fla.
7:00 p.m. Tampa, Fla.
7:00 .p.m. Tampa, Fla.
7:00p.m. Orlando, Fla.
7:30 p.m. Orlando, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
TBA

s~'

Y,j
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ARISTOCRAT\\~\~DESIG~S
ALOMA AVE.

K-MART
•

HAIRCUT CALL67· 1~HAIR

$8

~
UNIV. BLVD.

INCLUDES WET CUT • Mon. and Fri. 9 - 6
AND BLOW DRY; ALSO • .Sat. 9 -5
STYLIST OF YOUP CHOICE • Tues. - Thurs. 9 -7

UNIVERSITY SQUARE (Next to Jewelry Store)

SITE

DATE

.

-

NEW BALDNESS RESEARCH
BEGINS
Many articles have appeared
this year through the major
media networks concerning
research conducted by doctors across the countrv on male
·pattern baldness. We are such.
a clinic conducting similar treatments (medically supervised), In !he
Orlando area. If you are over 18, In good physical condition and a
Florida resident, you could be a candidate for treatments. Individuals
who qualify will have blood tests and will be available for weekly
treatments and check ups. See what Phil Donahue and P.M.
Magazine has to s~ about boldness research.

CALL 629·2230
For Appointment Time to Determine Candidacy

l·n surance of
·Union Park Inc.
"We specialize in
. you money''.
saving
• Young Drivers
• Tickets & Accidents
• SR-22

•

GIT IL.OWN AWAY AT THE'
HUR& ICAtl£ MOTEL.. 1 MA~ATHoN.

• Auto, Motorcycle, 4 x 4
• PIP, Uablllty
.• Colllslon & Comprehensive

B#?lHi lN

TV
-. "· .

Call for a quote
306

282·2886 .
10408 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Fl 32817

rni.S couraN Alf I> RE(EN€

TEN r£/\<.£NT C~F TlfE RE6CllAR K<Jefv\

P.ArcMIJ> A F~Eti,q1-6f::r ,~wN AWA)'
AT THE HVR~fr.JWE·~r-SHIRT('lltrliA
Ml~Ut1UM CF

'1 TWe/ill<THT STA)').

#:ELA :-(i BE LAZ'/ IWt~c.Art:H ~c~EM'IS t>N CH)/{.
rnNI\ rE /lE:ACk. ~t:Z:f.' 1'/tlPS" .SNLIAl'-M>b Fi5iiING- c:.1fAf\rE~SJ ~ r R[)lf:1LS SLJr..r; ANb RAMP.
AJAUTl'-AL RE~rM~l4Arr _.\I.II> il:JvNGE WHE'f</:;. El'ln)I
N16JiT JS A Jlct</t.JCANE fNnY. Co/fie wE.ATll~ nlE
.~reRM.

Cl~IUCAHE ~OTEL • ~65'0 OVER.SEAS
Hl(yllW/\ y • M!\R/\THON I FLORIO/\ 3 J OS 0 •
MILE

"1f\"J<£R 'l't '1'1 • ( 30~) 7'f3- 2.'3 'J 3
l-' l."'it I!; Jt/SJ' n(c:.rr i)b'~ING· ~iY:vAL. EllOV:_}
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1985 UCF Foo.t ball schedule
~

Sept. 7
Sept. 13

Sept. 21
Sept. 28
Oct. 5
Oct. 12
Oct. 19
Oct. 26
Nov. 2
Nov. 9 Nov. 16
Nov. 23
Nov. 30

Bethune-Cookman in Orlando Stadium
Sou th eastern Louisiana in Orlando
Stadium
Open Date
,
At Illinois State in Normal (1:30 p.m. CST)
Southwest Texas State in Orlando Stadium
Eastern Kentucky in Orlando Stadium
Stephen F. Austin in Orlando Stadium
Homecoming
At University of 'Louisville in Louisville
(2:00 p.m. EST)
At Georgia Southern in Statesboro
(1:30 p.m. EST)
Open Date
Savannah State in Orlando Stadium
Samford in Orlando Stadium

•I

J

}

The entertainment and feature supplement of

•
•

"*rhe Central Florida Future :

LET' . . . .
GO
RAZY
What Makes
Wrestling
Fans ·Tick

,
BY . RICHARD TRUETT

A bout a half hour before
the matches were scheduled~
to start, they started filtering
in: men with belt buckles the
size of garbage can lids, men
with belt buckles that were
garbage can lids, big sweaty
burly women in grungy
shirts, and children with
H ulkamania t-shirts clu tching $3.00 programs·.
Most drove up in jacked-up,
beat up · pick-up trucks with
Confederate flags in the back
window or old, faded four
door sedans that looked liked
they had been to the moon
and back a few times.
But mingled in with the·
pick-up trucks and beat up
sedans were gleaming
Jaguar~. sleek BMW's and an
occasional Mercedes.
Many people wore cowboy
hats and boots, dipped snuff
and chewed tobbacco. But
some.sported leisure suits and
smoked pipes and cigars.
There were pimply-faced
adolescent girls scurrying
about in dirty bluejeans seeking autographs. And th~n
they were pimply-face adolescent girls in designer jeans
seeking autographs.
There were old ladies with
more than just a trace of a
mustache wearing mint green
polyester pants and flowered
shirts with designs that looked vaguely reminiscent of
wallpaper. These women fixed
their attention to the ring

while trading idle gossip
about their favorite wrestlers.
Professional wrestling is a
sport that used to be eschewed by the upper echelons of
our society and enjoyed exclusively by the lower. But
this is no longer the case.
Wrestling has finally done it:
it has transcended social barriers. It is no longer a blue collar sport.
The people who came to the
Orange County ·Civic Center
two weeks ago are the wrestling army. And fans like them
·.all around the country pay an
estimated $250. million a year
to see their favorite wrestling
heroes beating each other
with folding chairs and
various and sundry items
while on their travelling road
show.
Night after night in city
after city, these wrestlers
turn little old ladies into a

. \11

airl)()nw lrnn Putski delirers a crushing blotc to his opponent.
to a man with the demeanor
of a toothless truckdriver as
the night wore on.
When Nikolai Volkoff, sup- .
posedly from the Soviet
Union, threatened to pull a
metal object from his pants
and use it against his opponent, the man in the fifth row
reared back and fired a wadded up paper cup at Volkoff.
This gesture provoked two
security guards into action.
They had arms as big as tree
trunks and moved with an Arnold Schwartzenegger-like
precision. The guards ''convinced" the man, much to his
chagrin, that he would be better off outside.
As he was leaving, the man
in the fifth row was brow
beaten by several hundred

"While people are at wrestl- the kicking, the bjting and
ing matches, they tend to sus- any number of heinous rule
pend their disbelief," said. Dr. violations.
Randy Fisher, of the UCF . The audience goes crazy
department of psychology.
when a wrestler . cheats
The prime ingredients for a somehow and the referee
"doesn't see."
This is where the lunacy
'· / (s better than the movies.
begins.
Common, sedate people
r<'a_ll z1 t e
You
cuss, spit, shout, make
obscene hand . gestures,
n<·T er . knoic tvhat ivill hapdisplay flags and throw
,'
pen.
things at wrestling matches.
Sometimes it is more fun to
raging lunatics-and make wrestling match are: a good watch the activities outside
millions of dollars from it.
guy, a bad guy, a large dose of the ring than it is to watch
But the most amazing theatrics, and, most impor- the -activities inside.
thing about wrestling is that tantly, the incompetent
At the Orange County Civic
almost 50 percent of the fans referee.
Center matches a fortnight
do not believe the events in
Perhaps no other sport is ago, a man sitting in the fifth
the ring are real. They believe plagued \\'.ith such controver- row possessed the cool dethe action is staged, yet they sial officiating.
meanor of a bank president
still go and shell out their
It seems only the audience when the matches began, but
money week after week.
is able to see the hair pulling, was systematically reduced

1

Io

the_theatrics.

~
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Albums
Muddy Mississippi Waters,
Muddy Waters, CBS Records. .

Few people ever stop to consider how important influences are in rock music.
The Rolling Stones took their
name from one of his songs.
Eric Burdon, leader of The
Animals, imitated his gritty
vocal style on such classics as
"House of The Rising Sun"
and "Don't Let Me Be
Misunderstood.'' Countless
bands, from· Cream to The . When you listen to the
Yardbirds were influenced by album and.look at his face on
his records. He is Muddy the cover, you know he has a
Waters. Although he died in· right to sing the blues,
1982, his infiuence will live on because he lived it. From
forever· in the legacy of his "Mannish Boy" one of
music.
Waters best known songs:
Muddy Mississippi Waters "When I was a young boy at
is a live album that captures the age of five, my mama told
Waters gravelly bluesy voice me I was g~nna be the
at its best.
greatest thing alive. But now

I'm 21, and let me tell ya
woman, I have lots of fun."
These are chapters out of
Wate~s' life. Sadly though, he
never n:iade much money selling records. Most people
know Waters · through the
cover versions of his songs
that appear on thousands of
albums.
This isn't music you can
dance to. And this isn't music
that bristles with any instrumental brilliance. This is
music paints a picture of what
it is like to be a black man
growing up in the south.
Hope is the one theme that
runs through Waters' tales of
cheating women, poverty and
· despair.
In Waters' lyrics, there is
always the feeling that things
will get better.

·calendar
2 8 Wednesday

31

[' MUSIC
The UCF Marching Band is still looking for
members to fill positions in the 160-member
band. The season began August 20, but auditions are still being accepted. For further inf?rmation contact Jerry Gardner at the UCF
music department, 275-2867.

r. THEATRE

29 Thursd.ay
D THEATRE
THE FEAST OF UNREASON, a previosly unproduced play concerning Northern
Ireland by the distinguished American
author and internationally renown scenic
designer, will be performed at UCF in the
Black Box Theatre at 8 p.m.

Saturday

Mordecai Gorelik's, THE FEAST OF ,
UNREASON will be performed at 7 p.m. in
the Black Box Theatre. For further information call the Theatre Department (305)
275-2861.

1 Sunday
RADIO
WUCF-FM will begin to broadcast aroundthe-clock. ··Ni te Rock·· will be heard from 1 to
6 a.m.

2 Monday

MISCELANEOUS
D LECTURE
Campus police are scheduled to start
The Women's Network Success Series will "cracking down" and writing parking tickets
b.e conducting motivational seminars for to all cars illegally parked.
woman involved with careers. The topic of
"Leadership" will be covered by Dr. Barbara
Holmes from 2:30 to 5:00 p.m. Starting at
7:00 p.m. Manny Messeguer, General
EXHIBIT
Manager of Sun State Ford, will lead a
workshop. entitled, "Powerful Leaders are
Open to the public are the Fine Art and
Powerful Networks.'' Fees for the entire Craft Works by the Member Artists of
function will be $25 for members and $30 for Creative Art Gallery. The theme of this monguests. OpeQ to the public.
ths exihibit is Hindsight. The exhibit runs
until the September 28 and is open Tuesday
through Saturday from 11 to 4 p.m. For more
information call 647-6858.
Running through October 4 at the Valencia
East Campus Gallery is PORTRAYALS OF
0 SPORTS
The ~nights will scrimage Friday evening FAITH - Nan Smith: Instalation.
at the Orlando Stadium. Tickets will be on
MISCELLANEOUS
sale for one dollar to students and two dollars
Parking decals will be required on all cars
to non-students.
parked in campus parking lots. To puchase a
decal one must produce vehicle registration
D LECTURE
and University ID.
Mr. Mordecai Gorelick will deliver a lecture
To s11h111it hril'/s .fin (.'(If r'fl(/ar. Jif l'llS<'
entitled "Toward a Larger Theatre." The
ilro1i r1 hri<f f!JfJ<'cl (/f'fidl' 1rilli all 1i1Ttitopic concerns the need for social and
111 · 11 t i 11.f i 1,.,, wt i r111 11 I}() 11 t t Iw 1· r1 '11 t 11 t t Iw
political issues in todays American Drama.

3 Tuesday

30Friday
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WRESTLING
FROM PAGE ONE
spectators who understood in a quiet sort of way the flood of
emotion that professional wrestling evokes. Sometimes it is
hard for a fan to govern his passions.
"No I don't believe the action in the ring is real, but it is
pure e~tertainmment," said an executive from Walt Disney
World who refused to give his name. ''Yeah, l get excited
and cuss and throw things, but that's part of the fun," he
said.
"It's better than the movies. I really love the theatrics.
That's probably the best part because you never know what
Billy Edwards, a
will happen," the executive said.
12-year-old Rockl.ake Middle School student, says he likes
wrestling because ''you can yell anything you want and
nobody will care.''
Edwards said he doesn't believe all the action is real. He
said the big name matches which feature Hulk Hogan and
Andre The Giant are real.
Another fan, a boy about eight or nine years old, yelled
and cussed and hurled expletives until his voice was hoarse.
One fan stood up, caught the attention of a wrestler called
the Missing Link and challenged him to a fight.
The Missing Link, an Orangutang-ish character, was
prepared to administer a beatjng on the fan, but the good
guy, Pedro Morales, stepped in, admonished the fan, and
- proceeded to execute a wide variety of moves which left the
Missing Link dazed, confused, and defeated.
The big title matches almost always feature an American
dressed in red, white and blue against a big stocky Russian
dressed in red with a hammer and side displayed prominently or an Iranian Shiek. But really, any enemy of America
would do.
"The reason people go to wrestling is because it is very
much like the movies. You have such clearcut good guys and
bad guys,'' Fisher said.
"Wrestling promoters are very shrewd. The characters
mirror popular culture and tap into what appeals to people,"
Fisher explained.
Fisher, who occasionaly watches wrestling on TV, said he
recently saw a wrestler patterned after Rambo, the
Sylvester Stallone character from the First Blood movies.
The bad guys win a lot of the time because they cheat but
don't get caught. The audience sees the cheating, the good
guy knows he has been cheated, but the referee doesn't see
it. No one likes to see the good guy lose.
Fisher, whose specialty is sociological behavior, said
wrestling's popularity lies in its ability to appeal to a person's justice motive.
"People want to see justice done.-They want to see good
triumph over bad,'' Fisher said.
Another reason people flock to wrestling is because people
want to see America win.
"The same motivation that attracts people to the Olympics attracts people to wrestling.
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Two Irish Youths find peace-at .UCF
If one were watching the large
groups that were visitng UCF this
summer for training ·camps, it would
have been simple to overlook two
15-year-old Northern Ireland youths
who were visiting the campus with
Lheir American sponsors.

Gareth McCormick of Dunmurry
and Mark Scott of Glenmoreley were
sponsored by UCF Khardia Campus
Ministry directors Robert and Ann
Sullivan and came to the United
States for seven weeks.
As the directors of Khardia for the
past three years at UCF, the
Sullivans have found themselves
praying for different countries on
many occassions.
When Mrs. Sullivan read about a
chance to bring children from Northern Ireland to the United States
under a sponsorship program called
The Childrens Committee 10, she and
Mr. Sullivan decided it was time for
- them to take action. .
Starting in July of "1984, Robert
Sullivan . spent a great deal of his
spare time researching the program
set up by Vincent Lavery, formerly of
Northern Ireland and now a U.S.
citizen residing in California.
Through his research, Sullivan
found that Lavery's intent is to bring
Protestant and Catholic children to
the United States to spend seven
weeks together in , pairs with an
American family.

The purpose of the program is to bring the warring religious factions
together through the children by placing them in a nonturbulent atrnosphpre.
This way the two children may see
each other a · human beings rather
Lhan a Catholic ot a Protestant.
When Sullivan asked about the
aplication he found that anyone can
sponsor children through the commitLee. "All you need is to show an interest," he said. .
"It doesn't matter where you live
or how rich er poor you are," Sullivan
explained. There are certain
guidelines set up by the committee
that must be adhered to-by the sponsor and the youths.

The guidelines require the sponsors
to raise the money themselves to bring the children to America. There
must be a Catholic and a Protestant
child from Ulster residing with each
sponsoring family.

Lype of child that would best fit into
their lifestyle. "We wanted boys that
were -0lder in the age group of 1f1 to
18," Mrs. Sullivan said.
"The older the better, because they
appear to have experienced more prohlems and we feel we would like to try
Lo help that group," she said.

repo{"ter from St. Petersburg to call
on Gareth and Mark, exposing them
to statewide media attention.
Between interviews, the boys have
fit in with the Sullivan's lifestyle and
adjusted to America, although they
have not been required to do the
household chores.

As the couple turned over the ap·
plication to Lavery, they were soon
granted the care of Gareth, a
Catholic, and Mark, a Protestant.
Hence, they began in Janurary to
raise the needed money to cover the
air fare and other expenses.

"This is a vacation, in a way, for
them," Mrs. Sullivan said. Although
the two have mowed the lawn twice,
vacummed the carpet and attempted
to wash the dishes.

Part of the agreement called for
Gareth and Marl{ not to refer to the
They started raising the moneyby · strife left behind in Ulster. Mrs.
asking their friends and ·different Sullivan s~d that the the boys were .
organizations. The two teenagers getting along like brothers. At first,
spent some time with each con- however, she quoted Gareth, the
tributer. "Our hopes are to show Catholic, as saying he would never
others what the program is like by associate with the protestants when
getting them involved and maybe he returns. Mrs. Sulivan is now
they will become sponsors assured that such attitudes no longer
themselves," said Sullivan em- exist, especially after witnessing the
phatically.
two together.

The children are required to give at
Along with seeing the sights of
least one press conference and they
must fit into the daily routine of the Florida, Gareth and Mark met tlie
sponsoring family. Finally, when the _ press, especially during _the first
seven weeks are over, the children are weeks of the seven week stay. It did
not take too long before the two
asked to attend a reunion in Belfast.
became weary of reporters. After an
Unfortunately for the children this interview with two radio stations, a
is a one time experience with the pro- TV station, and two newspapers. The
gram, however, there are no restric- youths truly became ambassadors of
Ulster.
tions on the sponsors.
The first step in the process of
Since the Sullivans were the only
sponsoring the children is to get involved with the program. The family in Florida to sponsor two of
Sullivans had to fill out an applica- the nearly 300 other Irish children in
tion which allowed them to choose the the country, Lavery directed a

"Mark loves animals," explained
Mrs. Sullivan, and on one o~casion
Mark placed a grasshopper on
Gareth's chest.
Even with a few disputes, "very
few," claims Mrs. Sullivan, Gareth
and Mark plan to attend the annual
reunion in Belfast. Because the
children desire -to attend the the reunion, the Sullivans feel their part in
the program has been successfu~ 1nd
pray that others will also take an interest and experience the program as
they have.
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Madonna's home porno flick to be released
BY PAT VERNON

..

A Cool, Cool Summer: It .has been a simply
marvelous (pronounced mahhvalouss) summer for
rock'n'roll. Raising roughly $40 million for famine
relief, the Live Aid concerts m~de history. Via
satellite more than abillion people watched the reunion ofrhe Who and the surviving members ofLed
Zeppelin as well as many other acts. In fact, it has
been rumored that there might be a Zeppelin reunion album featuring Phil Collins on drums. There
is even talk of concert organizer, Bob Geldof, getting a Nobel Peace Prize. He has already received
the Congressional Arts Caucus: the first nonAmerican to win the coveted award. Revenue is
also being raised through the Bowie/Jagger single,
"Dancin' in the. Streets" which is being shown in
movie theatres across the country. Money is still
being raised through the toll free telephone line,
1-800-Live-Aid.
Breaking Up Is Not Hard To Do: It has also been

Entertainment
a busy summer for Van Halen: David Lee Roth exited the band and Sammy Hagar entered it. Will
they change the name toVan Hagar? Does anyony
really care? It's hard to picture Sammy on lead
vocals but even harder to imagine David Lee as a
solo artist and actor. One solo project was a novelty
but two is a bit too much. On the other hand there
is Sting who; with a new LP and two motion pictures, is enjoying a great deal of popularity away
from The Police. Rumor has it that he won't be
back. Phil Collins may jettison Genesis in light of
his strong solo career.

Hairy Armpit Dept.: Madonna bas been relatively busy with lawsuits, film, new ·singles, ~ours and
·centerfolds. Why just last year she was Just Maddonna Ciccone, disco queen, and t~ay Sean P~~·s
wife. Unbelievable. The latest is a $5 million
lawsuit involving a claim by Camille Barbone, a
former manager. She claims she discovered Madonna. Barbone is suing Madonna, her record label,
and her current manager, Fred DeMann, who got a
managerial contract with the new Mrs: Penn while
she was still under contract with Barbone. By the
way,A Certain Sacrifice will be released as a home
video in October in spite of Madonna's efforts to
keep her semi-porn film debut out of the public's
eye.

SU·: ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE l l ·

\\ e'n, looking for: writC'rs who enjoy writing qualit) entertainment and featllrC' <1rt1cl<'s.
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'*rhe Central Florida Future
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BAND SCHEDULE
"
.

•

Oyster Bar
And NFL Fo.o tball

TUES NIGHT

~

A GOOD TIME EMPORIUM

.·MON -NIGHT

•

Sept. 4 • 7 SAPPHIRE
11 • 14 SAPPHIRE
18 • 21 MISS CONDUCT
25 • 28 MISS CONDUCT
Oct. 2 • 5 THE MIX
9 • 12 THE MIX

9pm

"8" Ball Shoot-Out

•

Prizes

$50.00 1st
$30.00 2nd
$20.00 3rd

r--------------.

1

I ONE FREE

WED· SAT
Live Rock/Top 40 Bands

POOL TABLE
DARTS
GAMES
~

. "

11636 E. Hwy. 50
·273·4397

I
I
I
I
I

I

I SHOOTER

~--------------~

•
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TO WORK HERE

*rhe Central Florida future

mbtNtW!orkSimtS DAILY~NE~S

f IJUNI> A 61JIJI) EAl26AIN
LA lfl Y'I
flNI> IJS .

•

The Examiner
Ne~~day ·

•

•

Houston Chl'onicle The Orlando Sentinel
Qlhc •o1'ton ~fobt itfit fhilabelpliia ]lnquim

4pc Set w/Loveseat
$649 (reg.$946)

5pc Table Set
$499 (Reg.$675)

.....

~~---

4pc Set w/Sofa
$699 (reg.$1,036)

6fl{)() TA Hf &etlOO 1>121tfS

.

The Sacramento Bee
CliCICf flf f ABIUCS

•Nlf~fnr12ffLAYAWAY

The Detroit News

-

<!:be iiiinmi Htral~

(Musi Presen! a for Special Prices)
(,ood Throug · 9/25/85
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START HERE

RaHan·Rallan

*rhe Central Florida Future
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Health Matters·
Why take a chance? - Purchase the approved

Heath Care Pan
"

Remember: Fame, Fortune and Friends can all be represented with the number 0. Health can be represented by the number 1. Each added 0 increases
your wealth, without your health you have nothing!!
Don't take a chance for less than a $1.00 a day!!
Pick up a brochure/application at the Student
H~alth ·center or coll 843-8405 to sign up today!
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Avis ·Welcomes Back
UCF Students
SHIP REGISTRY BAHAMAS

Save_up to $60
on a 1-day cruise!

Take to the road of .
success with A VIS
When you rent with
A VIS, you get more
than Special, Low
Student Rates,. you
can also save up to
$60.00 per person on
the cost of a one
day ·Sea Escape Cruise

'.'"'iS' fe~t~;;·;'G M cars.
Oldsmobile Cutlass Cier~

•

"

* Minimu~ Age Requirement 19 with current
College ID
* Cash or A VIS honored credit cards accepted
* Unlimit~d FREE Mileage
.
* Refueling service charge, taxes, optional ·
CDW, PEP, PAI, not included

We try
harder.
Faster.
For Complete Details And Re.servatons, Call
AVIS At .
·.
ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

852·7600
..
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Come update
yourself .for the
. 1985-86
Student• Faculty
Telephone Directory
Stop by SC200 and have your correct

"

phone number listed in the directory.

..

If you do not want your number
published, you must go to
Student-Affairs, AD 282.

I
vision.
Padded Shoulders

~Petitions

Available
8/30
Declaration of Candidacy 9/9-13
Campaigning Begins
9/13
·Forum ·.
·
9/18
9/23
Area Campus Elections
Main Campus Elections 9/24-25

Classy Wristwatch
(keep track of those.
long hours)

·

.,·

~)

~

·
when the heat is on.

Strong Knees for occasional
crawlirig.
\t

.

Big Feet to assist
in taking you to
the top, may
also be found
in mouth.

1

Pennyloffers with taps for
th~ ole sc.mg and dance.

Do YOU have what it takes??.

APP.LICA llO~~S I~~ SC 200
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EXTRA ... EXTRA •.•

·EXTRA ••. EXTRA •••

According to leading publications, the PC market is in the midst of a fullblown shakeout. IBM, KAYPRO, OSBORN~ ~nd
most other PC manufacturers are initiating cutbacks and layoffs due to slumping sales. Their increasing adve.rt1srng
dollar brings less & less results. At the same time sales for the ZORBA portable computer. the computer that is only
advertised in a few choice periodicals and relies heavily on satisfied user testimonials, are showing a steady increase.
It's no secret, the public is learn.ing what industrial users have known for years. That is: that for daily operation of wordprocessors .. spreadsheets and databases. the trendy optjons are rarely used and the flashy machines that house them
are really no faster. no more reliable and much more expensive.

THE PUBLICS LEARNING WHY THE ZORBA IS STILL AND ALWAYS HAS BEEN
THE EXPERTS CHOICE.

.· ··zoRBA

PORTABLE COMPUTER

FEATURES:

OPTIONS:

• 9" GREEN OR AMBER CRT

• 16 BIT 256K RAM UPGRADE

• 19 INDEPENDENT, 55 PROGRAM-

(8088 CPU) $600.00

ABLE FUNCTION KEYS

• BOOK DSQD 96TPI DRIVES

• TWO 400K DSDD DRIVES

$150.00

• 64K BYTES 150 NS RAM

• c BASIC

COMPILER

• COMPOSITE VIDEO OUTPUT
$100.00

I

BUNDLED WITH

• IEEE 488 BUS MASTER PORT

• SOFT VINYL CASE $25 .00

WORDSTAR, MAILMERGE , SPELLSTAR,

• 24.6 LBS

• TUTOR KIT; $15.00

DATASTAR,REPORTSTAR,CALCSTAR

• CPM 2.2 OPERATING SYSTEM

(CPM WORDSTAR 1 CALCSTAR)
I

COMPLETE SYSTEM WITH
TEN MB &400 K
$2100
$2149
TEN MB & BOOK

• M80 (L80 , LIB80 , CREF80)
• SOURCE CODE OF THE BIOS
PLUS UTILITIES
• DATA COMMUNICATIONS

• SCHEMATIC SET $10.00

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

SETUP PACKAGE

MANUfACTURED IN U.S.A.

• SERIAL & PARALLEL
PRINTER PORT
• DATA COMMUNICATION PORT

$849.00

$10-49.00

WIO Bundle

With Bundle

General Specifications

Keyboard

ZOABA is the lowest cost full featured
portable computer. This light weight computer is ruggedly packaged in a convenient carrying case . The case surrounds
a strong inner chassis which further protects the Z80A based computer with its
two double sided double density disk
400K drives, large easy to read 9"
display screen and well designed
detachable keyboard .

Keyboard communicates serially with CPU
Detachable with 2 foot coiled cord
95 keys in standard QWERTY format
13 Key Numeric pad
.
Independent Caps Lock and Shift Lock
55 Software programmable function keys
All keys auto-repeat after 1 second delay
All Standard c:.Jrsor and terminal control
keys

Disk system
Controller :
Drives:

ZORBA uses CP/M. the industry standard
operating system. which means that a
wide range of existing software is readily
available to the user.

WD1793
5.25 Double Sided.
Double Density . 400K
48 TPI

Built-in disk interchange formats : Xerox
820 (SD. DD). Kaycomp (DD) . DEC
VT-180 (SD). Osborne (SD) and IBM-PC
(eg . CPM/86) and Televideo 802
(Read/Write and Format compatibility)
(Exµa ndabl e to 82 Fo rmats)

The ZORBA users manual covers operation of the unit. all suppllied software and
all interface and internal information . A
system diskette is supplied with all
system files and utilities . A second
diskette conta ins the sources for all ZORBA software including BIOS. SETUP .
FORMAT. and PATCH .

Specifications
General Mechanical
and Electrical
Width
Height
Depth
Weight
Power

CPU Board
Z80A CPU running at 4 Mhz with
no wait states

-17.5 inches (44.45 cm)
· 9.0 inches (22.86 cm) ,
-16.0 inches (40 .64 cm)
-24.6 pounds (11.1 Kg)
-80-130 VAC or 190-245 VAC
50160 Hz
170 watts max

Display
Display Tube :
9" diagonal. Green or Amber
High resolution display circuitry
60 Hz refresh rate
·

64K bytes of 150 ns RAM (58K after
CP/M loaded)

16K bytes of EPROM (2732)
can be switched in and out by software
12K available for user EPROMS
8275 CRT controller, OMA driven
1793 Floppy disk controller, SMC data
·separator
Bipolar proms configure 10 addresses
Ful'ly structured interrupts prioritized by
bipolar proms

Interfaces

Display Format :
25 lines x 80 columns
5x7 Character Font with full descenders
128 ASCII Characters
8x9 32 Characters Graphic Font
2K Memory Mapped Display Buffer

130 Baywood Avenue. Longwood, Florida 32750
305-830-8886
800-327- 7182

• Full asynchronous RS232 port with
modem control. Baud rates and data
translation and protocol programmable
• Full asynchronous full duplex RS232
port with hardware harn;lshake (for
printers). Baud rates and protocol
programmabl~ . (Serial Printer Port)
• One 8 Bit parallel port with independent strobe and ready lines. Supports
Centronics interface with an available
adaptor cable .
• IEEE 488 Bus Master Port. (ie : General
Purpose Instrumentation Bus) not Software Supported .
• 21 Standard Software Programmable
Baud Rates: 45 .5 to 19.200 BPS

)
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Improper 'Life in a day' video banned in UK
•

•

.

,

Hy
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Jones Video Banned in UK: The BBC refused to
play the original version of Howard Jones' "Life In
One Day." Does this mean that cute, puppy-like lil'
Howard has done a-gasp-nasty video? No, fie
hasn't. They won't play it because they're afraid
people will call up complaining about an interruption in service.
At first you'll think you're seeing Jones performing on Britain's Top Of The Pops. What soon
follows is the illusion that that there is something
terribly wrong with either your television, EmptyVee or the cable company (or all three!). Channels
change. We see Ho-Jo, hair slicked back, as a
newscaster. We see him in a bushy wig in a commercial for laundry detergent. He appears in yet
another wig, and glasses, in a newspaper commercial.

Video
We are given a series of extravagant apologies
("We cannot express how deeply distressed we all
are for this int~rruption to your viewing pleasure.
Please forgive us.") before sound and vision
degenerate into what could be termed 'video fu.'
With all of this going on, the 'proper' version of
the song is never heard. Ho-Jo doesn't mind this.
Neither do I. This video is actually innovative. A
classic.

Performance Clips Don't Cut It: I consider ·
anything by Paul Young a treat. Possibly the
· world's best white soul singer, he looks great and ·
performs even better. For me, his videos are cause
to jump up, clap my hands together in delight and
shout "Baby, let's play house!"
This does not mean that I approve of his tendency to offer us perfomance clips .
Young himself has explained that because he
doesn't write his material, he has less money to
spend on video~. This explanation doesn't suffice
when one thinks of all the great videos done on
modest budgets. REM's "Radio Free Europe" and
the Pretenders' "Brass In Pocket" are two that
spring immediately to mind.
.
The video for Young's remake of "I'm Gonna
SEE VIDEO, PAGE I I

Pearlcorder 5907 · Pearlcorder 5911

AUTHORIZED DEALER

OLYMPUS.
MICROCASSEm·

DIOATING ______ _
SYSTEM

OF Fl.CE
-EQUIPMENT
EXCHANGE INC.

No excuse needed for
lost classroom notes
lectures or assignments
Record it ALL with one
of the NEW affordable
OLYMPUS Microcassette
Recorders

One-Hand Operation
Voice Actuator
Sensitivity Control
Two-Speed Recording

Voice Actuator
Sensitivity Control
Two-Speed Recording
Digital Counter
Fast Forward Monitoring

$57.50

$70.00

736 N·. Magnolia Ave.
Orlando, Fl 32803

422·8850

FRESH CUT WINGS

Small Order

(10 pcs.) •.... 2. 70
Lorge Order (16 pcs.) ..... 3.90

Mild - Medium - Hoc
X Hoc .25 extra
X-Wec .25 extra
SeNed with Celery St1chs and
our Special Sauce
Extr.o Dleu Cheese and Celery . . . . 75

CHICKEN WINGS
RUSH WEEK ONLY

Buffalo Chicken Wings earned their mouthwatering
reputation in Buffalo, New York. Believe me if you
haven't tasted one you don't know what you're
missing. Serious wing eaters or (Wing Nuts) drive for
miles around to get the original Buffalo Wing taste.

lOOWings~

$18.00

50Wings~

$9.50
additional 25 wings $5.00

2011 Aloma Ave. Winter Park, FL 677·7333
.................. _.... __ .. __ .. _________ . . ...... _ ........ .. .................... _ .. ,
._

.....

..,

.... .

- -... ·- ....
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Theroux book details
life in modern America
BY JAYNE FRYE

Sunrise With Seamons ters
{su bti tied Travels and
Discoveries) is a collection of
short pieces of writing by
novelist Paul Theroux. The
pieces span twenty years
from 1964 to 1984.
When I saw the author's
picture on the jacket I was
almost sorry I'd voluteered to
do this review. "A bookish,
northeastern intellectual,'' I
thought, a liberal pain in the
arse.'' (This being the impression to be gained from an extremly dignified and off putting shot of the author, in
Dior shirt and pin-striped
jacket, thoughtfully adjusting what could only be
called spectacles.)
I bravely started the book
and found myself rewarded
with sensibly stated opinions,
wonderful description and
wry humor. The author was
not who I'd expected him to
be.
.
· As you would expect,
Theroux is primarily concerned "with travels and
· discoveries. Indeed, travel occasions discoveries. Burma,
Malawi,
Ireland,
Afghanistan, Corsica, New
York City . . . all have
something to reveal.
Some of my favorite pieces
find the author discussing
travel on trains, contrasting
with the 'transfer' of
11

airplanes.
Not that travel is all you'll
find. There are pi-eces on
writers Henry Miller, V.S.
Pritchett and V.S. Naipaul. A
pair of pieces on Richard Nixon's life in San Clemente had ·
Tricky Dick's ugly mug
floating before my eyes
{honestly!).
You'll find pieces on John-McEnroe and on patronage.
Several others are co'vered in
a delightfully varied book.
As a matter of fact, the only
person I could see not liking a
book like this would be someone with no desire to read
or learn about the world in
general. Those who are only
interested in learning things
that will enable them to make
money; those who think, incorrectly, that learning and
discovering {unless absolutely
necessary) is something done
only by the weak and
'wimpy.'
. The author takes on the
subject of men and learning in
"Being A Man." In this he
comes up with my favorite
quote of the book: "In many
ways American culture does
little more for a man than
prepare him for modeling
clothes in the L.L. Bean
catalogue.'·
Something for those of you
who may never pick up a book
such as this to think about.

•

GOOD PIZZA? GREAT PIZZA!
A'ND MORE!!!
I

.- ALL YOU CAN EAT
PIZZA· PASTA· SALAD BUFFET
LUNCH AND DINNER
... PLUS ...

LASAGNA, CALZONE, SUBS, ...
BEER AND WINE

IT'S EITHER ITALY

•• •••••

OR US

PIZZERIA
RISTORANTE

282·4242 .

7484 E. Colonial
.

1I

..
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ENTERTAINMENT

Why, you ask? Because back in late 1980, Plant VIDEO
and the other Zeppelin members swore they would FHOM PAGE 9
never appear together on the same stage after John
Bonham died. Yet, on July 13 at Live Aid, Plant Tear Your Playhouse Down" is composed of the
put aside his ego as did the rest of Zeppelin for a same live footage that made up 80 of his last video,
go~d cause and played "Rock 'n' Roll," "Whole "Everytime You Go Away." It is a disappointLotta Love" and the most popular rock song ever, ment.
"Stairway To Heaven." There was a rumor that · Scorpions Sting Is More Like A Dull Ache:
Julian Lennon was going to join the rest of the Disappointment is not the feeling engendered by
Beatles in the London show, but they did not do it. the Scorpions' "Big City Nights." Revulsion is
Paul turned in a very nasal verson of ''Let It Be.'' more lik~ it. The despicable duo of Heavy Metal
Big deal. After all these years, what harm could and T and A are united again in this clip, which
have come for McCartney, Starr and Harrison to features scenes from their new concert film World
join young Lennon for a few songs? As good Wide Live.
natured as Harrison and Starr are, it is hard to
If this video is typical of the film, it does promise
believe they would not do the show. McCartney be- something a bit new and innovative. Instead of
ing the stingy, shrewd, business-first pompous showing all of a young woman, as is usual, the
moron that he is probably axed the idea.
camera tends to linger on specific areas below her
Unlike McCartney, Plant showed that he is really neck. Sounds like a masterpiece of taste and
concerned with what his fans want. And he gave it restraint, doesn't it?
·
to them. By that act al<;me, Led Zeppelin may have
The ·,Scorps' are a German band, so I shall use a
dethroned the almighty Beatles as the world's German word to describe what I think of this clip.
greatest band.
·
Scheiss.

FHOM PACE 4
Caution: Lyrics May Be Hazardous To Your
• Health: Madonna, Cyndi Lauper, Prince, Judas
Priest, The Mary Jane Girls and a number of other.s
have been cited as the targets for an organization
looking to rate albums on lyric content. The
'Parents Music Resource Center (PMRC) wants the
music industry to rate these albums and include a
lyric sheet so concerned parents can read what
~ their child is listening to. PMRC includes many
politically active people who have gotten the U.S.
Senate to discuss the subject. Lyric sheets would
also be provided for DJ's so they too can make the
t "right" choices. The Commerce Committee, a Congressional body, will hold it's hearing on Sept. 9.
Plant Plants a Big One On Philly: After long
•thought and careful. consideration, I have decided
that the superstar of the British rock scene is NOT
Paul McCartney, Pink Floyd, The Who or any of
The Rolling Stones. _The Superstar is Robert Plant.-

---------------,

Beat The Heat
Tan Wit.b out The Sun

FREE TANNING
SESSION
w/ this
·c oupon

•

•
•
•
•

Keep a Dark, Rich Tan All Year
Clean, Safe, No Burning
Private Rooms and Music
Meeting FDA and UL Requiremenfs

---------------~
5 Sessions

.TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial, Suite 113

$19.95

East of E.W. Expwy. & W. OF ALAFAYA

282-6042
MON.-FRI.: 9A.M.-9P.M.
SAT.: 9A.M.-SP.M.
______ __________________________________________________________________________________
CLOSED SUNDAY

._

...

With This Coupon
..... __________
_________ __

I
•

Buy one Pizza ...
Get one FREE!*

Bring in your Student l.D. Card and get
$1.00 off the regular price of any small,
medium·or large pizza!

AND
When you buy any size Little Caesars
Original Round Pizza you 'II get the
identical pizza FREE!

NaDle

~~
BirtbDa~

Sigu•ture

Offer expires 7-31-86

~....!:::=.==============================

~-----_.
!Cud oUer excludes slices I

Serving Delicious

~"

N.ol valid with any other offer.

EDGEWOOD
4741 S. Orange Ave.
(Ft. Gatlin Shopping Center)

ORLANDO
2401 W. Oak Ridge Rd .
(Apache Plaza >

ORLANDO
6096 E . Colonial Dr
<Home Depot Center)

859-0921

855-1973

282-0210

ORLANDO
Curry Ford & Crystal Lake
<Dover Center)

EAST ORLANDO
734 Goldenrod Rd .
( Pinar Plaza)

PINE HILLS
6811 W . Colonial Dr .
(Hiawassee Woods Center)

896-0272

275-3806

291-0931

CASSt:LBERRY
JOJO E Semoran Blvd
(Goodings Plaza)

LONGWOOD
171Highway17 92
(1792&434)

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
917 W . 436
(K marl / Wekiva Square)

339-5020

831-3670

862-5099

-----When you ndeopizm tlis good, one iusf isn't~~-- ---HOURS

(fl)Dll~~ ·
., ,......... .. · · ,,,..... . · ·· .... ,

'Buy any Size Ong1nal Round r 1zza .ind i;ie1 th11 identical pizza free!

._
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TOP HIT ALBUMS
$4.99 & $5.99

S

-

BL4.NK AUDIO

& VIDEOTAPE

FEATURED TITLES BY:
Mick Jagger, Rick James, John
Cafferty, Chicago, Alabama,
Honk Williams Jr. Tom Petty,
Men at Work . .. and more!

MEMOREX AUDIO
HBll 90 (3 bog)
MRXI 90 (3 bog)

1

MAJOR MARKDOWNS

$7.19

Also MOTOWN 25 #1 Hits
only $6.99

TDK VIDEO
Beta - BAL 750B
VHS - VAT 120T

NOW THROUGH SEPTEMBER llTH!

. $5.49

Quantities limited - all items may not be available in all stores!

LP & TAPE

ACCESSORIES

STORAGE

PRODUas

PRINCE
DAVID LEE ROTH
MADONNA

SAVE UP TO 25%

and many more!

selected styles & colors

& QEA_NING ·

SAVE UP TO 25%

. PERSONAL
STEREOS

TAPE

ROCK STAR
T-SHlm

CASES

&
BOOM BOXES
SAVINGS UP TO 50%
ON SANYO& TOSHIBA
SANYO (model M-7735)
cubic boom box

Reg. $149. 99
Now $79.99

Hll\Tll\I \\l>HO\I \\CF

,.

including
Hold On
I Don 't Know Why You Don t Want Me
Never Be VoufPink Bedroom
Halfway House

~·
~.

JEFF BECK
FLASH
including :
People Get Ready with Rod Stewart ·
Amb1l!ousfGets Us All In the End
Escape f Ecstasy

~'

l Hf DREAM Of THE BLlJ E TURTLES
~

CASSETTE OR LP

COLON IAL
PLAZA

x

RECORD
BAR

•
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SPECIAL SECTION

THE 1985-86 STUDENT

SURVIVAL GUIDE

•

•

•

•

•

•

Did you know that all insurance
companies pay chiropractic claims
for whiplash injuries? Don't suffer
from whiplash pain following an
accident, come to Longwood Chiropractic Center for expert treatment.

DENNIS J.
D'ERAMO
D.C., P.A.
500 E. HWY. 434

Longwood

331-5050

•

•
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SPECIAL SECTION

6 CAMPUS MAP
8 KNIGHTLIFE
•
•

22 SPORTS
26 APARTMENTS
32 FURNITURE
'*n.e Central Flocida Future
University of Central Florida
P.O. Box 25000 Orlando, Florida 32816 (305)275-2601

TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial
Suite 113
East Of E-W Expway and
West Of Alafaya

Mon. - Fri.: 9am - 9pm
Sat.: 9am - Spm
•

•
5 Sessions
for $19.95
Watch the
Weekly

FUTURE For
Discount
Coupons

•

•

INGENUE
FRAGRANCES
TAHITIAN
GOLD UV-A
TANNING
LOTION

INDEX
OF
ADVERTISERS
Aaron Rents ................................................34 Mason Homes ............................................... 28
94th Aerosquadron ............:.....................19 McMiiian Furniture .......................................33
Aldrlch Optlcal .......................................... 21 Moxies .............................................................23
Apartment Locator Speclallst .............. 30 Peaches ..........................................................15
A.W.O.L Travel ...........................................21 Off The Wall ....................................................10
lolly's Health and Raquetball ............. 18 Perfection Plus .............................................. 25
Bio-Tone .......................................................20 Road Runner Pizza .....:................................ 15
Carrie Nations ...........................................36 Sherwood Forest ...........................................27
Casa Mia .................................................... 16 Student Government ................................... 5
Chiropractic Orthopaedics ................... 2 Student Government ...................................31
Flea World .................................................. 21 Subway ............................................................20
Florlda Federal ..... - .................................. 11 Tan·Fastlque .................................................. 3
Fontana Apartments ...............................28 Transworld ......................................................15
Huckleberry Hound .................................35 Tucker Branham ........................................... 30
lnternatlonal Bartendlng ....................... 21 . Wings and Curls ........................................... 13
lnterncitlonal C 8t C .................................. 13 . Wayne Densch .............................................. 9
JJ Muggs ....................................................15 . Winter Park Cycles ...................................... 25
Little Caeser's ...........................................14 . Zephyrhills Parachute .................................17

S. Mlkell Rhodes
Editor

Adam Chrzan
Photo Editor

Richard Mansdoerfer
General Manager

Jim Donato
Ad Production Manager

Jetf Gllck
Art Director

Jim Moore
Systems Manager

Kelly Ruff
Advertising Director

Alan Rosenberg
Sales

BEAT THE HEAT
TAN WITHOUT
THE SUN
Call For Appointment
I

282·6042
• Keep A Dark,
Rich Tan All
Year
• Clean, Safe,
No Burning
·Private Rooms,
Music
• Meeting FDA
and UL
Requirements
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STUDENTS TAKE ADVANTAGE . OF:

FREE .S ERVICES_

•

..

.

Typewriters
Lost & Found
· Tutor Referral
.
Legal Advice
Local/Campus Phone Calls
Student Directory ·
·

DISCOUNT SERVICES
Movie Tickets
East-West Expwy Tokens
Photo Development
nckets'to:
Epcot/Disney .World ·
Sea World
Rosie O'Grady's
Wet'N'Wild
Busch Gardens
Circus World
Once Upon A Stage
Coll the Hot-Line, 275-53 00, fc --. rr1ore inforrnotion

Student Governlllent
· ·" Students Serving S'tudents,'
•
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To Research Park

8

Q

To Greek Row

~·

To Westinghouse
1 Administration
2 Library ,
3 Student Kiosk
4 Engineering
5 Chemistry
6 University Theater
7·Biological Sciences
8 Computer Center I

9 Computer Center II
10 Osceola Hall
11 Polk Hall
12 Student .Center
13 Volusia Hall
14 Lake Hall
15 Health Center
16 Health Center Annex

17 Phillips Hall
25 Seminole Hall
18 Humanities and Fine Arts 26 Commons
19 Rehearsal Hall ·
27 CEBA
20 Student Services
28 The Central Florida Future
21 Education Complex
29 The Central Florida Future
22 Visitor Information
30 Portable Classrooms
23 Brevard Hall
31 'R0TC
24 Orange Hall
32 Campus Police .

.,

I
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UCF PHONE NUMBERS
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•

•

A
Academic Aff<!lirs ............................... 2302
Accounting, school of ..................... 2463
Admissions ............................................. 2511
Aerospace Studies ............................ 2264
Alumni Relati'ons ................................. 2233
Air Force ROTC .................................... 2264
Army ROTC ............................................. 2430
Art Department... :............................... 2676
Arts and Sciences.............................. 2251
Athletics, Intercollegiate................ 2256
Attorney, University............................ 2482
Audio Visual Services ........................ 25 74
Aux./ Admin. Services ........................ 2624

B

Biological Sciences Dept................2141
Bookstore, University .........................2355
Brevard Campus .................................2102
Budget Office....................................... 2621
Building Services ................................. 2431
Business Admin., College of .......... 2181
Business Affairs Division ................... 2555

c

Cafeteria and Catering.................. 2651
Campus Ministry .................................. 2468
Cashier's Office.................................... 2881
Central Receiving ............................... 2398
Chemistry Department.................... 2246
Civil Engineering .................................. 2841
Communication Dept...................... 2681
Cumminicative Disorders............... 2121
Computer Science Dept................ 2341
Computer Services ............................ 2711
Controllers Office................................ 2541
Cooperative Education
Placement .............................................2361
Counseling and Testing Ctr...........2811
Creative School for Children ........ 2726
Credit Union ...........................................2855

D
Daytona Beach Campus ............... 2103
Dean of Students................................ 2851
Developm~nt, University................. 2389
Duplicating Services ......................... 241 o

E

.

Economics Education Center.......2870
Economics Department .................. 2465
Education , College of .................... 2366
Educational Foundations ............... 2426
Educational Services ........................ 2595
Electrical Engineering ...................... 2786
Emphasis Magazine ..........................2504
Engineering, College of .................. 2156
Engineering R and D Shop........... 2393
· Engineering Technology ................ 2268
English Department.......................... 2212
Equal Opportunity Department. 2348
Evening Student Services .............. 2177
Extended Studies, Col. of .............. 2123

F

Facilities Planning .............................. 2166
Finance Department....................... 2525
Finance and Accounting .......'. ...... 2541

Financial Aid, Student......................... 2827

Political Science........................................ 2608

Florida Solar Energy
Center..................... SUNCOM 364-1011
Foreign Languages ............................. 2472
Foundation, UCF.................................... 2389
Future-News........................................ 2601
:ds/Buslness Offf.~e .......................... 2865

Postal Service.............................................. 2400
President's Office....................................... 2551
Printing and Reproduction ................... 2277
Production/Presentation........................ 25 71
Property Control........................................ 245 7
Psychology Department... .................... 2216
Public Affairs ................................................ 2504
Public Service Admin .............................. 2603
Purchasng ..................................................... 2661

Geology Department........................ 2246
Graduate •Studies/Research........... 26 71
Graphics/Photography...................... 2571

H
, Handicapped Student Services...
Health, College of................................
Health Sciences ....................................
Health Services, Student...................
High School/Comm Col Rel... .........
History Department.............................
Housing Office.......................................
Humanities, Philosphy and
Religion Department.....................

2371
2406
2741
2701
2231
2224
2171
2273

I
Industrial Engineering .........................
Institutional Research .........................
Instructional Programs.......................
Instructional Resources .....................
Internal Auditing...................................
International Student Svcs ...............
lntramurals (Rec. Svcs.) .....................

2236
2351
2161
2571
2889
2337
2408

L
Learning Resource Center............... 2791
liberal Studies Program.................... 2351
library Information............................... 2561
Acquistions ......................................... 2521
Circulation Desk .............................. 2580
Hours...................................................... 2756
Reference Dept............................... 2561
Serials .................................................... 2384

R
Radiologic Sciences .............................. : 2747
Real Estate Sciences .............................. 2126
Records and Registration .................... 2531
Recreatio'lal Services ............................ 2408
Register's Office........................................ 25J 1
Research Park........................................... 22 75
Respiratory Therapy ............................... 2214
Room Reservations................................ 2621

s

Safety Office.............................................. 2605
Snack Bar .......................................... 2651 /2238
Social Work Department... ..................! 2114
Sociology Department ................ ......... 2227
South Orlando Campus .................~§~::0883
Special Programs ....................................... 2126
Special Services, Student ...................... 2371
Sponsored Research ................................ 2671
Student Affairs Division............................ 2821
Student Center .................................... :....... 2117
Student Ctr Programming ...................... 2611
Student Government ............................... 2191
Student Organizations ............................. 2117
Switchboard .................................................. 2802

T
Theatre Department... .............................. 2861
Ticket Agency, Athletic ........................... 2139
Tickets, Discounted ................. :. ................. 2060

M

u

Management Department.............. 2376
Management Institute ....................... 2446
Marketing Department...................... 2108
Mathematics and Statistics............ 2585
Mechanical Engin~ring.................. 2416
Medical Record Admin ..................... 27 41
Medical Technology ........................... 2741
Minority Student Services ................. 2716
Music Department............................... 2869

v
Veterans Affairs ..................... :.....................
w

UCF Report ..................................................... 2504
Undergraduate Studies ........................... 2691
University Relations.................................... 2502

2707

Water and Sewage Plant... ..................... 2518
Word Processing Center .......................... 2154
WUCF FM .......................................................... 2133

N
Nursing Department... ........:............... 27 44
Office Supply Store.............................. 2780
Operations Analysis............................ 2113

p
Payroll Section........................................ 2883
Personnel. .................................................. 2771
Personnel Career Opportunity
line (Recording) ............................. 277 8
Physical Plant.......................................... 2471
Ptiysics Department............................. 2325
Police Department... ........................... 2422

Athletic Tickets ............................................. 2139
Check-Cashing ............................................ 2355
Theatre Box Office ............................:......... 2862
Vending Machine
Refunds ............................................ ADM 360

If dialing from off 'campus UCF's
switchboard number is

275·2000

I

.

.
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lS UCF

University Blvd.
-0

0
0

a::

Curry Ford Road

Beeline

1 94th Aero Squardron
2 Aldrich Optical
3 A.W.O.L. Travel
4 Bally Health and Racquetball
5 Bio-Tone
6 Carrie Nation's
7 Casa Mia
8 Chiropractic Orthopedics

9 International Bartendlng Institute
10 International Calculator
11 JJ. Muggs
12 Little Caeser's Pizza
13 Perfection Plus
14 Moxies
15 Peaches Records
16 Road Runner Pizza

17 Off the Wall .
18 Subway
19 Tan-Fastique
20 Transworld
21 Flea World
22 Wings and Curls
23 Winter Park Cycles
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·Fine dining on a student's budget
you from dining there.
Ronnie's only problem is that it does not have a
FUTURE WRITERS
separate non-smoking section. You must sit where the
Orlando has an infinite variety of places to eat, from waiter seats you, .even if some inconsiderate oaf
the mundane McDonald's to the more exotic (and ex- chooses to blow smoke in your direction while you are
pensive) India Palace (check this name). There are all trying to eat. Ronnie's is· open from 7 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Sunday through Thursday and from 7 a.m. to 1 a.m. on
kinds of places for all kinds of appetites.
For those of you who are looking to eat out and are Friday and Satilrday.
.
Another fairly low budget place to eat in this same
on a limited budget, Ronnie's Restaurant and
Delicatessen in Colonial Plaza is a convenient, yet inex- area is CL-( >ri's. Mexican food is usually low-priced,
pensive establishment that · of which Orlando can be and Chi-Chi's is no exception. If the thought of eating
proud.
.
Mexican food makes your stomach cringe (all those hot
The food prepared at Ronnie's probably won't win peppers!), relax-Chi-Chi's food is fairly mild.
any gold medal cooking awards, yet it is a far cry from
Besides being a restaurant, Chi-Chi's al~o has a bar
any fast food restaurant or a can of C.hef Boyardee where they serve massive margaritas. Chi-Chi's is open
from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. during the week and from 11
spaghetti and meatballs.
Ronnie's steak selection is varied and reasonably a.m. to 12 p.m. on weekends.
priced. The restaurant does, however, have other
Right across from Chi-Chi's, in Fashion Square, is
dishes as well, such as hamburgers and hot dogs· for York Steak House. While York has pictures of its. entrees on the wall in lieu of menus, like Ponderosa does,
children.
Ronnie's also has an excellent Jewish delicatessen the similarity between the two establishments ends
with bagels twice the size of those in your grocer's there. While the average Ponderosa steak house
freezer. Even better, these bagels are made fresh daily. reminds one of a mess hall, York is a bit more elegant.
As far as atmosphere is conc~rned, this restaurant is .
In addition they offer a few more choices of side
a larger example of the averag~ truck stop diner. It's a dishes (like rice pilaf) and beer and wine is . also
little on the noisy side, .but don't let this discourage available. Besides steaks, they offer a few seafood

by Jayne Frye and Mike Sciotto

WEDNESDAY ·NIGHT
. LADIES NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION FOR LADIES
2 FOR l DRINKS
FREE FROZEN STRAWBERRY DAQUIRIES

8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 50¢ DRINKS
10:00 $1.00 DRINKS

THURSDAY NIGHT
LIP·SCHTICK CONTEST

TUESDAY NIGHT
GENTLEMEN'S NIGHT
FREE: ADMISSION FOR MEN
50¢ DRAFT BEER

COME AND PARTY AT
ONE OF THE
HOTTEST SPOTS IN
ORLANDO

$$$$$$$$$
Imitate your favorite star to win CA:SH PRIZES!

U.C.F. STUDENT 1/2 PRICE ENTRANCE
. MON. - THURS. WITH l.D.
I

SUNDAY NIGHT
SUPER SUNDAY PARTY
·NO COVER CHARGE

The First And Only European Video Disco Multiplex
In The State Of Florida

4892 S.

Ora~ge

OFF THE WALL
Blossom Tr., Orlando, Fl. 32809

•
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dishes, such as broiled fish almondine (the fish on this
particular night was cod) and shrimp.
The prices at York Steak House are very reasonable.
Two people could stuff themselves to the gills (and
have a few beers as well) for about $15. York is open
from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday-Saturday and 11 a.m.
to 7 p.m. on Sunday.
If you are looking for some good ol' food instead of
exotic gourmet delights, Po Folks has it, and in great
quantities. The average entree runs around four or five
dollars, and the portions are so generous that you
could come away with tomorrow's lunch.
One of the dtawbacks about Po Folks is the atmosphere-it's hardly intimate. The restaurant tends
to be a bit on the noisy side because it is usually packed, especially on the weekend. You may have to wait
for a table, but Po Folks is well-prepared for
this-there are plenty of benches to sit on while you
wait and the service is always friendly.
Po Folks is open from 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. seven days a
week
If you. are one of those folks who is out until the wee
hours, Orlando has plenty of places where you can go
to eat. Then~ is the usual Denny's and Season's around
town. and there are also other places like .Skeeter' s,
which features live entertainment on the weekends.
Skeeter' s has been described by some as a combination breakfast-hillbilly restaurant. They spread the
word of their specialty via the bumper sticker-"! Eat
Skeeter's Big Biscuits"-that is seen all over Florida.

FROM PAGE 20
Sunday at nine o'clock, Jjoe gets up to eat and get
ready to go to church with his girlfriend. After church
they go out for a nice afternoon picnic, to return at four
so Joe can finish his studying. Before he has to go to
bed so he won't miss work in the morning.
Yes, you see, Joe has plenty of time to study, go to
work, eat, clean things up, sleep, and even has a lot of
time for socializing. Believe it or not your schedule
should work out the same way.
I know, you're thinking, "Great, but what about
unscheduled events? That's very simple, you simply
reschedule your previous plan over some of your free
time (i.e. those extra hours of sleep on Saturday). The
only time you don't do this is if the unplanned happening is of lower priority than what is already scheduled.
In other words, DO NOT reschedule your study time
to go out. If you do you will never get yourself back on
track.
Another problem you may find is that you don't
have any assigned readings or problems when one of
your study times roll around. When this happens, DO
NOT say "Oh Well!" and go out for drinks. You should
read something from your text in the area you are
covering, study your notes from class, or find som~
problems that haven't been assigned and do them
anyway. This will help you learn the material a lot better than just killing brain cells.

At Florida Federal, we're saying "Yes!" to over $200 million
in student loans for the school year, and it's easier than ever
to qualify. That means that if you apply, chances are very
good thatwe',ll be able to say "Yes!'' And our computer
operations cut the time it takes to process the applications,
so you'll.have your answer faster than you probably would
have thought possible.
Florida Federal says "Yes!" to more low interest student
loans than any other savings and loan in the country, so
we've learned how to do it right. And the quality of our
service is unmatched by any other lender.
So when you need money for school, think of Florida
Federal. We're saying "Yes! 11 in more ways than ever before:
with education loans for students and parents, and with a
whole range of other innovative financial services .

•

r---------~-------------~

1

I

•

I
I

•

Mail to: Student Loan Department, Florida Federal,
P. 0. Box 1509, St. Petersburg, FL 33 731

: YES! I'd like more information and an application for
Florida Federal's Student Loan program.
1

:

I NAME
1 ADDRESS

I

I

CITY

1

I

I

TO STUDENT
· LOANS. .

1

I

I

STATE _ _ ZIP

I I PLAN TO ATTEND
1
(school)
I

I
I
1
I

L-----------------------~

• Florida Federal
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Orlando nightlife offers economical variety
As most of the students
at UCF have eventually
realized, you can have a
reason to celebrate or unwind on any given night of
the week. Partying is no
longer limited to the
weekend. But as college
students, thrift is of the ut·
most importance. Luckily
for us, Orlando is a
paradise of specials. You
can always find a bar,
lounge, or restaraunt with
a special.
But can you always find
one without driving all
over town? Of course not!
It's a good thing this is a
survival guide. The following is the editor's choice
list of. places to go and
things to do for every
knight (ack!) of the week.
that there will be no
MONDAY: Nobody likes regular nightly specials per
Mondays. In fact, Mon· se. Bonefide and Weisser
days are a leading cause of like spontaneity. There will
cancer and a mean disposi- be specials almost every
tion in laboratory mice. night of the week; anything
But Carrie Nation's, from peaches and cream to
located in the same shopp- upside down dollar
ing plaza as Piggly Wiggly, margaritas. Bonefide in·
can alleviate your Monday sists, however, that
blues. Carrie's had been Carrie's intends to be un·
noted for a nifty Monday predictable. Carrie's also
night special in the past serves food in addition to
($1.75 pitcher beer), but liquor and beer.
Editor's note: Be warned;
new owners Dick Bonefide
and Elliot Weisser found Carrie's is also introducing
that it tied them down. _,,,.,-- a "Bladder Buster"
Bonefide and Weisser specia~· an unannounced
purchased Carrie's about free beer bonanza lasting
five months ago and decid- until someone leaves or
edit needed a change, both goes to the bathroom.
in atmosphere and in
TUESDAY: What do
philosophy. So they ex· you remember about
panded and remodeled over Tuesdays. Sure, the
the summer. Now Carrie's "A-Team" and the rest of
sports 4500 square feet of the NBC lineup is pretty
space to do your thing. Car- decent, but where do you
rie's also features a live go if you've just suffered
band playing top 40 and through a horrible fourrock music four nights a hour-long night lecture
week. To support the new class. Home? Of course
attitude, Bonefide says not, that's too easy and

.I

I.

your roommate probably
has his or her girlfriend or
boyfriend over. Lord only
knows what they're doing.
So why don't you and some
classmates do something
constructive, like get bash·
ed out of your skulls. Then
you can go home and be obnoxious
to
your
roommate's friend. And
what better place to go
than the No Name Oyster
Bar.
Yeah, oysters. Lemme
tell ya, these little guys are
worth their weight in gold,
and it's about time UCF
got an oyster bar close by.
No Name is located just
over a mile north of UCF
on Alafaya Trail and is just
opening up. In fact, it may
not quite be open by the
time this is printed, but

owner David Rowe expects
~ o Name to be open for
business by late August.
No Name could be the
best thing to happen for
UCF since Lou Saban
resigned. If you've never
tried oysters or don't like
them, try No Name
anyway. They can fix an
oyster you'll be glad to eat.
Remember, an oyster-a-day
keeps the doctor away, and ,,
yes, your sex drive up.
WEDNE SDAY:
Wednesday. Hump-day.
Whatever you want to call
it, you're halfway through
the week. Is it cause to
celebrate? Is that a good
enough reason to stay up
late and not do your
homework. Sure it is! And· •
UCF students have a
tough time deciding where
to celebrate. We only used
to have to decide between
Moxie's and Park Avenue,
but there's a new player in
the game.
94th Aeros-

(>

SEE CHOICE, PAGE16
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CHICKEN WINGS·
FP.ESH CUT WINGS

. Small Order (10 pcs.) . . . . . 2. 70 .
Lorge Order (16 pcs.) . . . . . 3.90
Mild - Medium - Hot
X-Hot .25 extra
X-Wet .25 extra
SeNed with Celery Sticl~s c:ind
•
our Special Sauce
Extra Bleu Cheese and Celery . . . . 7 5

Buffalo Chicken Wings earned their mouthwatering
reputation in Buffalo, New York. Believe me if you
haven't tasted one you don't kriow what you're
missing. Serious wing ec:iters or (Wing Nuts) drive for·
miles around to get the original Buffalo Wing taste.

2011 Aloma Ave. Winter Park, FL 677·7333

ATTENTION ALL UCF STUDENTS.
IN TERNATIONAL CALCU·LATOR Ir COMPUTER
IS NOW BE~TING ANY DISCOUNT PRICE OF
HEWLETT· PACKARD CALCU.LATORS BRING IN
A
,·
~OPY' OF TH~IR AD. WE'LL GIVE YOU LOCAL
DELIVERY. WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS!
1

II

·students! ·

Work Smart.
Work Simply...With Hewlett-Packard!
t

. Whether you· re in Science, Engineering. Business, or Finance. your cla;st>S aie
challenging and loaded with tough problems.
Cut thOSt' problems down tn sizl' \\1th ·an HP calculator Bu1lt·1.J1 func-t1nns and It.me·
saving features like dedicated ke~·s are as close as a sm~lt' kl'ystro~e
Get your HP calculator today
Fh~ HEWLETT

•

a.'.~

PACKARD

OUR REGULARLY DISCOUNTED PRICES
HPllC
569.00
HP41CV 5199.00
HP12C ·
104.80
HP41CX
264.00
HP15C
104.80
HP71B
425,00
I ,

INTERNATIONAL

Calculator & Computer
2914 Corrine Dr.
Orlando 898-0081

•

Buf one Pizza ...
Get one PREE!*

Bring in your Student I.D. Card and get
$1.00 off the regular price of any small,
medium or large pizza!
AND

When you buy any size Little Caesars
Original Round Pizza you'll get the
identical pizza FREE!

~~
Naine
Birth Date
s;gnature

Offer expires 7-31-86

~------

~~==================
.SerYing Delicious@!:g~

.....

[Card offer excludes slices]
Not valid with any other offer.

EDGEWOOD
4741 S. Orange Ave.
(Ft. Gatlin Shopping Center)

ORLANDO
2401 w. Oak Ridge Rd.
(Apache Plaza)

ORLANDO
61J96 E. Colonial Dr
(Home Depot Center)

859-0921

'855-1973

282-0210

EAST ORLANDO

PINE HILLS
6821 W. Colonia I Dr .
(Hiawassee Woods Center)

ORLANDO
Curry Ford & Crystal Lake
(Dover Center)

734 Gotdenrod Rd .

896-0272

275-3806

291-0931

CASSELBERRY
1030 E. Semoran Blvd .
CGoodings Plaza)

LONGWOOD
172 Highway 17 ·92
(17 92 & 434)

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
( K mar1. / Wekiva Square)

339-5020

831-3670

862-5099

<Pinar

Plaza)

917 W. 436

-----When you male a pizm tlis good, one iust isn't enou;l. _ _ _ __
HOURS
Sunday through Thursday. 11 a.m.-12 Mid and Friday & Saturday. 11 a.m.-2 a.m.

•Buy any Size Original Round Pizza and get the 1dent1cal pizza

free~
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RECORDS
& 'FAPES

FAST1 ·FAST

FREE DELIVERY

Central Florida's Largest Selectio.n. of
• ~assettes Lp's, Compa~t Discs,
Im.ports, Accessories And More .....
IN ORLANDO:

IN ALTAr."ONTE:

U.C.F_
. DELIVERY
SPECIALIST

2901 COLONIAL OR.
ORLANDO
(JUST WEST OF
FASHION SQUARE MALL)

689 E. 436 .

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
(JUST EAST OF
ALTAMONTE MALL)

331·9525

277--7 777

MASTER CARD

9430 E COLONIAL DRIVE

HOURS

PARTY

SUN-THUR
11 Atv't-1 AM

894·1700
VISA AND

MON·THURS
10a-10p

AMER. EXPRESS ACCEPTED

FRl·SAT
10a-11p

SUNDAY
12a-7p

DISCOUNTS

FR- St.f
11 AM-2 AM

RESTAURANT & BAR ·

Our environment is fast-paced and fun!
JJ. Mugge is a rapidly e::r.pancling full,service
restaurant concept featuring a menu filled with
great gourmet burgers, barbecued ribs, and other
tempting foods.

1375 N. Semoran Blvd.
(across fro·m Reflections)

-©

How would you
explain this
man's recovery
front baldness?
Len G. had been balding for close to seven
years. Yet, in the past two years, his hair
seemed to grow back.
Was it due to a miracle? A hair transplant?
Or a secret baldness. remedy?
No: it wasn't any of these. The appearance
of new hair growing back was the result of the
new Gradual Hair Replacementn• procedure.
It's the new process that gradually adds
·new hair back into your own over a period of
time. Not growing hair. But hair that looks like
it's growing.
So no one will ever know how your new
hair gradually reappeared .

Gradual Hair Replacement.TM
The new process that no one's talking ah?ut.

~

TRANSWORLD

Hair Replacement Clinic
1215 Orange Avenue ·
Winter Park, Florida 32789
• Fpr a lull color booklet about the HRS Systems Process··
mdludmg Gradual Half Replacement '~ calf

(305)647-2114

is
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THU:RSDAY: Now you rowdy nights, outj your
can't be in a druriken body deserves a: break,
FROM PAGE 12
stupor every night. You especially if you plan on
have to eat. Don't you? ·cutting loose on . the
quadron, located off Col- Okay, you can do both' if weekend. Taking your
onial near the Herndon air- you have to. Where? How body to J.J. Muggs onport has answered our .about J.J. Muggs.
Thursdays could save your
prayers for a neat new
How does a half-pound · life, and your weekend.
FRIDAY: Uh-oh. You
place to go. Manager Fred ground chuck hamburger
Holt is treating UCF cooked to order sound to smell the weekend. And
students right with tw.o- you? J.J. Muggs has a laid not even this editor can
for-one drinks, $1.25 bottle back casual atmosphere find just one place to go. Or
beer, and free daiquiries all that is really appealing to even a few. It's really hard
night for ladies. Did I anyone. With a menu fang- to decide what to do,
forget to mention that it's ing from Cajun style especially in a city like this
also ladies' night?
_ chicken· to s teaks and that has such an over94th will also have .free everything in between, J.J. whelming variety of things
hot hors d'oeuvres and Muggs is just the right to do. No problem. Just do
other munchies waiting for pl~ce to go' after the movies it all.
you. 94th has lots of room, or just about any time.
Go to Park A venue and
some pretty hot music Muggs has great food and dance 'til your feet fall off
videos, and a good sized great prices to match. The and your ears are poundance floor. You don't have lunch and dinner µienu ding. Make ·sure you stay
to worry about being suf- ranges in· price from $3.45 long enough .to get lots of
focated or burning yow: to $7.95 and the bar confetti an~ other junk in
retinas out from flashpots. features drinks ranging your hair. That way if you
But 94th Aerosquadron is from $2 to $2.50 and beer overdo it you can
a good time from the word ·from $1.60 to $2.25.
remember where you were
After all those rough and when you see confetti all
'go.' So, go.

CHOICE

1

over your (or whoever's)
pillow the next mormng.
If Park Avenue's action
is a little to wild and wooly
for you, then head for the.
wild and sophisticated J.J.
Whisper's. The crowd at
J.J's may be a little calmer,
but there's still lots of action, from live bands to
monster video screens to
fun with telephones.
Perha,ps you're in the
mood for some live, big name music. Tom's Point
After has featured acts like
Molly Hatchet, Animotion,
and John Caf.ferty and the
Beaver Brown Band.
That not enough for you?
How about a well orchestrated road trip to ·
Daytona Beach. Yeah, you
can pick up a companion at
600 North or The Plantation Club and go for a
moonlit stroll along the
beach.
SEE CH.OICE, PAGE 17

L~"

( CAs~ M1~

GOOD PIZZA? •••••• GREAT PIZZA!
A.ND MORE!!!
IT'S El·THER ITALY
OR US
ALL YOU CAN EAT

.
.C
M
~S~

282·4242

PIZZERIA l~ RISTORANTE

7484 E. Colonial

PIZZA • P.A STA • SALAD BUFFET
LUNCH ~ND DINNER
••• PLUS •••

LASAGNA, CALZONE, SUBS, ...
BEER AND WINE
(FREE DELIVERY WITH STUDENT LD. $5.00 MINIMUM)
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CHOICE
FROM PAGE 16
No matter where you do
go, you 're bound to find a
good drink special and lots
of people you'd like to
meet. So give 'em hell.
SATURDAY: It's the
grand finale to another
week, so treat yourself
right. But hey, let's be
careful out there!
For starters, UCF has a
football team, and its first
game is Saturday, Sept. 7.
Put away your inhibitions
about being seen at a UCF
game. Head coach Gene
McDowell has a team that
UCF can be proud to cheer.
And to be sure your voice
is good and warmed up, do
a little loosening up at a
pregame tailgate party. If
*Accelerated Free Fall you don't know anyone
Instruction who is having one, organize
one yourself. Everyone will
most certainly be happy to
help you put away all the
and hot dogs you can
beer
t\'
But here's a handy
bring.
Tandem Jumping
tip for you firsttime
tailga te-partiers: make
sure
everybody contributes
*Best ,Facilities In Florlda ·
sometliing. Tell everybody
""
I Skydives ~re made on Square Parachutes to bring beer; you can
never have too much beer
Worlds Best Known Parachute Center for a tailgate party.
Another tip: burn an efParachute Safes on the field
figy of Lou Saban. It'll hrFor More Info:
ing everybody a little
or Write for our Brochure closer together.
After the Knights have
-whipped the ca-ca out of
our opponents, it's time to
get down to some serious
celebrating. Where you
gonna go? Surprise!! ! !
Moxie's! Yep·. The folks
who gave you something.to
do on Wednesday nights
are now sponsoring UCF
postgame parties. Moxie's
has installed some mongo
speakers
that
are
guaranteed to make you
dance. If you've ever been

Learn to Skydive
at Sunny Z-Hills

to Moxie's on a Wednesday .
night, you know what a
good time you can have.
Manager Bill Walter promises that Saturday
·postgame parties will be
even better. Three-for-one
drink specials and $1.95
nachos should make having a good time pretty
easy.
If you've never been to
Moxie's before, a warning:
the place is always packed,
or should I say PACKED,
when they throw a party.
Can you deal with that? ·
Well, a few thousand peopie probably will deal with
it without you. But
Moxie's would love to have
you.
SUNDAY: Would I
forget the most important
day of the week? Today
you vegetate. But don't
forget to worship your own
particular deity (unless, of
course, you worship on
some other day). You'll
need all the help you can
muster to get through this
week.
After
church,
do
something relaxing, like
going to the beach or sleeping. Whatever you do,
make a potato of yourself;
beach, bed, or otherwise.
Now around 7 p.m. or so,
remember that you had
some homework to do.
Don't panic. Just sit down
and grind it out. But relax!
Be careful not to let your
moaning disturb your
roommate, who stayed
home this weekend and
finished all his/her
homework.
Sure, he got his
homework done, but who
had a good time? That's
the price you pay. Make
sure you have plenty of coffee and Visine for the long
·night of work you have
ahead of you. Oh yeah, and
frozen pizza.
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ij7' @~ Health & Racquetball Club

* NOT VALID WITH OTHER COUPONS OR PRIOR PURCHASES
* ONE PER PERSON
*AN ADVANCED CASH PAYMENT
* OFFER ENDS JANUARY 31, 1986
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Good time management pays off
by Morgan Phillips
FUTURE STAFF WRITER

"

As · you enter the fall semester this year, one item
which you should definitely consider is how you are going to manage your time.
Time management makes or breaks many college
students in their academic careers and has a major effect on the grades of the others. Remember, the
amount of time spent on any activity is in inverse exponential proportion to the quality of the resultant. In
other· words, for the liberal arts majors, the more time
you spend on any activity the better you become at it,
though the amount of improvement you get per hour
spend decreases as you spend more time on the activity.
,
For example, typical UCF student, Joe Average, is
!earing how to use the library computer catalog
, system. After using the system for one hour, with the
help of one of the library assistants, Joe can effectively
use the computer as long as he has his instruction·
sheet handy. After using the system for another hour
by himself, Joe has memorized the computer command
codes and no longer needs his instruction sheet. As Joe
continues to use the system, he will learn the correct

subject headings to use to find the materials he wants
but his overall preformance will-not get much better.
The first thing you must do in setting up your time
management system is to place everything you need to
do in order of importance. Hopefully, if you are a full.
time student the number one item of importance is
school.
As an example of placing priorities, we will again use
Joe as an example. Joe is here at UCF to get a
bachelor's ·degree in something-or-other. The
something-or-other department requires 121 semester
hours, so Joe decides he needs to take fourteen hours
per semester to· graduate in four years. Since he would
like better than a 2.0 grade point average at graduation he will place school as he number one priority.
Joe also needs to work part-time to pay for school so
he will place his job at Qwicky-Burger as number two.
The thought of starvation is also not appealing so
time to eat pops in as number three.
If he gets less than eight hours of sleep at night, Joe
is non-functional the next day so sleep follows up food
in the order.
Laundry and other cleaning duties are also important so they become number five, leaving free-time for
socializing ~s number six.

SEE TIME, PAGE 20

College Night
9pm-2am 2 for l's
Free Daquiries for the Ladies
Dancing anq Large Screen Video
No Cover
Live D.J. 5 Nights a Week

..

---94TH AERO
94 RICKENBACKER DRIVE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32803

(305) 898-4251

SQUADRONA I\FSTAUHANT

®
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TIME

clean, and hour near lunchtime (11 a.m. till Noon) to
eat and clean, then study till class time. After class he
FROM PAGE 19
will eat, study one hour, watch "Scarecrow and Mrs.
King'', and then get his eight hours sleep.
Next you need to determine the number of hours you
Tuesday,. Joe again works 6 a.m. to 11 a.m., but has
need per week for each task. To continue our example
class
from 1 until 4 in the afternoon and six until nine
we find the following about Joe: He has fourteen credit
in
the
evening. Again, he have time to eat and clean
hours of class so he needs to spend 14 multiplied by
and after work, then study until class. In betbefore
three or 42 hours a week on class, homework, and stuween
blocks
of classes he eats dinner and study. After
dying; (Note: For each credit hour at least two hours of
class
he
goes
straight to bed.
study/homework are recommended. Labs are not
Wednesday,
his schedule is the same as Monday's
counted as lecture but study time for classes they acexcept
he
watches
"Highway to Heaven".
company.) Joe works at Qwicky-Burger 25 hours a
Thursday,
his
schedule
is the same as Tuesday's exweek; fourteen hours a week should be enough for
cept
his
night
class
only
lasts until eight giving him
meals; eight hours sleep each night makes 56 hours of
time
to
watch
"The
Cosby
Show''. and "Family Ties"
sleep; one hour of cleaning per day makes seven hours
before
bed.
per week. Adding these times give us a total of 144.
Friday, his work is again from six to eleven but he
Since their are 168 hours in a week he has 24 hours left
has class from 3 p.m. until 5 p.m.. This means
only
for socializing, watching T.V., or generally wasting
besides
his daily eat and clean before and after work,
time.
study
for three hours before class and afterhe
can
The next step is to make yourself a weekly schedule.
take
his
girlfriend out for dinner, to a movie, and
wards
General rules are: put your classes down first; don't
socialize
with
her until midnight. (Note: Dinner with
forget to include time to eat; make all time between
someone
still
counts
only as eating.)
classes study time, unless you can schedule work then;
Saturday,
Joe
will
sleep in until ten, (the two extra
and sleeping time should be in a row each day, not four
hours
count
as
part
of his free time.) eat a leisurely
·
hours in the afternoon and four hours at night.
brunch, clean up, and study until five. He then can go
Loo~ng at Joe's class schedule we see he has class
on Monday from 3 until 6 in the afternoon and works . out to eat and spend the evening with his friends, to be
back at midnight for bed.
from 6 until 11 in the morning at Qwicky Burger. He
SEE TIME, PAGE 11
should then set aside ~n hour before work to eat and

NEW BALDNESS
RESEARCH BEGINS

Survival Kit

Many articles have appeared this year through the major media networks concerning research conducted by
doctors across the country on male pattern baldness.
We are such a clinic conducting similar treatments
(medically supervised), in the Orlando area. If you are
over 18, in good physical condition and a Florida resident, you could be a candidate for treatments. Individuals who quality will have blood check ups. See
what Phil Donahue and P.M. Magazine has to say about
baldness research.
·

CALL 629·2230.
For Appointment Time to Determine Candidacy
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··EYE EXAMS BY
BOARD C.ERTIFIED
OPHTHALMOLOGIST

LEARN
BARTENDING
"THE PROFESSIONAL WAY"
• ·Day or Evening Classes
• Job Placement Assistance
• 40 Hour Course
• Earn Extra Income · ·

ME.N & WOMEN
1 · a31-~233

.,

.

•
•
· •
•

UCF Faculty and Student discounts
Lenses Duplicated
Prescriptions Filled - ·
Large Selection of Frames

FRIENDLY, PERSONALIZED SERVICE

I:..

INTERNATIONAL BARTENDING INSTITUTE

Ginger

Aldrich·Re~istered

ALDRICH
OPTIC·AL '

Optician
Tower Place
10376 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, Fl. 32819
27·7·2949

I ·- - - - - - - - - - - -

UNITED TROPHY MFO.
* Everything In Awards
* Manufactured In Orlando * Wholesale Prices
* 1 Day Service (Most Items)

·

.· ~ .

. El
,• ' t
.

* TROPHIES * PLAQUES
* MEDALS * RIBBONS .
~f : ~· :' * SCREEN .PRINT DEPT.
~:i: ;:. - ( .* IN HOUSE ART DEPT.
:::

~· .L:~~-

·'

- If -

~

Since 1968

~~ ~- I

.

610 N. Oran_ge Ave.
Orlando, FL 841-2525
(Opp. Orlando Sentinel)

Seminole Plaza
Hwy. 17-92 & 436
'834-9812

Fo1t Bat§aUel =-~~

FLBAllKL

~T& HWY.17-92SA~f&o
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO MAKE YOUR SCHOOL YEAR
A GREAT SUCCESSI

oo

over 1 acres of bargains all under 1 roof, open rain or shine. school
supplies, clothing, video supplles, computers & supplfes, new & used
furniture, auto accessories, shoes, fresh produce & citrus...

Free Parking, Admission

&

Entertainment

FRIDAY, SAT. ·& SUN. 8-5 PM

GUARANTEED LOWEST APPLICABLE AIR FARES
FOR ALL SCHEDULED AIRLINES

WEEKEND CRUISES TO THE BAHAMAS
FOR THE STUDENT NEEDING A BREAK
,VACATION PACKAGES
FROM $159.00
INCLUDING AIR TO NASSAU

LOCATED ~N .
IHE COURTYARD
·1750 WEST BROADWAY STREET
OVIEDO, FL 32765

TICKETS. DELIVERED TO YOUR
OFFICE, APARTMENT OR DORMATORY

365-881.J.

•
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·FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
•

Date/Opponent

Sept. 7

Bethune-Cookman
Sept. 13

S.E. Louisia,n na
Sept. 28

at Illinois State ·
Oct. 5

S~W.

Texas State

Oct. 12

. we·s tern-Kent~cky
Oct. 19

Eastern Kentucky

4

Oct: 26

Stephen A u
_ stin (HC)
Nov. 2

at Louisville

.~
·,~,

Nov. 9

at Georgia southern.

Site/Time

Serles/Last Meeting

Orlando Stadium
· Orlando, Fla.
7:00 p.m. EDl

0-4
1 43-22 ir:1 '84

Orlando Stadium
Orlando, Fla.
7:00 p'.m. EDT

0-2
t 54-28 in '83

Hancock s·t adium
N_
ormal, Ill.
1:30 p.m. CDT

1-0
w 28-24 in '84

.
I

Orlaodo Stadium
Orlando,· Fla.
.7:00 p.m. EDT

0-1
L 39-13 in '84

Orlando Stadium
Orlando, Fla .
. 7:00 p.m. EDT .

w 35-34 in '84

Orlando Stadium
Orlando, Fla.
7:00 p.m. EDT

. 0-2
L 37-14 in '84

Orlando Stadium
Orlando, Fla.
7:00 p.m. EDT

First
Meeting

Cardinal ~tedium
Louisyille, Ky.
2:00 p.m. EST

First
Meeting

1-0

Allen Paulson Stadium
1-2
Statesboro, Ga.
L 42-28 in '84
l :30 p.m. EST

~~~-N-o-v~.2-3~~~~~~~~~0-Ma~n-d~oStadium
~

Savannah State

Orlando, Fla.
7:00 p.m. EST

Nov. 30

Orlando Stadium
Orlando, Fla. ·
7:09 p.m. EST

Samford

.

\

1-1
W 47-13 in '81

First
Meeting

.I

.

.
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ACROSS FROM FASHIQN SQUARE
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Rec Services
provides fun
for everyone EVENT
Do you find yourself sitting at home studying all
the time? Well remember
you need to exercise your
muscles as well as your
·
brain.
UCF has a program
. specially set up for its
students, faculty and
staff to provide you with
just that.
Recreational Services,
is located on the south
side of campus and provides students with access to many sports to
give those muscles a work
out. Rec Services also provides a complete schedule
of intramural sports ahd
tournaments for those of
you that desire that thrill
of competition.
Facilities which are
open for student use include four basketball
courts, the excercise and
fitness trail, the disc golf
course, a golf driving
range, two multipurpose
fields, 4 four-wall racquetball courts, 2 three-wall
racquetball courts, three
softb.all fields, the swimming pool, 12 tennis
courts, the track, five
volleyball court~, 4 badminton courts, the
dance/excercise studio,
the weight dome, and the
sauna.
What, you don't have
the equipment you need
to play? Well, you can
check that out from Rec
Services if you need to.
For more information
about intramurals, equipment checkout or reservations just call Rec Services at X2408 or stop by.

1985·86 UCF Recreational Services

INTRAMURAL SPORTS SCHEDULE
SIGN· UP

Golf, Range Open House
Flag Football, League
Volleyball, League
Disc ~olf, Course Open House
Stickball, Tournament
Tennis, Singles Tournament
Golf, 2 Man Best Ball
Racquetball, Women's Tournament
Tennis, Doubles Tournament
Softball, City "C" Tournament '
Disc Golf, Homecoming Open
Basketball, 3 Man League
Golf, One Club Tournament
Ultimate, League
Run For the Scholars, SK Prediction Run
Disc Golf, Best Disc Tournament
Golf, 2 Man Scotch Doubles
Basketball, League
Soccer,.. League
Disc Golf, Team Scramble Tournament
Golf, Team Scramble Tournament
Men's IM Team Championship
Women's IM Tea'm Championship
Raquetball, Singles Tournament
Baseball, Tournament
Softball, League
Racquetball, Doubles Tourna.ment
Floor.Hockey, League
Golf, Worst Ball Scramble
Disc Golf, Tournament-Team Championship
Golf, 12 hole-scratch
Softball, One Pitch Classic
Softball, Co-Rec League
Disc Golf, UCF DiscOpen
Floor Hockey, Co-Rec League
Golf, 2 Man Best Dri.ve Tournament
Volleyball, Co-Rec League
Stickball, .Tournament
1

At Event
Sept. 11
Sept. 18
At Event
Sept. 26
Oct. 2
At Event
At Event
Oct. 16
Oct. 18
Oct. 26
Oct. 29
At Event
Nov. 13
Nov. 13
At Event
At Event
Jan. 14
Jan. 15
1At Event
At Event
Jan.24
Jan. 31
Feb. 12
TBA
Feb. 25
Feb. 26
Mar. 4
At Event
At Event
~t Event
Apr. 11
May 15
. May 28
1
June 3
At Event ·
July 1
July 16

PLAY
Sept. 6
Sept. 16- Oct. 31
Sept. 23- Oct. 31
Sept. 20
Sept. 28·
Oct. 4- Oct. 5
Oct. 11
Oct. 15
Oct. 18- Oct. 19
Oct. 26
Oct. 26
Nov. 4- Dec. 12
Nov. 8
Nov. 18- Dec. 12
Nox. 16
Nov. 22
Dec.6
Jan. 20- Mar. 6
Jan. 20- Feb. 27
Jan. 17
Jan. 24
Feb. 1
Feb. 8
Feb. 14- Feb.1 s
TBA
Mar. 3- Apr. 24
Feb. 28- Mar. 1
Mar. 10- Apr. 24
Mar. 7
Apr. 4
Apr. 11'
Apr. 19- Apr. 20
May 19- June 5
May 3.1- June 1
June 9- July 3
June 11
July 7- July 31
July 17

1985 UCF Cross Country Schedule
DATE

MEET

DISTANCE (M/W)

Sept. 7
Sept. 14
Sept. 21
Sept. 28
Oct. 5
Oct. 19 ·.
Oct. 26
Nov. 16

Run for the Stars
Jacksonville Inv.
South Fla. ·1nv.
Rollins duel
Fla. State Inv.
U. of Fla. Inv.
Stetson Inv.
Regionals

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

mile/5 1K
mile/3 mile
mile/3 mile
mile/3 mile
mile/ 5 K
mile/5 K
mile/3 mile

10 K/5 K

LOCATION

TIME

Jacksonville, Fla.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Tallahassee, Fla.
Gainesville, Fla.
Deland, Fla.
Furman, S.C.

9:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7:00 a.m.
9:00 p.m.
TBA
9:00 a .m.
9:00 a.m.

I
~.

•I
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1985 UCF Women's Soccer
Schedule
DATE

OPPONENT

TIME

SITE

Sept. 14
Sept. 15
Sept. 15

N. C. State
Univ. of N. C.
N. C. Wesleyan

TBA
TBA
TBA

Raleigh, N.C.
Chapel Hill, N.C.
Chapel Hill, N.C.

Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Oct. 5
Oct. 5
Oct. 6
Oct. 12-14
Oct. 19·20
Oct. 29

Barry
Rolllns
Fla. International
St. Thomas
Barry
W.A.G.S. Tournament
UCF lnvltatlonal
Rollins

12:00 n. Orlando, Fla.
2:00 p.m. Orlando, Fla.
12:00n.
7:00 p.m.
12:00n.
TBA

Miami, Fla.
Miami, Fla.
Miami, Fla.
Washington D.C.

TBA
Orlando, Fla.
7:00 p.m. Winter Park, , ia.

'85 Men's Soccer Sched ule
Sept. 8
Sept. 11
Sept. 22
Oct. 1
Oct. 7
Oct. 10
Oct. 15
Oct. 18
Oct. 20
Oct. 25
Oct. 26
Oct. 30
Nov. 3
Nov. 8
Nov. 10

f"HE ORA GI:. CO
fY liU ,., looking for .1 kw goml .,1udl·1m 10 make· molll')
part-time h1 .. cl ling .1Jn-rt1 .. i11g .,pan: !O l''i .. 1111g .mJ nc.:11 .1lhc.:rtN·r... \X'c.:'11pay1ou
10% on l'IWY a<l )OU hnng 111. C:all 1!4~- .5128. '\o l'Xpc.:ric.:nn· j., ll l'll''"lr). Ca ll
I oJ.11!
EED CLASS C: Rl:.D I r? AD\'A f"A(;I:. CO SUL. rA TS.., a full .,l·rvicc.: puh lic
relation., and aJ1l'rll\111g :igc.:lll) looking for .. ru<lc.:nt., ll'ho would like- d.1..., c.:rc.:<lit for
i111c.:rn,h1p' 1111h our agc1lly. ~ ou'll learn rhc "in' & out," of puhlic rl·la 1iom
im:lu<ling: 11c.:1nlct1c.:r proJuu1011, ll'ruing, rc.:,c.:;ird1i11g, l.1y-our, pa,1c-up, 1m·di a
hlll·ing, c.:lic.:nr rc.:laiion., :mJ mud1, 111ud1 lll<>ft'. C.1111!4]-5121!. CJ.1.,.. c.:rt·d i1 toward
gradu;n1011 c.111 he :1rr.111gn!.

--------------,
OPEN SUNDAYS
657-6786
Free Estimates

Jacksonville
Boca Raton
Chapman
N.E. Loulslanna
Florida Atlantic
Stetson
South Florida
Pennsylvannla
Notre Dame
Wisconsin-Milwaukee
West Virginia
Rolllns
Wisconsin-Green Bay
South Carolina
Maryland

2:00 p.n .
3:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
TBA
7:00 p.m.'
TBA
TBA

7:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
6:00 p .m.
l :OOp.m.

Orlando, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Orlando, Fla.
Tampa, F.la.
Tampa, Fla.

AVOID
TRANSMISSION
PROBLEMS
TRANSMISSION CHECK-UP

Personalized sales and repairs
Highest quality at low prices
Over 11 years in the business
Master Mechanic and wheel builder
Frame and fo.rk alignments

$12.88
•
•
•
•
•

* Check our Everyday sale Prices
on most items.
* Ask about our Free Service
policy with every new bike
that we sell.
*We Customize any bike!

JACK GREENE
27 Years Experience

Perfection Plus
268 Geneva Dr. • Oviedo

[1l]PEUGEO I
On SR 436, N. of Aloma at Casselton Corners

Remove the pan
clean the screen
Adjust bands if needed
Install new fluid
Road test most cars 8r
vision Inspection

I

L-----------~----------~

365-5959
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Curry Ford Road

Beeline
r'

1 Apartment Locator
·2 Fontana Apartments
3 Huckleb,erry
4 Easton(Mason Homes)
5 Sherwood Forest

,. ..

. ...

-·

. .. . . .....

.

.

. ·- . . .

-.
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Co01e and experience the \Voodsy char01.
Sales and Model Center Located One Mile North on
Alfaya Trail From Highway 50 then left on Lokanotsa Trail.
. OPEN 7 DAVS I BROKERS WELCOME
within walking distance from UCF

Affordab.l e prices start in the low 50's
2 & 3 Bedrooms
CALL 275·9100
Prl~AA Include:_ Washer. Dryer. Refrldgerator and · Dishwasher.
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Move to the TOP of the Class!
~ . ';:·;.~~><·.

You c111 111mT to thl' top of thl' dass in
Easton 's c.:xciting, nc.:w patio villa communit~ ! Easton olkrs a community pool,
;L' ,,·di a:-. pri\'acy, quality and valm.·. Move
the top of till'
tml.t\'!

111

da.,~.

move up to Easton

Call 282-3275 or 331-4132.

,..

'..f STUDENT MOVE IN SPECIAL
/I

"Central Location ~ Country Setting"
Spacious 1, 2, And 3 Bedroom Apartments
Separate Adult Section
• Junior Olympic Pool
• Tennis Court
• Volleyball Court
· • Exercise Room
• Saunas
• Private Patio or Balcony
• Modern Kitchen
• Cable T. V. A yailable
• 3 Bdrm. Apts. Have
Washer-Dryer Hookups
Din!ctions:Frnm East-\\'est Express-

Johnstown Properties
"<J.w1lif.' • /111101 atio11 • l'n:for111&11u·,, • St•r1 ·in"'

way. Take Srnnoran 131\'Ci. (436) North
To l Iniversi t~· Bl\'Ci. Turn Hight. Go
To ColdPnrod Road and Turn Hight.
Fontana Is One :\1ile On The Left.

The
FO

NA

7545 Savana Grande
Winter Par.k, Fl 32792

678-5611
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Apartment tips ·make movi.ng easie~
Well, you've got a
schedule that, if you'Fe
lucky, remotely resembles
that T@A you filled out,
signed up for Rush Week
and gotten your bike all
fixed up. But there's still
something important
you've forgotten. What
was it, anyway? Oh)reah, a
place to live.
If you applied for campus housing, you've ,undoubtedly discovered that
the chances of getting a
dorm room this Fall are
remarkably similiar to
those of finding a paved
parking space (legal, that
is).
Of course, there are
several living alternatives
available. United Campus
Ministry offers opportunities to live in a Christian enviroment. Call them
at 275-2468 for details.
Although finding an
apartment-and a compatible roommate to go with
it-can be difficult, it is not
altogether impossible.
But first, there are a few
of things to consid~r before
you sign that lease:
Roommates: Whether
you like it or not, you'll
most likely need someone
to split the rent and
utilities with. Be careful! If
you room up with the first
joker that answers your
' plea for help,,you could end
up in an uncomfortable living arrangement.
The most important
thing to consider when
looking for a roommate is
compatability. Finding a
roommate with similiar interests can be very advantageous. Do you like
music? Then find someone
with a compact disc player
and a pair of 15-inch

woofers. · Maybe SCUBA .
diving is your thing. A
roommate with a spare
regulator to replace the one
of yours that was eaten by
a shark could come in handy.
You and your roommate
should also sit down and
come to an agreement on
how to split responsibilies

before you sign a lease. Be
sure you understand each
other as to how you'll split
the rent, utilities, cold pizza in the 'fridge and the girl
or guy upstairs.
Rooming with someone
·can ·be a good or bad experience, but finding a
roommate you li~e m~kes
life a lot easier. A few
general hints on what tolook for in a roommate:
ability to pay rent and
bills, some cooking and
.cleaning skills, ability to
dress self.
The Lease: The lease is a
legal agreement between
you and your l~ndlord as to
who's responsible for what
when it comes td your
abode. Read and understand it before you do
anything, including putting down a security

depo~it. Many places will get all of your security
not refund your deposit, if, deposit back from realtors,
for some reason, you decide · but a list like that will help
not to rent the apartment. you to get as much as you
Many s;ilespeople will go deserve.
over the lease with you, but
Things that go bump in
don't take their word only. the night: If your apartThey're going _to make a ment is typical, it won't by
pretty buck if you :r~nt that long before you notice
apartment, so they're only some strange things: your
going to point out the roommate disappears
mysteriously during a trip
to the bathroom; the dishes
in the sink actually seem to
~lean themselves when left
alone for a few hours.
Don't worry. Remain
calm. You've just had your
first experience with insecta blat.taria-bugs. Call the
manager first thing in the
morning and tell him about
your problem. That '11 vent
your anger for a little
while. But it's unlikely to
provide a permanent solution.
Within a few days the
manager . will probably
things you want to see in have someone spray your
the lease. The Legal Ser- apartment with a foul
vices office in the the Stu- smelling substance intenddent Center ean assist you ed to rid your life of all inin understanding your sects. They'll tell you the
lease at little or no cost. stuff they're using will
Give them · a call at knock 'em dead on contact.
275-2538. Again, see them Don't bet on it.
before you sign anything.
Bugs on Alafaya Trail
It's also a very good idea have developed a strong
to check the apartment out resistance to the common
thoroughly before you sign insecticide. One wonders if
the lease and at the signing even a modest nuclear
present the manager or arsenal could successfully
realtor with a list of any combat them .
problems you see. Be sure
You may- soon grow quite
to keep a copy of the dated accustqmed to the little
list for yourself. This gives fellas. Maybe even fond of
you a little insurance them. Don't let it go any
against being charged for farther, though. If you ·
damage that occurred start calling the roaches
before you moved in. Be things like "Chuck" and
sure to include things like "Bugsy," get help fast.
holes in walls, rips in
carpet and broken seals on SEE APARTMENT, PAGE 30
refridgerators. You rarely

- ----··- ft
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APARTMENT
FROM PAGE 29
Most of the area apartment complexes provide
regular pest control, usually once a month. That's
great except for a few
things. First, you rarely
know exactly when the bug
men will come around.
Sometimes you won't be
home, someti:rp.es yo~ 'll be
in the shower, but these
guys seldom come when
it's convenient. If you are
not at home, you can be
assured that these men
have pass-keys and will
come in anyway. They
leave a note telling you
that
they ·sprayed.
Courteous enough, but it
doesn't do.much for the jar
of peanut butter you accidentally left open. As a
general rule, don't leave
anything exposed tha you
don't want to get sprayed.

To avoid the problem
Phone service can very
altogether, find out from 0ften sem like an exercise
your manager when the in futility, but again, papest control man comes . tience is a virtue. With the
around.
breakup of AT&T came a
Utilities: Getting things potpurri of other little comturned on can be a very panies, all pf which made
draining experience, both getting phone service conmonetarily and physically. fusing. For our purposes
In fact, finding an apart- suffice it to say. that Bell
ment is easy in com- South (Southern Bell)
parison. But a few simple •handles phone service in
tips can speed things up. - the area. Obviously you
Power is usually a simple can't just call and get your
matter of making a phone phone hooked up. Be aware
call or two and waiting it of the fact, however, that
out in the dark. In the 'ucF .Student Government has
area, Florida Power Cor- provided students with
poration· handles things courtesy phones across the
and they do a pretty good campus for local calls.
job of getting power turned Aside from that, you will
on quickly. If y~:m have a need to · make a trip
toug!i time, just keep call- downtown if you want your
ing. Patience is usually phone hooked up within a
your best bet with these month. If you can call
and other utilities. For all . before you go downtown,
service and emergencies, do. That will get the pap~r
call Florida Power at work moving so that when
629-1010.
you when you get to the of-

fice you won't have to wait
around too long. Be sure to
take your checkbook with
you and be prepared to
shuck out _some money. If
you have had a phone
before you probably won't
have to pay quite as much.
If you 're a first-time
customer it will take a
while to get hooked up
unless your parents don't
mind being your credit
risk. ·
Water is easy. Turn on
the tap. They send you the
bi11 or contact you in most
cases. In most apartments
you don't even pay for
water. If you do have to
pay for water and hookup
or have a question, ask
your manager or realtor for
details.
Garbage will become a
problem very soon. Orange
County will soon require
garbage pick-up ~nd bill
you for it.

TUCKER & BRANHAM; INC.
ESTABLISHED 1925.

APARTMENT LOOKING?
LET US HELP

400 East _
Central Boulevard
P.O. Box 831
Orlando, Florida 3280~

SERVING CENTRAL FLORIDA AND .
IT'S PEOPLE FOR 60 YEARS.
CALL ON US FOR ALL OF YOUR
REAL ESTATE, INSURANCE AND
COMMERCIAL MORTGAGE NEEDS.
J

FREE REFERRAL
SERVICE
WE HAVE COMPLETE IN.FORMATION
ON PRICES,VACANCIES, DEPOSITS,
SPECIAL
D·
.
. EALS ETC!
.

SAVE TIME, MONEY AND GASOLINE!

I

APARTMENT LOCATOR SPECIALISTS

(305) 849·6350
INSURORS • MORTGAGE BANKERS • REALTORS

I

.. ·

· Just one simple·ph1one.
call. 657-8282.
I

FREE GIFTS TO UCF STUDENTS ·

r.

•
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

Office of .Student
Body President -

August 28, 1985

•

Fellow Students:
On behalf of Student . Government, welcome to the University · of Centr~l Florida.
In 1968, when Student Government was charted, the intent was to have an organization .which would represent and
.work for all students. This year, we will ~ontinue doing
just that.

.t

Howev~r, our ' efforts are most successful when you are
working wi~h us.
Taking ~n active patt in Organizations
such as Student Government, Inter-Hall Council, or the
Programming and Activities Council will make the difference for success.

I personally invite each of you to stop by my office,
Student Center, Room 200 or call me at 275-2191; if I can
answer any of your questions about .UCF.
I look forward to
working with each of you this Fall and Spring Semester.
Best wishes · and success in your class work •

.
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Curry Ford Road

Beeline

1 Aaron Rents
2 McMillan Furniture

,..

•
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Health Center ready for big year
Took a look at your tuition
invoice. Up there in the corner where your fees are
itemized. Down below
"Gov: Bob's" tuition increase
and
Coach
McDowell's athletic fee is
another item. "Health
Fee" it says. Twenty-four
dollars to be exact.
While Coach McDowell
tries to squeeze a winning
football team out of that
athletic fee, Dr. Gary
Langdon, the recently appointed director of Health
Services at UCF, isn't going to let your health fee sit

'

idle, either. While you're
correct in thinking that
your money entitles you to
receive a bargain at the
Health Center when you
need medical attention,
you may not realize that
you don't have to be sick to
take advantage of the opportunities Health Services offers.
The Health Center isn't
going to wait for you to get
sick. So that it may serve
the majority of the student
body, · Health Services is
reaching out on campus
this year.
·

The always popular and
witty
Dr.
Ruth
Westheimer (check spelling) will be coming to UCF
on Sept. 9, courtesy of your
health fee. Westheimer, a
noted authority on sexual
therapy, has a television
· question and answer show
as well as several books.
Langdon says that's just
the beginning. Other
guests to appear in the
near future include the
science editor for CBS
News and the United
States. Surgeon General.
In coope.ration with

United Campus Ministry,
Health Services will be
sponsoring counselling programs on human sexuality.
Probable topics include
birth control and testicular
and breast cancer.

This year the Health
Center will also be staffing
three full time physicians
to help make that waiting
room experience a little
shorter. In addition, the
Health Center is also seeing some physical improvements.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO MAKE $400 A DAY?
So would we, but in the meantime you can work for
*rhe Central Florida Future
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Give your student living quarters a touch of class with fashion furniture from Aaron Rents. You can furnish your place in style at rates that
are guaranteed to be the lowest in town. We offer next-day delivery
and a convenient 3-month minimum rental period, and our decorator
showrooms are full of quality, up-to-the-minute furniture so you can
make your place a real home away from home. Come to Aaron Rents
and see for yourself why more people rent furniture from us than any
other company in the country. You're· sure to
discover that the reason is

VALUE.
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2 STORES IN ORLANDO
5232 S. Orange Avenue

851-5810

1002 N. Semoran Blvd.

281-0100

The Nation's Largest Furniture Rental and Sales Company
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Huckleberry:
The Happy
Family Place.
Huckleberry is a fast game of
tennis, a picnic and a dip in the
pool. It's a family community
designed for the way you want
to live. And now, our first
homes at Huckleberry Fields are
ready. Come see these exciting
homes, priced from the $50's.
S.R. 50 at Alafaya Trail
(305) 275-1781

•

There's nothing like a Huckleberry Homecoming.
•

Some People Just
Don't Know How To
Have Fun.

Take Carrie Nation. Her idea of a good time was to smash up a saloon with her axe. Here at
Carrie Nation's the fun is more casual. Feel free to drop in and shoot a friendly game of
pool while checking out some of the hottest local bands. Hungry? Our full service restaurant
can satisfy your appetite, serving everything from finger food to full-course meals, and our
nightly drink specials will keep you coming back for more. Carrie Nation's. We're your
neighborhood Good Time Emporium.

